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Introduction

The present thesis may be classi�ed in to the broad �eld of climate research and special-
izes on climate monitoring of the free atmosphere. The motivation for climate research
studies most often lies in better understanding of the variability and trends of the climate
system and the role of human activities contributing to it. Since the early 1990's four
assessment reports on the newest �ndings of climate research have been published by
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), emphasizing the rapid pace of
understanding gained of the changing climate system. The new Summary for Policimak-
ers (Soloman et al., 2007) states that �Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, as
is now evident from observations . . . �. Furthermore, it states that �Most of the observed
increase in global average temperatures since the mid-20th century is very likely [con�-
dence greater than 90%] due to the observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas
concentrations.� This is a further advance in con�dence to even the previous assessment
report in which this con�dence was stated to be only greater than 66%.
Whereas the IPCC assessment reports concentrate on the �ndings of climate processes

and climate change of that part of the environment which directly in�uences us human
beings, the surface and near-surface environment, climate change also occurs and may
be detected in the free atmosphere above the atmospheric boundary layer. Changes of
temperature over time are of the order of less than 1K per decade and are challenging to
detect even on the ground, where instruments may be routinely maintained. Tempera-
ture changes in the free atmosphere have to either be detected �in-situ� by, for instance,
radiosonde soundings or �remotely� by satellite measurements. Both methods have in
common that the measurement instruments cannot be directly maintained while measur-
ing and error characteristics are even more unknown than with ground measurements.
Nowadays, climate records of the free atmosphere up to an altitude of about 35 km

exist, spanning a time period of about thirty years for satellite Microwave Sounding Unit
(MSU) instruments and of about �fty years for radiosonde soundings. They encompass
the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) region, which turned out to be a
region especially sensitive to temperature changes. However, the data of these climate
records were obtained with instruments originally designed to serve needs of weather
forecasting, which generally imposes far less stringent demands on the systematic error
characteristics of the measurement than would be necessary for climate monitoring mea-
surements. Learning from that, the urgency arises to create climate benchmark records
which have to satisfy very strict accuracy and stability requirements and for which in
addition auxiliary data need to be archived in order to be able to fully reproduce the
results in the future.
Within the last decade a new technique for probing the state of the atmosphere was

developed: the radio occultation (RO) method. Today, RO measurements have already
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advanced to be operationally assimilated into numerical weather prediction models. The
method utilizes radio signals of the global navigation satellite system (GNSS) which are
recorded on a satellite in low Earth orbit (LEO). Measurements are recorded only during
the time when the signal from a GNSS satellite on its way to the LEO satellite passes
through the atmosphere and is bent by the atmospheric refractive index �eld, thus
the actual measurement is constituted by the Doppler shift of the radio signal. From
these Doppler shifts, or phase delay changes, atmospheric parameters like refractivity,
geopotential height, pressure, and temperature can be obtained. One of the major
attractions of this method, especially from the perspective of climate monitoring, is
that the measurement is traceable to the second (unit of time), which is a fundamental
S.I. (Système International d'Unités) unit maintained as a metrological standard to an
extremely high accuracy. Due to this characteristic, RO measurements have the potential
to be formed into a climate benchmark record.
In the present thesis, more than �ve years of RO measurements of the CHAllenging

Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) satellite were formed into seasonal climatologies of the
parameters refractivity, geopotential height, pressure, and temperature. Global clima-
tologies were carefully created and analyzed for possible discontinuities by comparing
them against operational analyses of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF). It turned out that the RO climatologies are of excellent accu-
racy by which they were even able to point out discontinuities within the operational
ECMWF analyses. Within this work a special case study for the tropical tropopause
region was performed.
The thesis is structured into �ve chapters. Chapter 1 gives an overview of global

temperature climate records in the free atmosphere constructed from data of the ra-
diosonde network and the (A)MSU satellite instruments in the troposphere and lower
stratosphere. Temperature records for the middle stratosphere all the way through to the
mesopause are obtained from rocketsonde and lidar measurements, however, they do not
cover the whole globe but only parts of the equatorial and northern hemispheric regions.
Furthermore, the tropopause is introduced as well as the latest studies of temperature
properties in the UTLS region are summarized.
In Chapter 2 the radio occultation (RO) method is concisely summarized. Background

information on RO measurements is given such as a short historical overview of the
evolution of the RO method itself and past, present, and planned future RO satellite
missions are introduced. At the end of this chapter a discussion about climate benchmark
records is appended and the notion of S.I. traceability is formulated.
Chapter 3 presents the climate processing system of the WegCenter/Uni Graz

and explains how climatologies based on CHAMP RO data were set-up. In Chapter 4
the seasonal RO climatologies of the atmospheric parameters temperature, refractivity,
pressure, and geopotential height, and temperature are presented in global latitude-
longitude versus height depictions as well as in a way to demonstrate the temporal
evolution of each parameter.
Chapter 5 �nalizes with a case study within the tropical tropopause region in which

RO climatologies in that altitude and region are compared against operational ECMWF
analyses. In addition a model was constructed which estimates the climatological sam-
pling error inherent to the CHAMP seasonal temperature climatologies.



1 Monitoring of Climate Change

and Variability

During the last decade climate change issues have become a global concern and climate
change science has emerged to become a publicly recognized and appreciated discipline.
In early 2007 the fourth report (Fourth Assessment Report, AR4) in a series of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has been published (Soloman et al.,
2007) by Working Group I concerning the physical science basis. It summarizes the
newest �ndings in oceanic, atmospheric, and environmental related climate studies and
gives projections on climate variability and change until the end of this century on
parameters in�uencing the immediate sphere of human beings, called the biosphere,
such as surface temperature.
In this study, a climatological temperature record derived from radio occultation (RO)

measurements from �ve years of CHAMP (CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload) satellite
data is presented for the free atmosphere. Global climatological data sets for the free
atmosphere already exist since around 1958 obtained by radiosonde measurements and
since 1978/79 with the beginning of the satellite era obtained by measurements of the Mi-
crowave Sounding Unit (MSU). The evaluation and interpretation of these data records
has been of great concern and were lately summarized in a comprehensive study by
Trenberth et al. (2007) within the IPCC AR4 and a related report by Karl et al. (2006).
However, only these two independent data sets are available with a reference or transfer
standard (e. g., Thorne et al., 2005a) missing entirely against which the data sets could
be absolutely validated. The absence of a transfer standard intrinsically is prone to ex-
hibit the potential of large structural uncertainty. Therefore, on the one hand it is most
desirable to produce new and independent climate records for inter-comparison purposes
and on the other hand to introduce a reference standard for temperature measurements
with climate accuracy in the free atmosphere. In the RO community, we think both
points are addressed and can be met by measurements utilizing the radio occultation
technique (cf. Chapter 2).
In the following section, the climate records of the MSU, which in 1998 was upgraded

to the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU), as well as the radiosonde network
are introduced and discussed. In addition, climate records obtained from Rayleigh lidar
and rocketsonde measurements will be discussed. The next section gives an overview of
the results obtained from both records with emphasis on climate variability and change
within the free atmosphere. The last section gives a thorough description on recent and
ongoing science aimed at better understanding the upper troposphere lower stratosphere
(UTLS) region with emphasis on the two parameters of tropopause temperature and
altitude.
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1.1 Climate Records in the Free Atmosphere

Building climate records is a very challenging task especially when there is no reference
standard to check the results. The main challenge is to produce a record with the de-
sired accuracy and representativeness to �rstly distinguish a possible climate trend from
natural climate variability and secondly be able to reliably identify possible human con-
tribution to the climate trend. There are many potential error sources with satellite and
in-situ measurements in general and with the MSU and radiosonde records in particular
of which the most important will be discussed below.
The main error source in building climate records from these two measurement records

is related to the actual process of producing them. When correcting for external error
sources and spurious non-climatic signals in the raw data and in the light of sparse or
completely missing metadata, expert judgment is necessary. The choices being made
di�er between each group even though all process the same data. The systematic dif-
ferences which are thus introduced have been termed �structural uncertainty� (Thorne
et al., 2005a; Christy et al., 2006). Structural uncertainty is most relevant when creating
the (A)MSU climate record because satellite instruments cannot be regularly maintained
and checked for possible inconsistencies or a slow degradation of the instrument. A ra-
diosonde sensor is used for one ascent only on which it also cannot be controlled, thus
when creating a climate record from radiosonde data structural uncertainty will also be
inevitable. The main di�erences between various climate records and remaining system-
atic errors can largely be attributed to structural uncertainty.

1.1.1 The (A)MSU Climate Record

The MSU is a backscatter radiometer which passively measures microwave radiation
emitted back from Earth's atmosphere at around 60GHz. At that spectral wavelength
the emission of molecular oxygen is measured whose abundance in the atmosphere is
very stable in space and time and thus acts as an excellent tracer for atmospheric tem-
perature monitoring (Spencer et al., 1990). Under the assumption that the atmosphere
is emitting all radiation that it absorbs, i. e., behaves as a �black body�, a brightness
temperature which is equal to a thermometric temperature can be inverted from the
radiation measurements. The detailed retrieval method is explained in Spencer et al.
(1990) and is enhanced in later works (for references see below).
The MSU instrument was �rst �own on the Television Infrared Observation Satellite

(TIROS-N) spacecraft launched in late 1978, following on satellites from the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), NOAA-6 through NOAA-12
and NOAA-14, up to 1998. In 1998 the four channel MSU instrument was �advanced� to
the 16-channel AMSU with better calibration, more stable station-keeping, and higher
spatial and temporal sampling resolution (e. g., Goodrum et al., 2000; CIRA, 2007). The
AMSU instrument is �own on the NOAA-15 through NOAA-18 satellites as well as on
the Aqua (latin: water) satellite (NASA, 2007) by NASA (National Aeronautics and
Space Administration).
The (A)MUS instruments measure the emissivity of the atmosphere in nadir mode,
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Figure 1.1: Weighting functions of the MSU instruments in the lower troposphere (T2LT),
mid-troposphere (T2), and lower stratosphere (T4); height-weighted averages of radiosonde-
based layer temperatures to mimic MSU bulk temperatures are given between 850 hPa and
300 hPa (T850−300) and 100 hPa to 50 hPa (T100−50). Note that T2 has contributions from the
stratosphere and T4 from the troposphere as indicated on the right side which shows the global
tropopause altitude variation with latitude (adopted from Karl et al. (2006)).

i. e., perpendicular downwards from the �ying spacecraft and receive the emission at a
certain wavelength not only from a speci�c height but from a bulk layer of the atmo-
sphere. Thus the brightness temperature inverted from MSU measurements represents
a bulk temperature as a single value representative for the relatively thick atmospheric
layer. Figure 1.1 shows the weighting functions for three MSU channels, denoted T4

for temperature representative for the lower stratosphere, T2 for the mid-troposphere,
and T2LT for the lower troposphere. T2 and T2LT have emission contributions from the
surface amounting to about 10% for the latter. Channel 2 temperature has contribu-
tions of the stratosphere and channel 4 from the troposphere, both up to about 15%
depending on latitude. Channel 3 temperatures are not taken into account for long
term climate studies because the MSU instruments on NOAA-6 and NOAA-9 satellites
exhibited signi�cant drifts. Furthermore, it covers the height range of the UTLS region
which complicates temperature trend detection because it receives contributions from
the stratosphere and troposphere alike.

The bulk atmospheric temperature is far less informative than a temperature from
a discrete height level as obtained, for instance, from radiosonde measurements. How-
ever, the spatial and also temporal coverage of satellite measurements is far superior to
radiosonde soundings. When comparing both temperatures the di�erence between the
bulk and discrete-level temperature has to be accounted for by intending to mimic the
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MSU bulk temperature with an height-weighted average of radiosonde-based tempera-
tures as depicted in Figure 1.1. These height-weighted average temperatures are given
by T850−300 for the troposphere and by T100−50 for the stratosphere. In principle there
are two approaches as described in detail by Christy et al. (2006). On the one hand, one
can use a static weighting function which is to be applied to the radiosonde temperature
pro�le taking into account di�erences over the ocean and continents. On the other hand,
one can use a radiative transfer model which is fed with the complete temperature and
humidity pro�les of the radiosonde measurement and takes into account the variation of
di�erent atmospheric parameters. Whereas the latter method is more accurate it also
takes much more computer power to perform and for climate applications the results of
both methods di�er only slightly.
There are mainly three groups who are working actively on producing and updating

their climate records from (A)MSU satellite data. All three groups have made their data
publicly available at well maintained internet sites. These are Christy et al. (2003) and
Spencer et al. (2006) at the University of Alabama Huntsville (UAH) hereafter referred
to as the UAH record and found at http://vortex.nsstc.uah.edu/data/msu/; Mears
et al. (2003) and Mears and Wentz (2005) from the Remote Sensing Systems, hereafter
referred to as RSS and found at http://www.remss.com/msu/msu_data_description.
html; and Grody et al. (2004) and Vinnikov et al. (2006) at the University of Maryland,
hereafter referred to as UMd, who published their data created for the Karl et al. (2006)
report at http://www.atmos.umd.edu/~kostya/CCSP/.
The �rst two groups produce climate records for the three MSU channels labeled T2LT,

T2, and T4, whereas the UMd group produces a climate record for T2 only. There are two
other smaller groups who have created temperature trends utilizing MSU measurements.
Prabhakara et al. (2000) have developed yet another di�erent approach how to deal with
non-climatic error sources of the data. Unfortunately, they have not continued their
work and updated their climatic record. Zhou et al. (2006) have only recently started to
construct temperature trends from MSU data. They used simultaneous nadir overpasses
from di�erent satellites to inter-calibrate the MSU instruments and thus reduce the data
for spurious non-climatic errors.
The method of handling all sorts of external and inherent error sources di�ers for each

group considerably, as described in detail in the given references, in�uencing their �nal
product, the climate temperature record. Temporal overlap times between each (A)MSU
carrying satellite di�ers over a wide range and mostly involves two satellites only. Tem-
poral overlap of satellites provide an essential measure for inter-calibration of satellite
instruments to avoid spurious temperature trends. Further error sources a�ecting the
determination of an accurate climate temperature trend from satellite measurements in
general include orbital decay, calibration shifts and changes, and diurnal sampling. The
orbit of satellites decreases with time because the thin atmosphere still drags on the
spacecraft which changes the viewing geometry of the instrument. For MSU measure-
ments, this issue mainly a�ects T2LT temperatures and introduces a spurious temperature
trend of about 0.1K per decade (Christy et al., 2000, 2006).
Calibration shifts and changes within the MSU series poses a major problem which

is approached di�erently throughout all groups. Calibration not only changes from pre-

http://vortex.nsstc.uah.edu/data/msu/
http://www.remss.com/msu/msu_data_description.html
http://www.remss.com/msu/msu_data_description.html
http://www.atmos.umd.edu/~kostya/CCSP/
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launch conditions to in-orbit conditions for one instrument, but also changes over time
for the same instrument and is di�erent for each and single one instrument (Christy
et al., 2000; Mears et al., 2003). The calibration target temperature can change by tens
of K over the course of the live of a satellite due to orbit- and season-dependent solar
heating. Adjustments for calibration errors vary and also amount to about 0.1K per
decade. For instance, over 40% of the di�erence in temperature trends retrieved by
di�erent groups may be due to the di�erent calibration treatment of only one satellite
(Christy et al., 2006). Another source of error originates from drift of polar orbiting
satellites in local time and therefore in sampling the diurnal cycle, introducing spurious
trends related to the natural diurnal cycle of daily temperature on the order of a few
hundredths of Kelvin per decade on the temperature trend (Mears and Wentz , 2005;
Christy et al., 2006).
The importance of continuously enhancing the climate record is very instructively il-

lustrated by Christy et al. (2006) on the oldest data set available which was produced
by UAH. They had already started in the late 1980's (Spencer et al., 1990) to create a
climate record from MSU measurements and have improved it since. Additional adjust-
ments and corrections were introduced over time such as for linear diurnal drift, orbital
decay, and hot target calibrations. Even a di�erent group when using this record apply-
ing di�erent techniques pointed out still another correction not applied yet (Mears and
Wentz , 2005). With each enhancement, the long term temperature trend was altered on
the order of plus or minus a few hundredths of Kelvin per decade.

1.1.2 The Radiosonde Climate Record

Radiosonde measurements are performed via an expendable electrical measurement
package which is dragged most often by a balloon from the surface through the tropo-
sphere into the lower to mid-stratosphere up to a height at which the balloon bursts. The
package typically measures temperature, humidity, and pressure. Radiosondes which in-
clude the measurement of wind speed and direction are called rawinsondes. Temperature
is directly inferred from electrical resistance, capacitance, or voltage of a material, as
opposed to the indirect measurement of passive satellite emission measurements (AMS ,
2000). Radiosonde sounding are performed all over the world at 00 and/or 12 Coor-
dinated Universal Time (UTC). In total there are over 1000 stations globally, most of
which have started with measurements as early as the late 1950's or early 1960's.
The locations of the radiosonde stations are unevenly distributed with highest density

over Europe and North America and lowest in the southern hemisphere (SH), namely
over South America, Africa, and Antarctica introducing a sampling bias towards the
northern hemisphere (NH). Furthermore, over the oceans only on very few scattered
island radiosonde stations are in operation limiting most of the measurements to the
land masses. Of those roughly 1000 stations only about 700 have stayed at the same
location during the last four decades or so while others have been moved or completely
shut down (Christy et al., 2006). For the radiosonde record this poses a unique problem
of having to decide which radiosonde record to included into the climate analysis and
which to leave out. On the contrary, for the MSU data usually all measurements are
used.
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In addition to the limited temporal (only once or twice a day) and spatial (unevenly
over land, very few over ocean) sampling, radiosonde measurements exhibit many more
error sources which complicate an accurate determination of a climatic temperature
trend. If the measurement package before launch is not allowed to fully adopt to atmo-
spheric conditions, measurements in the lowest part of the atmosphere are not represen-
tative. Changes in instrumentation most often introduce spurious temperature changes
or shifts. Solar heating poses a big concern because it heats up the thermometer while
rising. In the stratosphere due to the low air density the thermometer cannot keep up
with sudden temperature changes (e. g., Mears et al., 2006). Additionally, it was found
that the introduction of new and more stable balloons introduced a spurious cooling
trend in stratospheric temperature because those balloons could suddenly rise higher
than the balloons before (Parker and Cox , 1995).
Radiosonde soundings were not primarily intended for climate record purposes but

instead serve the immediate needs of the numerical weather prediction (NWP) centers
for real time assimilation. For climate needs it is very important that a long time
homogeneous data set is ensured with all changes concerning the complete measurement
system be recorded by means of so-called metadata. Unfortunately, for most radiosonde
stations metadata is missing or at best available only very sparsely. Furthermore, most
of the time raw data of the soundings are not archived but only the processed data which
complicates tracing changes on the one hand within the raw data and on the other hand
in the processing system algorithms.
Radiosonde measurements are reported at least on �fteen �mandatory vertical pressure

levels� at 1000 hPa, 850 hPa, 700 hPa, 500 hPa, 400 hPa, 300 hPa, 250 hPa, 200 hPa,
150 hPa, 100 hPa, 70 hPa, 50 hPa, 30 hPa, 20 hPa, 10 hPa. With these levels the vertical
resolution of the radiosonde temperature measurements is far superior compared to the
bulk temperature of the MSU instrument. When comparing radiosonde soundings to
MSU satellite measurements the layer thickness of the satellites' bulk temperature has
to be mimiced with radiosonde data, as described above.
There are mainly two radiosonde data sets which have been carefully created for use

of climate temperature studies. Lanzante et al. (2003a,b) have selected 87 radiosonde
stations following strict quality criteria and applied homogeneity adjustments. However,
this record terminates in 1997 and has not been updated since. But it serves as the basis
for the Radiosonde Air Temperature Products for Assessing Climate (RATPAC) which
is freely available in the Internet at http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/ratpac.
It is updated regularly (Free et al., 2005) and uses data from the Integrated Global
Radiosonde Archive (IGRA, Durre et al. (2006)). The second data set widely used was
created by the Hadley Centre by the UK Meteorological O�ce called the Hadley Centre
Atmospheric temperature Data Set Version 2 (HadAT2; Thorne et al. (2005b)) and is
also freely available at http://www.hadobs.org/. They incorporate almost 700 stations
using all available digital radiosonde data. The temperature climate record is provided
on 9 of the aforementioned mandatory pressure levels between 850 hPa and 30 hPa. Their
approach to account for non-climatic inconsistencies and biases within the radiosonde
data is based on neighbor comparison to assure spatial as well as temporal consistency.
Despite these e�orts of constructing homogenized global radiosonde data records sig-

http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/ratpac
http://www.hadobs.org/
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ni�cant and uncorrected biases remain, as summarized and analyzed in detail by Mears
et al. (2006) and Trenberth et al. (2007). The most prominent biases, which will be
outlined as an example for radiosonde biases in general, are related to changes in instru-
mentation over time and solar heating of the sensors while rising through the atmosphere.
Sherwood et al. (2005) have investigated the daytime heating of the sensors and com-
pared it to the nighttime soundings at the same stations. They found a decrease in
the heating of the sensors over time possibly related to enhancements in instrument de-
sign which introduces a spurious cooling trend at stratospheric heights in the retrieved
radiosonde temperature trend. This e�ect was found most prominent at tropical and
paci�c island stations which is in accordance what Randel and Wu (2006) found in their
study when investigating a sub sample of tropical stations. They found jumps and dis-
continuities in individual station records which are related to solar heating and changes
in the radiation correction applied. These again introduce a spurious cooling trend, but
this time not only in the stratosphere but at all heights. In total, however, it is not yet
clear if a preferred sign of a spuriously introduced trend exists when accounting for all
biases involved with radiosonde measurements (Mears et al., 2006), as indicated by the
two aforementioned studies.

1.1.3 Climate Records in the Middle Atmosphere

This section will give an overview of three climate temperature records of the middle
atmosphere. The �rst two data sets to be discussed consist of a long term record at only
one station. The third climate record had consisted of several sites but many of them
were shut down in recent years due to funding issues and only a few remain today.

Radio Wave Re�ection Heights

Radio wave re�ection height measurements, as described by Taubenheim et al. (1997),
are performed by measuring the phase di�erence of radio waves between those re�ected
in the ionospheric D region and the ground waves which propagate on the surface from
the transmitter to the receiver. The transmitter is located at the French station of
Allouis and transmits radio waves with a frequency of 164 kHz. These are received in
the northern part of Germany at Kühlungsborn located 1030 km away. In mid-way
of the re�ection path, the re�ection height is located. A temperature record for that
mid-latitude measurement has thus been produced for the time period 1963 through
1995.
Taubenheim et al. (1997) have found that the re�ection height is connected to a �xed

value of the electron density following the diurnal height variation of the D region elec-
tron density which in turn is forced by the solar zenith angle. When applying the
appropriate calculations a characteristic value of the solar zenith angle as a function
of the (re�ection) height can be determined. In that study, the re�ection height was
chosen to equal 81.8 km. Since the main absorber of solar radiation at this height is
molecular oxygen, which is proportional to the neutral air pressure pro�le, any variation
of the solar zenith angle at the re�ection height immediately indicates a variation of
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air pressure at that height. By applying the hydrostatic equation between the pressure
level of 1 hPa (the height of the stratopause) and the re�ection height of 81.8 km, in
addition a mesospheric column-mean temperature was obtained. These measurements
can be considered fully homogeneous because the geographic con�guration and radio
wave frequency used remained the same from the beginning. Furthermore, instrumental
degradation is excluded in principle by the method applied.

Rayleigh Lidar

Rayleigh lidar measurements were performed at two French stations: since January 1979
at the Observatory of Haute-Provence and since March 1986 at Biscarrosse. With the
two installed lidar systems, temperature pro�les can be gained between around 30 km
and 100 km. The principle limitation of this method are weather conditions, thus, not
more than 19 pro�les per month were recorded at any time throughout the 15 years.
The method applied was �rst described by Chanin and Hauchcorne (1981). From the

measurement of a Rayleigh back-scattered monochromatic light pulse (usually a laser
beam) by air molecules, air density and then temperature can be determined. The two
lidars installed at these sites utilize a laser which emits a light pulse of around 10 ns at
the wavelength of 532.2 nm (Keckhut et al., 1993). When collecting and counting the
back-scattered pulses a device with a very large dynamic range is needed because the
intensity of the light varies by a factor of 105 (Hauchcorne et al., 1991). The vertical
resolution can mainly be adjusted by the integration time of collecting back-scattered
light. The integration period in which one pro�le is gained in�uences the averaging of
atmospheric in�uences. The two lidars operate with a 3 km vertical resolution and an
integration period of 3 hrs to 4 hrs.
Keckhut et al. (1993) have performed a thorough error analysis for these two instru-

ments and the Rayleigh lidar method. The measurement method provides an absolute
temperature measurement and the instruments do not need adjustment or external cali-
bration rendering it an ideal candidate for long-term climate monitoring (Keckhut et al.,
1995). The observed error sources can be divided into two height regimes. At the top
of the pro�le the extraction of background noise, photon noise, and the initialization
of the pressure pro�le introduce errors and can be the source of spurious trend signals.
However, these in�uences decrease exponentially with decreasing height and at a height
of about 70 km they are reduced to about 1K.
At the lower part of the pro�le, error sources are related to the presence of aerosols,

the error characteristics of the photomultiplier used for detecting the back-scattered
photons, and the geometric alignment of the transmitting and receiving axes of the
photons. These errors are di�cult to be quanti�ed precisely, however remain at about
1K above 30 km to 35 km. After the major volcanic eruption of El Chichón (1982)
it had been necessary to raise the lower end of the temperature pro�le to 40 km and
then 35 km. The aerosol clouds of Mt. Pinatubo (1991) had not been localized above
32 km. In summary, Keckhut et al. (1993) found that the mean accuracies obtained by
the instruments amount to about 1K between 30 km and 70 km, 3K at 80 km, and 10K
at 90 km.
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Rocketsonde Soundings

At last, a data set of rocketsonde soundings will be discussed. Rockets had been launched
from quite a few stations operationally but mainly because of cost restrains have been
reduced considerably in recent time. The rocketsonde network essentially consists of
Russian, Japanese, North American, and globally distributed tropical stations. Temper-
ature pro�les from rocketsonde soundings can be gained at a height range between 28 km
to 80 km with a vertical resolution of about 1 km. Stations at which rocketsonde launches
were performed regularly over a time period longer than a decade are very sparse and
the data sets very unique. Globally roughly a dozen such stations exist, therefore their
coverage of the mid-atmosphere is much superior than that of the two measurements
formerly introduced and extends from the tropics to northern mid-latitudes. Dunkerton
et al. (1998) investigated six tropical stations with records covering the time period from
1962 to 1991; Keckhut et al. (1999) analyzed six U.S. rocketsonde records with only one
di�ering compared to those analyzed by the former group in the time period from 1969
to 1993; Kubicki et al. (2006) investigated the climate record of one Russian rocketsonde
record from Volgograd at northern mid-latitudes covering the time period from 1969 to
1995.
Rockets are equipped with a meteorological measurement package which carries a

thermistor for measuring temperature. This package is transported and ejected by the
rockets at apogee (highest point of their path) and descends decelerated by a parachute,
called �Starute�. The descending package is tracked by a radar to determine its position
relative to time (Keckhut et al., 1999).
Despite large di�erences in technology and schedule times between countries, all sys-

tems were confronted with the similar measurement uncertainties. By measuring tem-
perature directly �in-situ� with a thermistor leads to the same uncertainties as with
radiosondes. Most notably are uncertainties related to radiative and aerodynamic heat-
ing as well as sensor reaction and adjustment time, which drastically increase at heights
above ∼50 km. Instrumentation and launch vehicle changes add to the uncertainties
and if not corrected for can introduce spurious trend signals as well as sudden temper-
ature changes. Dunkerton et al. (1998) also found spurious trend signals due primarily
to a change from uncorrected to corrected temperature measurements. As described
in Keckhut et al. (1999) and Kubicki et al. (2006), these changes have occurred with
both the U.S. American and Russian rocket soundings, respectively, and much e�ort
was needed to quantify and reduce these uncertainties. Schmidlin (1981) has found that
rocket soundings are repeatable to within 1K up to 53 km, increasing to about 3.8K at
65 km and to 7.5K at 70 km.
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Table 1.1: Linear temperature trend in K per decade with the 95% con�dence interval in
parenthesis for the periods 1958 through 2004 for radiosonde and 1979 through 2004 for MSU
data (adopted from Karl et al. (2006)).

Source Period T2LT T850-300 T2 T4 T100-50

Radiosonde Retrieved Temperature Trends [K per decade]

1958−2004 0.13 (0.03) 0.13 (0.03) 0.07 (0.03) −0.36 (0.08) −0.41 (0.09)
RATPAC

1979−2004 0.13 (0.06) 0.10 (0.07) 0.02 (0.07) −0.65 (0.21) −0.70 (0.24)

1958−2004 0.16 (0.04) 0.14 (0.04) 0.08 (0.04) −0.38 (0.08) −0.39 (0.08)
HadAT2

1979−2004 0.14 (0.07) 0.12 (0.08) 0.03 (0.08) −0.64 (0.21) −0.63 (0.24)

MSU Retrieved Temperature Trends [K per decade]

UAH 1979−2004 0.12 (0.08) 0.04 (0.08) −0.45 (0.42)

RSS 1979−2004 0.19 (0.08) 0.13 (0.08) −0.33 (0.38)

UMd 1979−2004 0.20 (0.07)

1.2 Natural Variability and Temperature Trends in

the Free Atmosphere

1.2.1 The Troposphere and Lower Stratosphere

In this section results obtained from the radiosonde and (A)MSU records will be pre-
sented. Climate temperature anomalies and trends of the products created by the groups
introduced above will be discussed. Emphasis will be given to natural variability of tem-
perature anomalies in the free atmosphere as well as its in�uence on temperature trend
detection. As before, most of the results are taken from Trenberth et al. (2007) and the
report by Karl et al. (2006), mainly from the part by Lanzante et al. (2006).

In Table 1.1 linear temperature trends in K per decade obtained from radiosonde and
MSU data for the periods 1958 through 2004 and 1979 through 2004, respectively, are
listed. The numbers in parenthesis represent the approximate 95% con�dence interval of
the linear trend. To emphasize the signi�cance of the retrieved temperature trends, those
trends which are not statistically di�erent from zero are displayed in italics. Temperature
trends for the radiosonde data are given for the RATPAC and HadAT2 data records for
layer average temperatures of �ve atmospheric layers corresponding to T2LT, T2, and T4

of the MSU instrument, and to two layers which solely reside either in the troposphere
(T850-300) or in the stratosphere (T100-50). Temperature trends retrieved from the MSU
data record are given for the three groups as introduced above. The group of the
university of Maryland only calculates temperature trends for the T2 channel.

Two major features which are represented throughout the products of all �ve groups
and both time periods can be inferred from Table 1.1: since 1958 the troposphere has
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warmed while the stratosphere has cooled. The average amount of warming in the
troposphere as measured by radiosonde and MSU data, i. e., as in T2LT and T850-300, and
for both periods equals to about 0.13K per decade, although the measure of RSS for the
period 1979 through 2004 at T2LT with 0.19K per decade lies about 50% higher than
that. The linear temperature trend seems not to vary much in the troposphere for both
time periods.
In the stratosphere, the linear temperature trend of both layer averages T4 and T100-50

are strongly negative with values reaching as low as −0.63K to −0.70K per decade for
the radiosonde data during the satellite era of 1979 through 2004. Within the radiosonde
era 1958 through 2004 the negative trend was measured to be almost half of this reaching
about −0.38K per decade. The MSU retrieved trends for the satellite era are much lower
than obtained from radiosonde data and vary considerably more.
Chanel 2 results are most ambiguous and hard to interpret. They show a slight

warming trend for radiosonde data within the radiosonde era and a trend not statistically
di�erent from zero within the satellite era. However, temperature trends retrieved from
satellite data range between not being statistically di�erent from zero (UAH) to an even
stronger warming than recorded in the lower troposphere (RSS with 0.20K per decade).
Most of this ambiguity is related to the fact that channel 2 data receives contributions
mainly from the troposphere but to about 10%−15% also from the lower stratosphere,
as was �rst detected by Spencer and Christy (1992) (cf. Figure 1.1). There were e�orts
to subtract the stratospheric contributions from T2 by Fu et al. (2004) and use a newly
created temperature, T∗G, globally for the troposphere (Johanson and Fu, 2006) which
results in almost the same temperature as T2 (not shown here).
In Table 1.1 temperature trends are given as linear trends over a period as long as

almost 60 years for the most non-linear process like the climate. Many authors caution
to use linear trends to describe climate variability of the past. Thorne et al. (2005b) have
found that tropospheric temperature evolution at least in the HadAT2 data set was too
nonlinear to justify the indiscriminate use of a linear trend. Seidel and Lanzante (2004)
have investigated three alternative simple statistical models involving breakpoints and
suggest consideration of such alternatives in climate change detection and attribution
studies even though it is hard to prove that they provide a better �t to the data.
Figure 1.2 shows temperature anomalies in the three atmospheric layers of the lower

stratosphere (T4), mid-troposphere to lower stratosphere (T2), and lower troposphere
(T2LT) from top to bottom, respectively. The time series spans almost 60 years from
1958 through 2004 depicting results from the radiosonde and MSU data record, where
applicable. The series depicts anomalies based on the Jan. 1979 to Dec. 1997 average
and is smoothed with a 7-month running average (Karl et al., 2006). Superimposed
are the three major volcanic eruptions of Mt.Agung (1963), El Chichón (1982), and
Mt. Pinatubo (1991).
In the stratosphere, the overall cooling trend is interrupted by these three explosive

volcanic eruptions by an abrupt rise in temperature of about 1K. It is caused by the
injection of volcanic aerosols into the stratosphere which absorb solar radiance and
last for about 2 to 3 years until they are removed from the atmosphere by natural
processes. However, a certain ambiguity remains, especially for the last two major
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Figure 1.2: Temperature anomalies for the time period 1958 through 2004 as obtained from
radiosonde and (A)MSU data for the lower stratosphere (A), mid-troposphere to lower strato-
sphere (B), and lower troposphere (C). All time series are smoothed with a 7-month running
average and expressed as departures from the Jan. 1979 to Dec. 1997 average (adopted from
(Trenberth et al., 2007)).

eruptions, as to whether the temperature in the lower stratosphere returns to its earlier
value or experiences a step-like decline after each eruption (Seidel and Lanzante, 2004).
Furthermore, throughout the time series small variations of about 2 to 3 years can be
seen which result from the QBO (Seidel et al., 2004).
In the troposphere, three features are of major interest. At �rst, the volcanic erup-

tions have a cooling e�ect on the troposphere (e. g., Karl et al., 2006) as can be nicely
seen for the Mt.Agung and Mt. Pinatubo events. The cooling response from El Chichón
is masked by an El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) warming event. ENSO events
result in a relatively large warm anomaly (e. g., Karl et al., 2006) amounting to about
0.5K. Especially the strong ENSO event in 1998 can clearly be followed for all four
data records. A third feature inherent to the tropospheric temperature trend is a well
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studied and documented climate shift occurring in 1976 (Trenberth, 1990; Trenberth and
Hurrell , 1994; Deser et al., 2004). This climate shift occurs in the (tropical) troposphere
and is characterized by a sudden rise in average temperature around 1976. The aver-
age temperature about a decade before 1976 was around 0.3K colder than the average
temperature of about a decade after 1976. Both time periods before and after 1976
additionally feature highly varying tropospheric temperature due to ENSO events, and
the sudden temperature rise in 1976 was accompanied by an ENSO event of nearly 0.5K
(see Figure 1.2). Because the climate shift occurs just before the satellite era it can only
be documented with the radiosonde data. Since the mean temperature before and after
the shift does not change much this event acts as a very strong argument to use step-like
trend models instead of the linear trend (Seidel and Lanzante, 2004).
With all the di�culties involved in building climate records it is very impressive how

well these �ve (with UMd only producing T2 temperatures) almost completely indepen-
dent data products agree with each other. However, at closer examination and as can be
inferred from Table 1.1 at times large di�erences prevail. In the lower stratosphere, both
radiosonde data sets di�er largely at the peak of volcanic warming associated with the
Mt.Agung in 1963 and El Chichón in 1982. More climatically important biases between
the radiosonde products are subtle di�erences in temperature which result in RATPAC
having a larger stratospheric trend than HadAT2 (Lanzante et al., 2006).
In the troposphere both radiosonde products agree very well even though the HadAT2

product uses almost ten times as many stations as the RATPAC data set. There have
been studies which have examined the di�erent spatial sampling of the two products
(Free and Seidel , 2005; Thorne et al., 2005a) and concluded that on a global scale
the amount of stations used in the RATPAC data set are su�cient for a representative
temperature trend detection. At the end of the climate record, the data starts to overlap
with continuous RO measurements. This is especially noteworthy since the MSU satellite
and radiosonde products seem to disagree by a relative large amount since around the
mid 90's. Very recently, a climate trend study including RO measurements has been
performed by Steiner et al. (2007).
The e�ects of the volcanic eruptions on the temperature trend are represented with

di�ering precision throughout data products. The stratospheric warming resulting from
the El Chichón eruption is represented around 0.3K colder in the satellite record com-
pared to the radiosonde record, whereas the warming e�ect of the Mt. Pinatubo eruption
is represented equally throughout all four data sets. For the satellite data the overall
stratospheric temperature trend is much lower than for the radiosonde data. Up to
1991 satellite stratospheric temperature seems to be colder than radiosonde tempera-
ture whereas after the volcanic eruption it is warmer. This systematic di�erence mainly
accounts for the large di�erence in temperature trend di�erence between satellite and
radiosonde products (see Table 1.1) and is largely attributed to di�culties in accurately
determining radiosonde temperature in the stratosphere (see discussion in Chapter 1.1).

1.2.2 Temperature Trends in the Stratosphere and Mesosphere

Taubenheim et al. (1997) present a 32 year record of a column-mean temperature of the
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Figure 1.3: Column-mean temperature between stratopause and 81.8 km height for the time
period 1963 to 1995 inferred from radio wave re�ection heights (taken from Taubenheim et al.

(1997)).

mesosphere between the stratopause at 1 hPa (corresponds to a height of about 50 km)
and 81.8 km inferred from radio wave re�ection heights. Because of large dynamical
variation in the middle atmosphere in wintertime which is expressed by an anomaly in
radio waves, they limited their data analysis to the months May through August. They
�nd a long-term temperature trend independent of solar activity of −5.8 ±0.9K/decade.
This trend is indicated by the lower line in Figure 1.3 as a linear �t of the temperatures
occurring during the times of solar minimum activity. Taubenheim et al. (1997) suggest
that the main contribution of that decrease in temperature results from the height range
60 km to 75 km where rocketsonde soundings indicate large cooling (as discussed below).
They conclude that such a large decrease cannot be attributed to greenhouse gas forcing
alone but instead must be regarded as the signal of an intrinsic long-term variation in
the middle atmosphere.

Hauchcorne et al. (1991) and Keckhut et al. (1995) have produced long-term tem-
perature records by means of Rayleigh lidars and have focused on determining natural
long-term variability which could mask long-term temperature trends. They have inves-
tigated seasonal variability, which is greater in wintertime, as well as contributions of
the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) and from solar activity in form of the solar cy-
cle. Due to smaller variability, linear trends were calculated for the summertime (April
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Figure 1.4: Linear mean temperature trend pro�le as a function of height as observed by
Rayleigh lidars during the time period 1979 to 1994 (taken from Keckhut et al. (1995)).

through September) only as displayed in Figure 1.4. They observed a signi�cant cooling
trend in the mesosphere between 60 km and 75 km of 4K per decade and a smaller and
non-signi�cant trend in the upper stratosphere of 1K per decade peaking at around
45 km. At the height range between 30 km and 40 km they �nd a cooling trend of 1K
per decade to 3K per decade peaking at 30 km, however, Keckhut et al. (1995) have not
much con�dence in that trend because of instrumental limitations. The same is true for
the positive trend of 10K per decade at 80 km where many possible error sources give
poor con�dence in that value.

Results form rocketsonde soundings reveal a similar situation in the middle atmo-
sphere. Dunkerton et al. (1998) and Keckhut et al. (1999), who have analyzed almost
the same six tropical rocketsonde records di�er in their approach of determining temper-
ature trends. Dunkerton et al. (1998) have included all data of the 29 year time period
from 1962 through 1991 whereas Keckhut et al. (1999) have taken data starting only in
1969 up to 1991. Furthermore, they excluded data contaminated by volcanic eruptions
such as the time periods after 1975, 1982, and 1991 corresponding to the Fuego, El
Chichón, and Mt. Pinatubo eruptions, respectively. Keckhut et al. (1999) state that the
total amount of pro�les they included into their analysis before the exclusion due to
volcanic eruptions amount between 1,800 and 2,800 (1,100 for one station). They found
a temperature trend estimation as a distinct function of height with −1.1 ± 0.6K per
decade at 25 km, −1.7 ± 0.6K per decade in the height range of 35 km through 50 km,
and −3.3 ± 0.9K per decade near 60 km as depicted in Figure 1.5 by the pro�le with
the open circles. Dunkerton et al. (1998) only state to have found a cooling trend in
the height range between ∼30 km to 60 km of −1.7K per decade with an approximate
cooling of −2K per decade in the upper stratosphere and more than −4K per decade
in the lower mesosphere.
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Figure 1.5: Temperature trend pro�le for the summer (a) and winter (b) seasons as obtained
by rocketsonde soundings in Volgograd (solid line), Wallops Island (dashed line), Ryori (solid
dots), mean tropical soundings by Keckhut et al. (1999) (open circles), and by the French lidar
as published in Ramaswamy et al. (2001) (dash-dotted line) (taken from Kubicki et al. (2006)).

Temperature trend estimations of the Russian rocketsonde record as reported by Ku-
bicki et al. (2006) amount to an insigni�cant cooling of less than −1K per decade below
the height of 40 km. Above that height a sharp increase of the cooling trend with height
was observed as shown for both winter and summer months in Figure 1.5 with a relatively
constant value of 11K per decade between 55 km and 65 km. These trend estimates are
much larger than reported by any other group.

1.3 The Tropopause

The tropopause is a well de�ned region in the atmosphere which marks the boundary
between the troposphere and the stratosphere. It can be found throughout the globe
at high-, mid-, and low-latitudes, however at di�erent heights and of di�erent thick-
ness; there are occurrences of double tropopauses mainly linked to the subtropical jet
streams. Many di�erent de�nitions of the tropopause exist, which range from a very sim-
ple hydrostatic de�nition (100 hPa isobar), over adiabatic (lapse rate of the temperature
pro�le), mixing ratios of ozone, humidity and others, and dynamical relations (potential
vorticity), as well as de�nitions based on radiation properties.
The tropopause acts as a barrier between the troposphere and stratosphere imped-

ing exchange between these two air masses. The nature of the exchange between the
two atmospheric parts has since long been of scienti�c interest and recent research
is still ongoing. The tropopause region has been established as a transition layer in
which the stratosphere-troposphere exchange takes place under speci�c atmospheric
constraints. The tropical tropopause layer (TTL) has already been identi�ed long ago
as the main source for tropospheric air in the stratosphere. Recently, also the extra-
tropical tropopause layer was identi�ed in di�erent ways to contribute considerably to
stratosphere-troposphere exchange, as will be explained further below.
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1.3.1 De�nitions of the Tropopause

The simplest, and therefore most incorrect, de�nition of the tropopause de�nes it at a
constant pressure level. The 225 hPa pressure level was suggested by Scherhag (1948)
as were many other levels, mainly 200 hPa and 250 hPa, as a reasonably good approx-
imation of the tropopause. However, radiosonde as well as other data show that the
tropopause can vary between 400 hPa in polar regions and 100 hPa in the tropics, leav-
ing the 225 hPa isobar in the troposphere in the tropics and in the stratosphere mostly at
all other latitudes (Hoinka, 1998). Even as a proxy the 100 hPa isobar performs poorly
as has been shown by Seidel et al. (2001) who have studied the tropical tropopause with
radiosonde data spanning a thirty year time period. Concerning the 100 hPa isobar they
conclude that it shows signi�cantly less temporal and spatial variability than tropopause
heights determined di�erently. Similar results were found by Schmidt et al. (2004) who
performed a study on tropical tropopause parameters with CHAMP RO data.
The operationally used de�nition of the tropopause is associated with the di�erence of

temperature lapse rate of tropospheric and stratospheric air. This de�nition was agreed
upon already in 1957 by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) (WMO , 1957)
(see also WMO , 1986, 1992) and states that:

(a) The �rst tropopause is de�ned as the lowest level at which the lapse
rate decreases to 2◦C/km or less, provided also the average lapse rate
between this level and all higher levels within 2 km does not exceed
2◦C/km.

(b) If above the �rst tropopause the average lapse rate between any level and
all higher levels within 1 km exceeds 3◦C/km, then a second tropopause
is de�ned by the same criterion as under (a). This tropopause may be
either within or above the 1 km layer.

This so called lapse rate tropopause (LRT) is widely used with data, i.e., radiosonde
or RO temperature pro�les, and model output because of its simple implementation.
However, Highwood and Hoskins (1998) argue that the LRT is an arbitrary de�nition
for operational use that has limited physical relevance especially in the tropics. They
continue in arguing that there is little direct connection between convective processes,
which in�uence especially the tropical stratosphere-troposphere exchange (see below).
Above the LRT, a cold point tropopause (CPT) is de�ned by the local minimum of

the temperature pro�le (Highwood and Hoskins , 1998) (not to confuse with the abso-
lute minimum of the temperature pro�le which usually resides at the mesopause). In
rare occasions in polar and high mid-latitude regions the stratosphere can be very cold
(predominately in the winter polar vortices) which can lead to unreasonably high CPT
altitudes. For that reason, the CPT is technically de�ned to be lower than 20 km and
higher than the LRT. The physical relevance of the CPT is given by its better correlation
to convective processes in the stratosphere-troposphere exchange (Schmidt et al., 2004;
Highwood and Hoskins , 1998).
Another de�nition often used is that of a dynamical tropopause which was suggested

by Reed (1955) and de�ned by WMO (1986). The de�nition is based on potential
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Figure 1.6: A concept by Pan et al. (2004) to identify the tropopause transition layer by trace
gas relations. In (A) a stratospheric and tropospheric tracer are illustrated in altitude space
relative to the tropopause; in (B) the same is schematically shown in tracer-tracer space.

vorticity which in isentropic coordinates is given by:

PΘ = −g(ζΘ + f)

(
∂p

∂Θ

)−1

, (1.1)

where ζΘ is the relative vorticity along the isentropic surface (surface of equal potential
temperature Θ), f is the Coriolis parameter, p the pressure, and g the gravitational
constant.PΘ de�nes the dynamical tropopause in units of potential vorticity (PVU [1.0×
10−6 km2 kg−1 s−1] ), which is understood to be a near-zero-order discontinuity which
separates low values in the troposphere and high values in the stratosphere (Hoinka,
1998). In WMO (1986) the dynamical tropopause is de�ned at 1.6PVU. However, there
have been many studies suggesting di�erent values ranging from 1PVU to as high as
5PVU (see Hoinka, 1998, and references therein). However, most commonly a value
of 2PVU is used (e. g., Stohl et al., 2003). This de�nition of the tropopause is used
when studying dynamic processes such as tropopause breaks or folds which appear as
multiple stable layers in the vertical temperature pro�le although they represent the
same discontinuity surface. Because potential vorticity is conserved under adiabatic
and frictionless �ow, Ertel (1942) and Hoskins (1991) emphasized the material-surface
nature of the tropopause, which can be used to identify these discontinuity surfaces.

The last tropopause de�nition discussed here is that of the chemical tropopause. The
concept behind that de�nition is to locate the quasi material-surface that identi�es the
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chemical transition layer between the stratosphere and the troposphere (Holton et al.,
1995; Pan et al., 2004). At �rst, the pro�le of ozone was used to identify the tropopause
(e. g., Hoinka, 1997; Pan et al., 2004), because the concentration of ozone increases
rapidly in the vicinity of the tropopause towards the stratosphere. In a simulation
study, Joeckel et al. (2002) have de�ned the monthly average chemical tropopause by
ozone mixing ratio of 150 nmolmol−1. In many observational studies, the trace gas
relationship of O3-CO was investigated in the mid-latitude tropopause. In particular,
Fischer et al. (2000); Hoor et al. (2002) have observed a chemical mixing layer in the
lowermost stratosphere which they concluded was due to stratosphere-troposphere ex-
change. This layer was then referred to as a transition layer between the troposphere and
stratosphere which was characterized by Pan et al. (2004). From aircraft measurements
in mid-latitudes they have investigated the relationship of the stratospheric tracer ozone
(O3) and the tropospheric tracer carbon monoxide (CO). Based on their measurements,
they have developed a schematic shown in Figure 1.6 which illustrates the connection
of trace gases of tropospheric (e. g., CO, H2O) and stratospheric (e. g., O3) origin, of
which idealized pro�les are shown in the left panel of Figure 1.6. In tracer-tracer space
(right panel of Figure 1.6) the pro�les of both trace gas species form an �L�- shape, in
which the stratospheric trace gas forms the upper part of the �L� while the lower part
is formed by the tropospheric trace gases. In the vicinity of the tropopause, each trace
gas abundance decreases away from its origin.
Following these observations, Pan et al. (2004) suggest that �the transition point be-

tween the two branches should be considered as the chemical tropopause�. Furthermore,
the characteristics between the two branches of the �L�-shape provides information of
the sharpness of the tropopause. Applying their measurements to this schematic of the
chemical tropopause, Pan et al. (2004) showed that this approach is a powerful tool
to characterize the extra-tropical tropopause region. In particular, they showed that a
trace gas relationship is more accurate to identify the tropopause than the ozone pro�le
alone. As a result, they conclude to view the extra-tropical tropopause as a chemically
mixed transition layer, rather than as a surface, with a thickness of ∼2 km to 3 km away
from the subtropical jet and about twice as thick in its vicinity.

1.3.2 Double Tropopauses

Usually, the tropopause occurs only once in a vertical pro�le at a given location, and
the dynamical tropopause makes sure of that per de�nitionem. However, when de�ned
thermally, double (WMO , 1957) and even multiple (WMO , 1992) tropopauses can occur,
caused by overlapping of tropical and mid-latitude air masses. Early studies had already
mentioned that a thermal de�nition allows for double or multiple tropopauses at a given
location (e. g., Bjerknes and Palmen, 1937; Defant and Taba, 1957, 1958).
Figure 1.7 shows an occurrence of a double tropopause as measured by Pan et al.

(2004) in the vicinity of the northern subtropical jet. The thermal tropopause, indicated
as black crosses, was retrieved in situ with a Microwave Temperature Pro�ler aboard an
aircraft. Shown are also potential vorticity (solid lines) and zonal winds (dashed lines)
taken from United Kingdom Meteorological O�ce (UKMO) analyses (Swinbank and
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Figure 1.7: Double tropopause measured as described in Pan et al. (2004). Black crosses
refer to thermal tropopause measurements with a Microwave Temperature Pro�ler on board
an aircraft from 11 December 1995. Potential Vorticity (solid contours) and zonal wind �elds
(dashed contours, where blue present westerlies and purple easterlies) were taken from UKMO
analyses. A double tropopause exists between about 38◦N and 41◦N.

O'Neill , 1994). In this example, the double tropopause occurs between 38◦N and 41◦N
in the vicinity of the subtropical jet stream marking the so-called tropopause break
(Sprenger and Wernli , 2003). The di�erence in height between the �rst and second
tropopause amounts to about 6 km to 7 km. In comparison, the dynamical tropopause,
if de�ned at 2PVU, sometimes di�ers from the thermal tropopause by more than 2 km
as can be seen in Figure 1.7. The most signi�cant di�erence occurs in the vicinity of the
subtropical jet stream where the second tropopause level reaches as far out as to about
12PVU.

Schmidt et al. (2006) have performed a climatological study of the global occurrence
and distribution of multiple tropopauses using Global Positioning System (GPS) RO
data from CHAMP and SAC-C (Satéllite de Aplicationes Cientí�cas�C). The time period
studied covers four years of data from May 2001 to April 2005. The thermal tropopause
de�nition of WMO (1957) was used to identify single and multiple tropopauses. They
found an occurrence distribution which follows closely the climatological location of the
subtropical jet. Highest relative occurrence of double tropopauses with 80% were found
during winter months on the NH, values on the SH were found to be generally lower.
Furthermore, at high-latitudes an additional annual cycle of the occurrence of multiple
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tropopauses was observed starting in late autumn and lasting until late winter caused by
intensifying of the polar jet (Schmidt et al., 2006). The maximum thickness of multiple
tropopauses was determined to be greater than 5 km, which agrees well with Pan et al.
(2004) and Bischo� et al. (2007) (see below).
Bischo� et al. (2007) have performed a thorough study on the climatological distri-

bution and occurrence of the subtropical to southern mid-latitudinal tropopause using
three Argentine operational rawinsonde records spanning the time period 1968 to 1997.
The stations are located in Argentina at 27◦S, 35◦S, and 45◦S, respectively, and all near
the 60◦Wmeridian. They have established a climatology of single and double tropopause
occurrences. The annual cycle of the northernmost station is most pronounced with a
double tropopause occurrence of 10% in summer (February) and 45% in winter (June,
July, August). The southernmost station exhibits a reduced annual cycle with a double
tropopause occurrence of 45% in January and 30% in June. Thus, the annual cycle of
double tropopause occurrence is reversed from the subtropics to mid-latitudes (Bischo�
et al., 2007). In addition to Pan et al. (2004), Bischo� et al. (2007) have linked the
formation of double tropopauses also to frontal jets. As they clearly demonstrate, jets
close to the tropopause � whether they occur as the well established subtropical jet or
jets associated with frontal activity � can lead to tropopause breaks and in succession
to double or even multiple tropopauses.

1.3.3 Global Distribution of the Tropopause

Now that di�erent de�nitions of the tropopause have been discussed, the structure of
globally distributed temperature pro�les and the global distribution of the tropopause
itself will be analyzed. In the study presented here, LRT and CPT were used, thus this
discussion will concentrate on the tropopause parameters obtained with these two def-
initions applied to CHAMP pro�les. There were many studies which have investigated
the global distribution of the tropopause with diverse observation techniques. At �rst,
reanalyses were used to examine the tropopause region globally (Hoerling et al., 1991;
Hoinka, 1998; Hoinka, 1999). This technique was continuously re�ned, and recently the
newest reanalyses products were compared to climate models concerning the detection
of climate change in tropopause parameters (Santer et al., 2004). Radiosonde measure-
ments were �rst used to describe tropical tropopause characteristics (e. g., Seidel et al.,
2001) and then these were also tested against reanalyses data (Randel et al., 2000; Zhou
et al., 2001). Even recently, radiosonde studies were performed investigating how much
of the climate change e�ect can be diagnosed by radiosondes (Seidel and Randel , 2006).
As a new technique, RO has also been used to investigate tropopause characteristics in
the tropics (Schmidt et al., 2004; Borsche et al., 2007) and on a global scale (Schmidt
et al., 2006).
In Figure 1.8 temperature pro�les obtained from RO data of the CHAMP satellite (cf.

Chapter 4) for high-, mid-, and low-latitudes (90◦N/S to 60◦N/S, 60◦N/S to 30◦N/S,
and 30◦S to 30◦N, respectively) are shown. Depicted are pro�les of June 1st, 2003 as
a representative example of northern hemispheric summer pro�les. The high-latitude
pro�les are colored di�erently for northern (blue) and southern (purple) hemispheric
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CHAMP Profiles at High-, Mid-, and Low-Latitude of June 1st, 2003
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Figure 1.8: CHAMP pro�les taken from June 1st, 2003 at high-latitudes (blue northern
and purple southern hemisphere), mid-latitudes (green), and low-latitudes (red). The crosses
indicate the LRT (red) and CPT (blue).

pro�les. Each pro�le is marked with two crosses indicating the LRT (red cross) and
CPT (blue cross). The low-latitude pro�les (red) are distinctly di�erent to the oth-
ers because the tropopause is by far highest and coldest (see also Figure 1.9), and the
tropopause marks a pronounced minimum in the temperature pro�le. Above the mini-
mum, the temperature increases with a greater lapse rate and more consistent than with
the pro�les from other latitude ranges. Because of that, at low-latitudes the tropopause
is easiest to determine also for climatological studies because even in an ensemble of pro-
�les that distinct temperature structure exhibits the least variation (cf. Chapter 5.1).
Due to intense convection processes, the low-latitude troposphere is adiabatically well
mixed, thus leading to a more constant decrease in temperature below the tropopause
as compared to other latitude ranges.

The mid-latitude pro�les (green) are shown for the NH and SH. LRT and CPT are
much lower than at low-latitudes by roughly 5 km. Above the tropopause, at mid-
latitudes the temperature does not increase as much as at low-latitudes but stays almost
constant in the lower stratosphere. Finally, high-latitude pro�les are shown in blue and
purple, separating northern and southern hemispheric pro�les, respectively. The high-
latitude tropopause is lowest, and especially the winter polar tropopause can be very
tricky to determine. As can be seen in Figure 1.8, the temperature minimum of both
southern hemispheric (winter) polar pro�les is not reached below 20 km, thus the CPT
represents only a local temperature minimum of the pro�le. Additionally, the lapse rate
criterion of one of those pro�les is already reached about 3 km below the CPT. In polar
winter regions the atmosphere cools substantially throughout the stratosphere because
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Figure 1.9: Seasonal illustration of LRT temperature (left) and altitude (right) versus latitude
for the seasons DJF0203 (upper panels) and JJA2003 (lower panels). Shown are all pro�les of
the CHAMP satellite of which a lapse rate tropopause could be calculated within each season.
The annual cycle between summertime and winter is pictured as a representative example of
the global thermal tropopause.

the radiative heating of the sun and chemical heating of the ozone production cycle are
both missing. The northern hemispheric pro�les (blue) are characterized by an almost
constant or even slightly increasing temperature in the lower stratosphere, as are the
mid-latitude pro�les.

Figure 1.9 shows the global distribution of the LRT for northern hemispheric winter
DJF 0203 (December, January, February 2002/03) in the upper two panels, and for
northern hemispheric summer JJA2003 (June, July, August 2003) in the lower two
panels. The left panels depict the temperature distribution with latitude, and the right
panels the LRT altitude distribution with latitude. The LRT was calculated on all
available CHAMP pro�les for these two seasons (cf. Section 5.1) and is used here as
a representative example to picture the global distribution of LRT temperature and
altitude.

Globally, the coldest tropopause temperatures can be found at low-latitudes and in
the southern hemispheric winter polar vortex. Northern hemispheric winter tropopause
temperatures on average reach as low as 190K (ca. −85◦C) at low-latitudes, whereas in
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summer the average temperature is about 5K warmer at 195K. For the southern polar
vortex region in northern hemispheric summertime, it is not reasonable to calculate an
average temperature because it continuously decreases from around 225K at 30◦S to
around 185K close to the South Pole. At mid-latitudes and especially in high-latitude
winter regions the lapse rate of temperature pro�les is as an ensemble less uniform due
to the special winter atmospheric layering. This leads to di�culties when applying the
LRT criterion of WMO (1957).
The LRT altitude also varies throughout the year but not as strongly as temperature.

Generally, the low-latitude tropopause is highest reaching 17 km to 18 km in winter
and 16 km to 17 km in summer. Throughout the Hadley cell, the altitude decreases to
about 8 km to 10 km, more rapidly on the winter hemisphere. In the winter hemispheric
polar regions the tropopause altitude varies more than on the summer hemisphere. In
the cold southern winter polar vortex air, the troposphere can cool so much, that the
LRT altitude can reach as high as almost 20 km. Concluding from these two season of
CHAMP data, which are taken to illustrate the global distribution of LRT temperature
and altitude, the two coldest tropopause regions are the southern winter polar vortex
and the tropics during (northern hemispheric) summertime; the low-latitudes also mark
the highest tropopause region around the globe.

1.3.4 Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange

As was discussed in the sections above, the tropopause marks a distinct transition layer
between the troposphere and stratosphere, allowing for transport of air masses on the
large scale from the troposphere to the stratosphere and vice versa only under certain
conditions. Stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE) does take place especially in the
tropics through the TTL. However, much scienti�c attention has recently been payed
to the extra-tropical tropopause exchange and its quanti�cation. In connection with
double tropopauses, a �rst glance on extra tropical STE was given by the works of Pan
et al. (2004) and Bischo� et al. (2007). In the following section, a short overview of
recent �ndings concerning extra-tropical STE will be given.
As is emphasized by Stohl et al. (2003) there may be confusion of notion concerning

STE. Stohl (2001) and Wernli and Bourqui (2002) use STE only in the meaning of
the one-way transport from the stratosphere to the troposphere, and TSE for the other
direction from the troposphere to the stratosphere. This nomenclature can also be found
in many tropospheric chemical studies. However, it is proposed by Stohl et al. (2003),
and adopted here, to use STE for stratosphere-troposphere exchange in general for both
directions, and if speci�cally accentuating one or the other direction of transport then
either TST for troposphere-stratosphere transport or STT for stratosphere-troposphere
transport will be used.
Figure 1.10, taken from Holton et al. (1995), shows a latitude-altitude cross section

from pole to pole and from about the ground to 30 hPa height (roughly 25 km) for
January 1993; data were taken from UKMO analyses (Swinbank and O'Neill , 1994).
Depicted are zonally averaged potential temperature (solid lines) and physical tem-
perature (dashed lines). The heavy solid contour starting in the tropics and moving
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Figure 1.10: Zonally averaged global distribution of potential temperature (solid contours)
and physical temperature (dashed contours) are pictured. The shaded area, which denotes the
lowermost stratosphere, is spanned by the 2PVU potential vorticity contour below (heavy solid
line) and the 380Θ isentrope above. Data are taken from UKMO for January 1993, illustration
from Holton et al. (1995).

polewards marks the 2PVU potential vorticity contour, which in this monthly averaged
case approximates the climatological tropopause quite well. The shaded area between
the 2PVU contour and the 380-Θ isentrope denotes the �lowermost stratosphere�.

The lowermost stratosphere is characterized by isentropic surfaces which lie partly
within this region, at polar- and mid-latitudes, and partly outside in the tropics. Hoskins
(1991) has referred to this part of the atmosphere as the �middleworld�. Here, STE
is enabled along isentropic surfaces which is relatively fast (Stohl et al., 2003) and can
indeed occur in both directions (Chen, 1995; Holton et al., 1995) because the tropopause
intersects the isentropes. The middleworld is embedded above by the �overworld� and
beneath by the �underworld�. The overworld lies completely in the stratosphere above
the 380Θ isentrope, whereas the underworld lies completely in the troposphere. STT
to the underworld as well as TST to the overworld is slow because in either case the
air is required to cross isentropic surfaces which requires adiabatic cooling or heating,
respectively.

In Figure 1.11 the above mentioned principle of STE is shown schematically for one
hemisphere illustrating the global aspects of STE. Viewed globally, the Brewer-Dobson
circulation (Brewer , 1949) determines the air �ow from the tropical troposphere into
the stratosphere by large scale ascent in the so called �tropical pipe� (Plumb, 1996). Air
is then transported to the extra-tropical stratosphere caused by Rossby wave breaking
in conjunction with westerlies at mid-latitudes at, and below, the tropopause (Waugh,
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Figure 1.11: Large scale dynamical aspects of STE understood and summarized by Holton

et al. (1995). The thick line denotes the tropopause which is encompassed by the 380Θ isentrope
on top; lower isentropes intersect the tropopause and reach from the lowermost stratosphere
(shaded area) into the tropical troposphere where STE of various sources can take place. Note
that according to today's knowledge cumulonimbus clouds do not reach into the stratosphere.
Large scale dynamical circulation, the Brewer-Dobson circulation, is the main drive for STE
with rising above the tropics and subsidence in mid- to high-latitudes.

1996). This movement of air from the tropical lower stratosphere to extra-tropical
stratosphere is also referred to a �suction pump� (Holton et al., 1995; Stohl et al., 2003)
or just the �extra-tropical pump� which is the driving mechanism of the Brewer-Dobson
circulation. Finally, air �ow is then directed downwards from the stratosphere into the
troposphere at mid- and high-latitudes (Holton et al., 1995).

To determine the net STE mass �ux, Holton et al. (1995) have argued that using the
tropopause as control surface is not essential and may even be misleading. They suggest
to use the 380-Θ isentrope contour as control surface instead, because it separates the
overworld from the middleworld rather than the middleworld from the underworld as
does the tropopause at high- and mid-latitudes. In addition, it is more convenient to use
the 380-Θ isentrope contour because the transport across this surface can be described
on global scales. This avoids knowledge of smaller scale synoptic processes and processes
in the vicinity of the tropopause.
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Applying this approach, Appenzeller et al. (1996) have calculated with a simple model
the annual cycle of the net mass transport across the extra-tropical tropopause. They
found a distinct net mass cycle in the NH whereas in the SH the variations are found
to be weak. The annual net mass cycle they found for the NH has a maximum in late
spring and a minimum in autumn. Appenzeller et al. (1996) found this net mass �ux to
be a combined e�ect of the seasonal variation of the global-scale meridional circulation
(Brewer-Dobson circulation) and the seasonal variation of the mass of the lowermost
stratosphere which are closely linked to the annual zonal mean changes of the tropopause
height. Many more calculations of the STE have been performed, and especially Wei
(1987) has developed a method to diagnose STE directly from the output of general
circulation models (GCMs). Of course, numerical problems arise and are manifold (see
discussion in Stohl et al. (2003)).
Estimates of global net cross-tropopause mass �ux, as performed by Appenzeller et al.

(1996), characterize extra-tropical STE insu�ciently (Stohl et al., 2003) because of three
important limitations: They are spatially and temporally averaged and only account for
the net mass �ux. Especially when incorporating trace gas species into STE estimates,
spatial and temporal variations play an important role. Furthermore, the net mass
approach renders estimates for trace gas species, which have sources and sinks in the
lowermost stratosphere, inadequate.
The STACCATO project (the �nal report (STACCATO Team, 2002) is available from

http://www.forst.tu-muenchen.de/EXT/LST/METEO/staccato) has extended the ap-
proaches by Wei (1987) and Appenzeller et al. (1996) arguing that, to characterize the
e�ects of STE more completely, tropospheric and lower stratospheric transport preced-
ing or following the crossing of the tropopause plays an important role as well. That
is, to distinguish between �deep� and �shallow� exchange events, e. g., between events
that connect points outside the tropopause region and such that only connect points
within the tropopause region. In that manner, Figure 1.12 shall be understood which
is an adaptation of Figure 1.11 by Holton et al. (1995) but with the new �ndings of
STACCATO Team (2002) superimposed.
The main �ndings of STACCATO Team (2002) were, in order to calculate the net

mass �ux through the tropopause more accurately, to consider the depths and residence
times of STT and TST. In Figure 1.12 these characteristics are shown schematically
by the green arrows labeled with the principles of interest which can be divided into
�shallow� exchange (shallow and transient exchange, exchange within tropopause region)
and �deep� exchange (deep stratospheric intrusion and warm (cold) conveyor belt). The
scienti�c importance in dividing deep and shallow exchange lies in the chemical reaction
speed of the induced air. Short exchange events have probably little impact because of
the limited probability for mixing and chemical reaction within the new environment
(Wernli and Bourqui , 2002).
To distinguish between deep and shallow exchange events it is necessary to implement

a Lagrangian method as was proposed and �rst applied to a 1-month data set by Wernli
and Davis (1997) and then by Wernli and Bourqui (2002) to a longer time period. The
Lagrangian method is trajectory based and studies the behavior of many trajectories
of air parcels started at di�erent locations at the same time in a model. Thus, distinct

http://www.forst.tu-muenchen.de/EXT/LST/METEO/staccato
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Figure 1.12: In this version of Stohl et al. (2003) the blue area denotes the stratosphere, the
yellow area the lowermost stratosphere which occasionally penetrates into the free troposphere
(pink shade) displacing the troposphere from its climatological mean (heavy black line). The
brown shade denotes the atmospheric boundary layer in and from which air can be removed
from and into the stratosphere, respectively. Note that the pressure is not to scale.

criteria can be de�ned and applied to each air parcel. Wernli and Davis (1997), Wernli
(1997), and Wernli and Bourqui (2002) have classi�ed airstreams selecting trajectories
to certain criteria. For instance, Stohl (2001) has de�ned deep stratospheric intrusions
by a descent of an air parcel of more than 5000m from any level at or above 5500m,
STT to originate above 2PVU and arrive at its destination at below 1PVU, and vice
versa for TST. With that approach, Stohl (2001) e�ectively eliminated shallow exchange,
e. g., transfer of an air parcel across the 2PVU control surface from 1.9PVU to 2.1PVU,
and vice versa, within the tropopause region. This kind of exchange does not play an
important role in atmospheric chemistry and is likely to be reversible within a short
period of time.

A di�erent method to exclude shallow exchange from the STE calculations was pur-
sued by Wernli and Bourqui (2002) and Sprenger et al. (2003) who used a residence
time criterion: Air parcels which crossed the dynamical tropopause to the troposphere
(stratosphere) (2PVU) and remained there less (more) than 4 days and returned to
its origin were considered shallow (signi�cant) exchange events. Exchange events are
labeled deep of which the original stratospheric air parcel (STT) penetrates to levels
below 700 hPa, and the original tropospheric air parcel (TST) from below the 700 hPa
level is injected into the stratosphere within 4 days. However, this concept of residence
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time is not yet �nalized, because a representative timescale for irreversible mixing is
unknown (Sprenger et al., 2003) and therefore the chosen threshold of 4 days is quite
arbitrary.
The results obtained from the above stated studies will be presented in the following

which present an important link between detailed single case analyses and coarser-scale
global estimates of cross-tropopause transport (Sprenger et al., 2003). The residence
time criterion applied to exchange events has shown that the major part of air parcels
return in less than 4 days to their origin and that thus the quantitative estimate of STT
and TST mass �uxes is highly sensitive to the time criterion value used. James et al.
(2003a,b) have found that more than 90% of cross-tropopause mass �uxes are transient
in nature and return within less than 6 hours to their origin. Only about 1%−2% of
STT and TST mass �uxes are found to be deep exchange events. Furthermore, it is of
great importance to consider not only the net cross-tropopause mass �ux but also STT
and TST individually, especially �canceling� (of a mass perspective) two-way exchange,
termed �symmetrical two-way exchange�.
The annual cycle of the hemisperically integrated net exchange mass �ux in the extra-

tropics compares well with the results obtained by Appenzeller et al. (1996). However,
the zonally integrated meridional distributions di�er substantially from previous Eu-
lerain studies based upon the Wei approach (Wernli and Bourqui , 2002). These merid-
ional integrated distributions describe a fairly simple pattern with maximum STE in the
southern mid-latitudes and maxima of TSE in the subtropics and northern mid-latitudes.
South of 30◦N and north of 70◦N the resulting net exchange is upward and in between
downward. As is indicated in Figure 1.12, STT events were found to di�er signi�cantly
from the location of the climatological tropopause and occur some 150 hPa below the
tropopause, whereas TST events occur generally at or slightly above the tropopause.
This indicates that cross-tropopause exchange preferably takes place in the vicinity of
strongly disturbed tropopause as for instance around the Paci�c and Atlantic storm
tracks. Deep exchange events were found to exhibit a distinct annual cycle with a maxi-
mum of occurrence in winter and a minimum with almost no occurrence in summertime.
The mass �ux varies by more than a factor of 10 between winter and summer.
TSE was found to correspond to the storm track entrance regions near the Asian

and North American east coasts at mid-latitudes. Because they originate in the high-
emission areas of Japan and North America, these events, especially warm-conveyor
belts, represent the main source of anthropogenic emissions in the upper troposphere
and lowermost stratosphere. Similarly, STT events can transport stratospheric air into
the atmospheric boundary layer and impact the surface O3 budget. In the NH there
are three regions where this can happen, along the North American west coast, the
beginning of the Atlantic storm track, and � weaker � in the Mediterranean region.
None of the three climatological studies discussed here (James et al., 2003a,b; Sprenger

et al., 2003) have identi�ed a trend in STE for the past. All three have investigated
the �teen year long European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
Reanalyses (ERA-15) (Gibson et al., 1997) time span from 1979 to 1993. However,
Sprenger et al. (2003) state that the inter-annual variability of STE can be substantial
which is related to the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and ENSO. During positive
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phases of the NAO, the locations of tropopause crossings in the North Atlantic shifts
toward higher latitudes and altitudes. During ENSO phases, STE in the eastern tropical
Paci�c shifts toward higher altitudes and intensi�es (Stohl et al., 2003).

1.3.5 Trends in Tropopause Parameters

In Chapter 1.2 natural variability and temperature trends due to climate change in
the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) region were discussed. In this
Section, a short review of science done on trends of tropopause parameters in particular,
such as tropopause temperature and height, will be given. Long term observations were
performed with the radiosonde network as well as the MSU/AMSU instruments aboard
satellites (e. g., Karl et al., 2006) which both present a valuable and thoroughly studied
climate record. Here, results obtained from the radiosonde network will be discussed
because they measure temperature and pressure at discrete altitude levels whereas the
MSU/AMSU measure only an average bulk temperature (cf. Section 1.1). RO data
from various satellites does not yet exist long enough to be able to determine a trend in
measured parameters, because to do so in a substantial scienti�c way a time series of at
least seven to thirteen years of data has to be available (Leroy et al., 2006a). However,
reanalyses of established weather centers around the world serve as an excellent data set
to investigate past climate trends.
Radiosonde data are characterized by high vertical resolution which predestines them

for determining tropopause parameters. However, this data set is limited by the conti-
nent bound distribution and by instrumentation changes over the years. These changes
in instruments and methods have been shown to a�ect long-term temperature trend
analyses (Seidel et al., 2001; Ga�en et al., 2000b). For instance, Seidel et al. (2001)
have shown that a change in instruments from one brand to another can a�ect the
tropopause temperature by up to 3−4K. One way of coping with that kind of observa-
tional problem and also natural oscillating variation, Zhou et al. (2001) have adjusted
the radiosonde data by �tting correction equations to it in order to determine a trend
free of any forcings. However, these corrections themselves again may be erroneous and
can profoundly alter trend estimates (Ga�en et al., 2000a).
For a data set of 83 radiosondes, Seidel et al. (2001) have investigated changes in the

tropical tropopause for the time period 1961 to 1990. They found a multi-decadal linear
increase in ZLRT of +20m per decade, a decrease in pLRT of about +0.5 hPa per decade,
and an accompanying decrease in TLRT of −0.5K per decade. For a subset of this data
set, Randel et al. (2000) found a comparable linear temperature trend for the time period
1979−1997 of (−0.57± 0.18)K per decade. In both analyses, the trend was intermitted
by short and strong decreases of tropopause height and increases of tropopause tem-
perature due to the volcanic eruption of El Chichón in 1982 and Mount Pinatubo in
1991. Omitting data of the years 1982−1983, Randel et al. (2000) found a reduction of
the linear temperature trend to (−0.28 ± 0.17)K, highlighting the sensitivity of trends
to anomalies especially at the beginning (and end) of short data records. Zhou et al.
(2001) report a temperature trend of the tropical cold point tropopause temperature of
−0.57K per decade obtained by operational radiosonde data from 1973−1998, however,
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they accounted for instrumental changes and natural oscillations such as sea surface tem-
perature and the QBO. Very recently, Seidel and Randel (2006) have performed a global
study using 1980−2004 radiosonde data. They have found an estimated global trend in
ZLRT of +64±21m per decade, a corresponding decrease in pLRT of (−1.7±0.6)hPa per
decade, and a TLRT decrease of (−0.41±0.09)K per decade. Around the globe they found
an increase in tropopause height and an accompanying decrease in tropopause pressure.
The largest height and temperature trends they found in the southern hemisphere sub-
tropics, and the smallest in the northern hemispheric polar regions. Everywhere but the
most northerly polar regions they found tropopause temperature trends to be negative
with the strongest cooling of 0.78K per decade in the southern hemisphere subtropics.
Many studies have investigated trends in tropopause parameters which occur in reanal-

ysis data. Randel et al. (2000) have done so with the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP)/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) reanalysis data
set (referred to hereafter as the NCEP data). These data span the time period from 1957
to present (Kalney and et al., 1996), and use 28 vertical levels with a vertical resolution
of 2 km in the UTLS region. In late 1978, a large discontinuity in tropopause parame-
ters of the NCEP reanalyses was found (Randel et al., 2000) which is manifested by a
sudden increase in tropopause temperature by around 3K and in tropopause pressure
by about 2 hPa to 3 hPa. With the introduction of satellite data, data sparse regions
such as the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere as well as the polar regions sud-
denly became much better sampled. Because of this discontinuity in reanalyses, trend
studies utilizing reanalysis data in general are only signi�cant from 1979 onwards. Even
though NCEP data exhibit relatively poor vertical resolution in the tropopause region,
Randel et al. (2000) found high correlation of inter-annual and seasonal anomalies be-
tween radiosonde and NCEP data. However, for the time period 1978−1997 there are
substantial biases in the NCEP data with the analyses being 3K to 5K warmer than
the radiosonde data. Furthermore, Randel et al. (2000) have found no trend in tropical
tropopause temperature in NCEP reanalyses.
Hoinka (1999) has performed a global study in which tropopause parameters such

as height and temperature, amongst others, were investigated and compared with ra-
diosonde data. In this and a previous study (Hoinka, 1998), no global trend in tropopause
height and temperature were found. However, the author states that trends are much
greater for smaller regions or even locally. Hoinka (1998) has determined pLRT trends
for the northern and southern hemispheres separately with +0.5 hPa and −0.6 hPa
per decade, respectively. Hoinka (1999) has found even greater trends for the Arctic
and Antarctic with a decrease of −1.4 hPa and −1.7 hPa per decade, respectively, in
tropopause pressure which corresponds to an increase in tropopause height which again
corresponds to an increase in tropospheric temperature (see also Section 1.2). On the
other hand, Santer et al. (2003) found a decreasing global-mean trend of pLRT with
−2.16 hPa per decade in NCEP data for the time period 1979 to 2000, and −1.13 hPa
per decade in data of the ECMWF for 1979 to 1993 which is consistent with those es-
timated from radiosondes by Seidel et al. (2001). Even in the tropics the trend found
was signi�cant in pLRT with −1.05hPa per decade. These di�erences of the two re-
search groups might be explained by the use of di�erent algorithms of Hoinka (1998)
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and Hoinka (1999) compared to Santer et al. (2003). In a recent study Santer et al.
(2004) have performed a global climate change study in which they used the new ERA-
40 reanalysis data (Simmons and Gibson, 2000). They found a global trend for pLRT of
(−2.36± 0.47)hPa per decade for the satellite time period 1979 to 2001.



2 The Radio Occultation Technique

In this chapter a concise overview of the radio occultation (RO) method will be given.
It will not be exhaustive because there have been many studies discussing in excessive
detail any aspect of the method. Furthermore, the presented study did not aim at
improving the method itself but instead apply it to the use of climate studies utilizing
RO measurements.
The early days of the RO method are summarized in Yunck et al. (2000) giving an

overview of the history of GPS sounding. The RO method was developed in the �eld of
space science when in the early days of interplanetary �ight the idea emerged to deduce
atmospheric properties from �ybys. The �rst results were obtained from the Martian
atmosphere (Fjeldbo and Von Eshleman, 1968), but soon almost every planet and moon
with an atmosphere was probed by radio occultation � except for the Earth itself.
Only with the installation of the American GPS satellite constellation it became feasi-

ble to apply the method to Earth's atmosphere. Only then the problem of a reliable and
continuous transmitter was solved so that atmospheric pro�les obtained via RO yielded
competitive, or even better, results compared to already established remote sensing
methods. Finally, in 1995 the �rst proof-of-concept mission GPS/MET was launched
and turned out to be an unquali�ed success (see below). As of today, about ten satellites
are carrying a GPS receiver to perform RO measurements with the COSMIC constella-
tion consisting of six satellites alone. The future of probing Earth's atmosphere with RO
measurements looks quite promising and might see anything from dozens to hundreds
of nano-satellites swarming in low Earth orbit (LEO) to provide hundred of thousands
of measurements daily to very sophisticated satellite constellations which measure not
only the classic properties of the atmosphere but in addition trace gases and wind speed
and direction.
In the following section a historical overview as well as a short outlook of possible

future satellite missions of RO measurements from satellites will be given in the following
section. In the next section the RO method will be introduced and in the last section
its relevance in climate monitoring will be outlined.

2.1 Radio Occultation (RO) Data Obtained by

Satellites

In order for RO measurements to work, not only permanent and reliable transmitters
have to be available but also an extensive ground network to supply reference data
and to collect data from satellites. Today, the International GPS Service, operated by
civilian organizations of both scienti�c and commercial origin, have installed a globally
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distributed network of over 250 tracking stations providing orbit determination (reference
data) with cm accuracy and some even with mm accuracy (Anthes et al., 2000; Yunck
et al., 2000). The GPS satellite constellation, fully operational since the early 1990's,
today consists of 29 active GPS satellites which are �ying in six planes with �ve to
six satellites each (http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/). The GPS satellites were originally
deployed for navigation and positioning purposes by the U.S. Department of Defense
and served primarily military use. Civilian usage was granted but possible only in a
degraded mode limiting the positioning to about 100m. This degradation by encryption
of the signals was turned o� in April 2000.

2.1.1 Proof-of-Concept Missions

NASA's MicroLab I spacecraft was the �rst research LEO satellite to carry a GPS re-
ceiver to perform RO measurements, called the GPS/MET (GPS/Meteorology) receiver.
It was launched on April 3, 1995 and was planned as a proof-of-concept experiment. It
had turned out to be an exceptional success even though it was designed very simply.
The geometry of a LEO satellite with one receiver and the 24 GPS satellites active at that
time allowed for about 250 occultations per day. Earlier RO missions were equipped with
one receiver which looks behind the satellite thus recording occultations of setting GPS
satellites, called setting occultations. Nowadays, RO missions are usually equipped with
two receivers, one looking in front and one backwards recording setting and rising occul-
tations e�ectively doubling the amount of possible measurements for each LEO satellite.
s The GPS/MET receiver under optimum conditions, however, was able to collect only
about 150 setting occultations per day (Rocken et al., 1997). Furthermore, the GPS
signal at that time was usually degraded by anti-spoo�ng encryption and only during
so-called �prime times� the encryption was turned o�. For these prime times the recorded
RO pro�les were of excellent quality from which atmospheric pro�les of density, pres-
sure, temperature, and moisture were computed (Ware et al., 1996). Rocken et al. (1997)
compared more than 1,200 atmospheric pro�les retrieved from GPS/MET to NCEP and
ECMWF analyses, radiosondes, and satellite data including GOES-8 (Geodetic Earth
Orbiting Satellite), TOVS (TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder), HALOE (Halogen
Occultation Experiment), and MLS (Microwave Limb Sounder) instruments (Rocken
et al., 1997).
After the successful GPS/MET experiment, two further very small spacecrafts were

launched: The Danish Ørsted, which was mainly aimed at measuring the Earth's mag-
netic �eld but carried a GPS receiver alike to that of the GPS/MET experiment; and
the South African Sunsat, which was a satellite designed by students and carried a high
resolution imager. Both satellites were launched in late February 1999. Unfortunately,
the Ørsted satellite su�ered many problems like low signal-to-noise ratio, encryption of
the GPS signals turned on during the complete lifetime of Ørsted, interference with the
attitude control system causing data gaps, and at times a rotating satellite platform
(Larsen et al., 2005). The Sunsat mission su�ered from antenna constraints and also
from continuous GPS signal encryption. Larsen et al. (2005) report on a 20-day continu-
ous measurement campaign of the Ørsted satellite in February 2000 in which more than

http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/
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1,200 pro�les were obtained. Even though they were limited to one of the GPS frequen-
cies (L1) due to the encryption, they retrieved refractivity and dry temperature pro�les.
When comparing against ECMWF analyses they found a di�erence in temperature of
0.5K in the height range between 500 hPa and 30 hPa (around 5 km to 20 km).

2.1.2 Present Day RO Satellite Missions

Following these proof-of-concept and experimental satellite missions, the �rst two re-
search satellites were launched with an enhanced GPS receiver developed by the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), California, U.S.A., called BlackJack. On July 15, 2000
the German geoscience satellite CHAMP (Wickert et al., 2001b; Wickert et al., 2004)
was launched followed by the Argentine SAC-C satellite in late November 2000 (Hajj
et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 2005). Both satellites carry many more instruments on board
and are mainly aimed at exploring the Earth's magnetic �eld. The CHAMP satellite
has provided a continuous data �ow of RO measurements since September 2001 with
a varying amount of occultations per day, but since March 2002 a full and (almost)
continuous data �ow was established (cf. Figure 3.1). The CHAMP satellite has been
extremely successful and as of today has outlasted its projected lifetime by far which
is now expected to last until 2009 (Wickert et al., 2007b). The data of this satellite
provides the �rst opportunity to build RO based climatologies and serves as data basis
for this presented study.
The SAC-C satellite, on the contrary, was rather used as an experimental platform for

testing, e. g., for software uploads, open loop tracking, and much more (Hajj et al., 2004).
Thus, the coverage of RO measurements of the SAC-C satellite has varied considerably
and only a period of about a year is provided by JPL as a continuous data record (C.
Ao, JPL, personal communication 2006). Nevertheless, the available RO data obtained
from the SAC-C satellite has also turned out to be of great value and a �rst inter-
comparison of di�erent RO measurements was possible (Hajj et al., 2004) which proved
three central claims in favor of the RO method: (1) GPS soundings are e�ectively free of
instrumental bias and drift; (2) individual temperature pro�les are accurate to < 0.5K
between ∼ 5 km and 20 km; and (3) averaged pro�les for climate studies can be accurate
to < 0.1K.
On March 17, 2002 the twin Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE)

satellites (A and B) were launched carrying GPS receivers alike of CHAMP. The GRACE
satellites, separated by around 200 km, were equipped each with one GPS receiver with
the �rst satellite to carry out rising occultations and the second satellite setting oc-
cultations. In this way, the amount of occultations compared to those of the CHAMP
satellite is doubled. The �rst activation of the RO experiment on board the GRACE-B
satellite (setting occultations) occurred on July 28 and 29, 2004 (Wickert et al., 2005).
Comparison with CHAMP measurements showed excellent agreement to within 1% to
2% in refractivity between 5 km and 30 km. Unfortunately, even though GRACE-A oc-
cultations are operating continuously since May 22, 2006 and were already successfully
assimilated into NWP models (Healy , 2007), dissemination of GRACE RO phase de-
lay measurements to the scienti�c community as of today is still restricted (Wickert,
personal communication 2007).
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On April 14, 2006 the �rst constellation of six RO satellites was launched called
the Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere & Climate (COSMIC)
(Anthes et al., 2000; Rocken et al., 2000). All six satellites carry a further enhanced GPS
receiver which allows to track about 90% to 95% of the pro�les to within 1 km close to
the surface � a huge improvement compared to the previous missions. Additionally, all
six satellites are able to perform setting and rising occultations which gives a theoretical
amount of around 3,000 pro�les daily. With the COSMIC measurements, enhancements
were possible especially in the lower troposphere because of the open loop tracking
functionality of the receiver. This allows for tracking the occultations further down also
in humid regions which in turn allows for better water vapor retrieval.
The European Meteorological Operational (MetOp) satellite carrying a Global navi-

gation satellite system (GNSS) Receiver for Atmospheric Sounding (GRAS) �nally was
launched on October 19, 2006. Three identical satellites have been built and are planned
to be put into orbit one after the other assuring 14 years of continuous operational mea-
surements. These are the �rst satellites whose RO measurements are aimed for opera-
tional meteorological and climate monitoring which are planned to be assimilated into
NWP models. Unfortunately, EUMETSAT (European Organization for the Exploita-
tion of Meteorological Satellites) still has problems with an operational dissemination of
RO measurements even to NWP centers (von Engeln et al., 2007). However, �rst results
of a test suite of MetOp RO measurements look very promising with pro�les reaching
as far down (as can be judged of now) as with the COSMIC satellites. Also bending
angle pro�les appear to produce robust bias statistics up to a height of 40 km with the
noise of most pro�les less than 1µrad at 70 km (for comparison CHAMP pro�les produce
∼ 3µrad of noise at the same height). Very recently, at the WegCenter/Uni Graz
Pirscher et al. (2007b) performed an initial validation of one day of GRAS RO data and
con�rmed the accuracy and precision of the data for retrieved atmospheric parameters
like refractivity and dry temperature.
The most recent satellite launched with a RO receiver on board was the German

TerraSAR-X satellite, launched June 15, 2007. It is mainly aimed at providing radar
images with unprecedented quality and resolution. Orbit determination of this satellite
is provided with good quality and RO measurements, not being the primary mission
goal, are in commissioning phase (Wickert et al., 2007a).
With all of these satellite programs featuring RO measurements under way, the RO

method seems to have established itself within the scope of only one decade. What the
successful CHAMP mission has set out to provide � the �rst RO based data set suited
for climate monitoring � will very probably be continued and enriched because of the
inherent self calibrating feature of the RO method thus allowing for the assembly of
di�erent RO data sets into one abundant and continuous climate record.

2.1.3 Future RO Missions

The future of RO measurements from space seems as bright as ever before. Not only
are many very promising satellite missions planned but in addition the GNSS satel-
lite constellation is on the merge of being considerably upgraded. Russia operates its
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own GLObal Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS) of which the �rst satellite was
launched in 1982. However, today there are only eight satellites functioning which does
not su�ce for a global navigation coverage. But there are plans to make GLONASS
fully functional in the near future (http://www.glonass-ianc.rsa.ru/). The Euro-
pean Union is planning to install its own GNSS satellite system, called Galileo (http:
//www.esa.int/esaNA/galileo.html). It is planned to be fully operational in 2013
with 27 operating satellites which transmit radio signals compatible to those of the
American navigation system. Furthermore, China is planning to install its own satel-
lite navigation system as well, which is called Compass Navigation Satellite System
(CNSS) with �ve satellites in geostationary orbit and 30 satellites in medium Earth
orbit. China has already installed the Compass Navigation Satellite Experimental Sys-
tem (CNSES) including three satellites launched in 2000 and 2001 which already pro-
vide functioning positioning and navigation services (http://www.sinodefence.com/
strategic/spacecraft/beidou2.asp). With the installation of all these GNSS, the
amount of possible RO measurements will linearly increase as long as it will be assured
that research satellites can receive the transmitted radio frequencies.
Of course scientists do not rely on these improvements alone but enhance their re-

search spacecrafts as well. Korea is planning their KOMPSAT-5 (KOrea Multi-Purpose
SATellite) research satellite which carries a GPS receiver for RO measurements. It is
scheduled to be launched in 2010 (Cho and Chung , 2007). Italy plans the ROSA (Ra-
dio Occultation Sounder for Atmosphere studies) mission to be installed on the Indian
OCEANSAT-2 satellite which is scheduled for launch as soon as Spring 2008 (Perona
et al., 2007). Both missions will provide RO measurements on a single platform basis
with potentially setting and rising occultations summing up to around 500 pro�les daily
for each satellite.
In addition to newly planned RO missions, some of which will be introduced below,

occultation instruments will stay irresistible as add-on missions to already planned ones
as well as to future Earth observing missions. The additional payload is very small
adding a valuable new science dimension to the spacecraft (Yunck et al., 2000). These
features have helped RO measurements to their popularity today and in the future will
potentially make them a part of almost any LEO satellite launched.
Yunck et al. (2000) propose a far more revolutionary idea which actually only carries on

the fast developments of RO measurement technology in the last decade. They propose
to develop dozens or even hundreds of small and very cheap �nano-sats�, which will weigh
only a few kilograms, consuming less than 10W of power, and costing a few hundred
thousand dollars each to produce in volume. With such an array of RO satellites deployed
in space, tens of thousands of RO measurements would be possible daily, having great
impact on weather prediction, storm and hurricane track and intensity prediction, and
on the prediction of many more severe meteorological events. In Yunck et al. (2007) the
idea has evolved and been named the Community Initiative for Continuing Earth Radio
Occultation (CICERO): the funding for the project is to come from private sponsors,
by 2011 it is planned to already have 24 nano-satellites in orbit and by 2016 possibly as
many as 100.
A di�erent approach is pursued by two groups which are led by Kirchengast, who pro-

http://www.glonass-ianc.rsa.ru/
http://www.esa.int/esaNA/galileo.html
http://www.esa.int/esaNA/galileo.html
http://www.sinodefence.com/strategic/spacecraft/beidou2.asp
http://www.sinodefence.com/strategic/spacecraft/beidou2.asp
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poses the ACCURATE (Atmospheric Climate and Chemistry in the UTLS Region And
climate Trends Explorer) project (Kirchengast and Schweitzer , 2007; Kirchengast et al.,
2007), and by Kursinski, who proposes the ATOMMS (Active Temperature, Ozone, and
Moisture Microwave Spectrometer) project (Kursinski et al., 2004, 2007). Both projects
have the same principle idea in common which does not solely rely on GPS � LEO occul-
tations but which introduces the concept of LEO � LEO cross links. Whereas Kursinski
proposes to rely on the approved concept of utilizing radio waves, the group of Kirchen-
gast proposes a new innovation by additionally using infrared wavelengths for the LEO
� LEO cross links. With this new concept and the usage of infrared wavelengths, a
complete new suite of observables can be detected like trace gases and their isotopes,
aerosols, and wind �elds.

2.2 Concise Introduction to the RO Method

is a passive, limb sounding method to probe the atmosphere with satellite measurements.
The geometry of that method is summarized in Figure 2.1. One GPS satellite, orbiting
at ∼20,000 km altitude (above ground) transmits two radio signals at f1 =1,575.42MHz
and f2 =1,227.60MHz. These are received by a LEO satellite at about 500 km to 800 km
(above ground) altitude just during that time in which the radio signals pass through
the atmospheric layers. Due to the refractive �eld of the atmosphere the signals are
bent, slightly di�erently in the dispersive ionosphere, and a phase delay on the signals
is imposed which can be determined by the receivers. In order to retrieve atmospheric
quantities from these phase delays, several steps of calculations have to be followed which
include a very precise determination of the orbit characteristics of the GPS and LEO
satellites, solution of the raypath geometry of the occultation, the inversion to retrieve
refractive index, and the retrieval of atmospheric parameters. Advantages of this method
are manifold and include a low cost satellite payload and all weather capability, very
high precision and accuracy as well as long-term stability making it ideal for climate
monitoring purposes. Due to the utilization of radio waves, RO measurements are hardly
a�ected by humid conditions and not at all by aerosols giving it an advantage over most
other commonly used remote sensing methods.

The dry air RO processing chain starting with the occultation measurement itself and
ending up with highly accurate and precise atmospheric parameters is described in many
publications and over time has been very much re�ned. For the concise introduction
below, information was mainly taken fromKursinski et al. (1997), Kursinski et al. (2000),
and Hajj et al. (2002) who give a thorough review of the method and perform an overall
error analysis of possible error sources inherent to the retrieval chain. The retrieval used
in this study was developed by Gobiet (2005) and error analyses of it were performed
by Gobiet and Kirchengast (2004) and Steiner and Kirchengast (2005). There are many
early theoretical studies which paved the way for our understanding of the RO method
and the practical use of it today which are not mentioned here. Furthermore, ongoing
research of speci�c �elds, such as advanced retrieval schemes of the bending angle in the
lower humid troposphere via wave optics, will not be commented on below.
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Figure 2.1: GPS RO method geometry showing the transmitting GPS (2) satellite and receiv-
ing LEO (4) satellite as well as a reference GPS (3) satellite and the ground station (1). De�ned
are the bending angle α, impact parameter a, and Earth radius r as well as the two slightly
di�erent paths of the L1 and L2 radio signals transmitted by the GPS satellites (adopted from
Hajj et al. (2002) and modi�ed).

As a user of RO measurements one is provided with phase delays by the data centers
such as the GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ), Potsdam, Germany. However, great e�ort
of these centers has been taken to precisely calibrate RO measurements in order to
gain high quality phase delay data (e. g., Wickert et al., 2001a; Wickert et al., 2004).
In order to precisely allocate the RO measurement to the according time of the phase
delays, that is the altitude of the impact parameter, clock uncertainties of each satellite
have to be accounted for. This can be achieved by a highly stable and precise atomic
clock situated at the ground station and the inclusion of a reference GPS satellite (see
Figure 2.1). Furthermore, extreme accurate orbit determination of the GPS and LEO
satellites (better than 0.05mm/sec in velocity) has to be achieved for the RO method
to result in accurate atmospheric pro�les.

When considering a double di�erence of a linear combination of the transmitter (GPS)
and receiver (LEO) as well as the ground station phases, clock instabilities of the satel-
lites and the encryption modulation of the GPS satellite are e�ectively eliminated. Hajj
et al. (2002) have described an even more accurate method used at JPL but state that
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for non-encrypted phases (since April 2000) the double-di�erencing method produces
results of satisfying accuracy. In addition to clock error, errors due to atmospheric scin-
tillations, which are caused by sharp vertical moisture and temperature gradients, have
to be accounted for. These atmospheric structures lead to multipath propagation of the
GPS signal connecting the same transmitter and receiver positions which seriously com-
plicates the tracking of the GPS signals so that in the worst case the tracking receiver
looses the GPS lock completely.

After the calibration process, which resulted in the phase delays for both the L1 and L2
GPS signal frequencies, the phase delays are smoothed from their original 50Hz sampling
rate down to 10Hz, regularized and �ltered. The regularization process implemented in
the retrieval used for this study is described in detail by Syndergaard (1999) applying a
third order di�erence operator. Following the regularization, the atmospheric Doppler
shift as the �rst time derivative of the phase delays has to be determined. After the
�ltering and regularization process a simple di�erentiation scheme can be applied to
calculate the Doppler shift (Gobiet , 2005).

After the calibration process, which resulted in the phase delays for both the L1 and
L2 GPS signal frequencies, the atmospheric Doppler shift as the �rst time derivative of
the phase delays has to be determined. The process of deriving the Doppler shift within
the retrieval used for this study is described in Syndergaard (1999). Usually, the phase
delays are smoothed from their original 50Hz sampling rate down to 10Hz, regularized
and �ltered, which then allows for a simple di�erentiation scheme to be applied (Gobiet ,
2005).

The atmospheric Doppler shift can then be combined with satellite position and ve-
locity vector measurements to determine the atmospheric bending angle α as a function
of the impact parameter a (as indicated in Figure 2.1). The bending angle α(a) in the
transmitter frequency fT is given by

fD =
fT

c
(vTeR + vReR) (2.1)

= −fT

c

(
vr

T cos ΦT + vΘ
T sin ΦT + vr

R cos ΦR − vΘ
R sin ΦR

)
(2.2)

where vT and vR are the transmitter and receiver velocities, vr and vΘ the radial and
tangential components of the velocity vectors, eR and eR the unit vectors of the velocity
vectors, and ΦT and ΦR (cf. Figure 2.1) the angles between the ray path and the
spacecraft position vectors at the transmitter and the receiver.

The assumption of spherical symmetry of the Earth's atmosphere is essential for fur-
ther determining the bending angle and impact parameter. With this assumption the
oblateness of the Earth is neglected which can lead to a temperature error of up to 6K
(Syndergaard , 1998). To avoid that error, Syndergaard (1998) suggest to approximate
the ellipticity of the Earth by moving the center of curvature to the middle of the circle
which best �ts the ellipsoid at the tangent point of the occultation. For the calculation
of the complete occultation this new, local center of curvature (cf. Figure 2.1) is as-
sumed and can be as far as 40 km o� from the real center of the Earth. With the help of
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that method, errors in temperature reduce to less than 0.1K at the surface and vanish
entirely above ∼8 km (Syndergaard , 1998). With the assumption of spherical symmetry,
the next two equations needed to determine the bending angle and impact parameter
are simpli�ed to

α = ΦT + ΦR + Θ− π (2.3)

a = rT sin ΦT = rR sin ΦR (2.4)

where Θ is the angle between the transmitter and receiver position vectors, and rT and rR

the distances of the transmitter and receiver to the center of curvature, respectively (cf.
Figure 2.1). The Doppler shift fD can then be iteratively calculated from Equation 2.2
through Equation 2.4.

The retrieved bending angle and impact parameter account for the complete neutral
atmosphere. However, the upper half is made up of the dispersive ionosphere in which the
two radio frequencies travel at slightly di�erent paths (cf. Figure 2.1). The separation
of the two frequencies near the tangent point can vary as much as about 5 km depending
on tangent height, solar activity, and local time and location. If the ionospheric e�ect is
not corrected for, temperature errors of several Kelvin may be propagated downwards
into the UTLS region. Within the RO method, nowadays the most widely used method
to account for the ionospheric dispersion was developed by Vorob'ev and Krasil'nikova
(1994). It is a linear correction scheme which accounts for both the L1 and L2 ray paths:

αna =
f 2

1α1(a1)− f 2
2α2(a2)

f 2
1 − f 2

2

, (2.5)

with αna the corrected bending angle of the neutral atmosphere, f1 and f2 the L1 and
L2 carrier frequencies, respectively, and α1(a1) and α2(a2) the bending angles of L1 and
L2 frequencies, respectively. Because there are two GPS frequencies and the refrac-
tivity is proportional to 1/f2 the ionospheric e�ect can be eliminated with the above
linear combination. It removes �rst-order dispersive ionospheric bending contributions,
however, higher order terms remain and may in�uence the retrieved atmospheric pro-
�le. Mannucci et al. (2006) state that with the re�ned retrieval algorithms nowadays
the ionospheric correction poses one of the major error sources in the RO processing
chain in terms of producing a long-term stable climate record (see below). The only
way to further reduce ionospheric errors is to incorporate knowledge of the state of the
ionosphere at the time and location of the occultation.

With the assumption of spherical symmetry of the atmosphere, the bending angle as
a function of impact parameter can be related to the index of refraction n via

α(a) = −2α

∫ ∞
a

1√
(a′2 − a2)

d ln (n)

da′
da′ . (2.6)

This integral can be inverted by using an Abelian transformation to express n(a) in
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terms of α and a (Fjeldbo et al., 1971):

n(a) = exp

(
1

π

∫ ∞
a

α√
(a′2 − a2)

da′

)
. (2.7)

The Abelian inversion is a crucial step within the RO processing chain and has to
be treated very carefully. High altitude bending angle, and any errors within like an
incorrect ionospheric correction, is propagated downwards. Furthermore, in practice the
integral is not solved for the entire positive halfroom but is initialized at a high altitude.
The procedure of how this is done for the retrieval used in this study is described in
detail in Gobiet (2005). In general a high altitude climatological initialization by means
of a statistical optimization scheme with background data is performed.

The refractive index as a function of altitude at radio wavelengths can be related to
refractivity which in turn depends on four main sources. In order of importance these
are the number density of dry atmosphere molecules of the neutral atmosphere, water
vapor molecules, free electrons in the ionosphere, and particulates such as liquid water
and are related for every altitude step via (Kursinski et al., 1997):

N = (n− 1) · 106 = k1
p

T
+ k2

pw

T 2
+ k3

ne

f2

+ k4W , (2.8)

where p is pressure in hPa, pw partial pressure of water vapor, T temperature in K, ne

electron density in m−3, f radio frequency in s−1, and W liquid water or ice content
in g/m3. The constants have the values k1 = 77.6K hPa−1, k2 = 3.73 · 105 K2 hPa−1,
k3 = 4.03 · 107 s2 m−3, and k4 = 0.6m3 g−1 for ice content and k4 = 1.4m3 g−1 for liquid
water content. The �rst term on the right hand side of Equation 2.8 is called the dry
refractivity term and is dominant below ∼60 km to 90 km. The second term is called
the moist refractivity term and becomes important in humid lower tropospheric regions
(especially in the tropics) since water vapor produces 15 to 20 times the refractivity per
molecule as a dry air molecule. The �rst two terms were originally given by Smith and
Weintraub (1953) (cf. Equation 4.2) and are accurate to within 0.02% for the dry term
and <2% for retrieved humidity. The third term describes the ionospheric contribution
mentioned above and becomes important above ∼60 km to 90 km. The last term is due
to scattering of liquid water droplets or ice crystals but is very small in comparison with
the other terms and is usually neglected.

After having corrected for the ionospheric dispersion, only the �rst two terms remain.
In regions which are dry only the �rst term is relevant. These regions are located above
an altitude at which the temperature amounts to less than 230K. At this temperature
the error introduced by the �dry temperature� estimation amounts to less than 0.1K
(Foelsche et al., 2007a). In the atmosphere dry temperature pro�les thus are virtually
identical to physical temperature pro�les down to an altitude of about 8 km in winter
at polar latitudes and about 14 km in the tropics. The dry air retrieval as used in this
study makes use of the ideal gas law to give dry density as a function of refractivity from
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Equation 2.8:

ρdry(z) =
N(z)µd
k1R∗

=
p(z)µd
T (z)R∗

, (2.9)

with z being altitude, R∗ =8.3145 J (molK)−1 the ideal gas constant (Lide, 1993), and
µd = 28.964 kg kmol−1 is the molecular mass of dry air (Lide, 1993) which is known a
constant in the homosphere (below ∼ 100 km). Dry pressure is obtained from dry density
by integrating the equation of the hydrostatic equilibrium

pdry(z) =
µdg(ϕ)

k1R∗

∫ ∞
z

dz′N(z′) (2.10)

with g(ϕ) the gravitational acceleration at the surface dependent on latitude ϕ. Dry
temperature pro�les can then be retrieved with the dry refractivity term of Equation 2.8.

The retrieval of water vapor is not directly possible with the above mentioned process
since there are only three equations but four unknowns which can be summarized to

pw =
N T 2 − k1p T

k2

. (2.11)

This is called the water vapor ambiguity and can only be solved with additional back-
ground information. In practice, temperature estimates are taken from weather analyses
and N(z), p(z), and pw(z) are calculated iteratively for each altitude step from Equa-
tion 2.9, through Equation 2.11 to obtain a water vapor pro�le. Alternatively, and in
fact preferably, in most areas, a one-dimensional variational (1D�VAR) approach can b
e applied, which enables to jointly retrieve temperature and water vapor in an optimal
estimation sense (e. g., Healy and Eyre, 2000)

2.3 Climate Benchmark Requirements for RO

Measurements

Ohring et al. (2005) have discussed accuracy and instrument stability needs for future
satellite missions in general. The accuracy is determined by the systematic error of the
data, the stability of a measurement instrument is considered as the repeatability and re-
producibility of the measurement over a long time period such as a decade. The accuracy
and stability requirements were thought of in the context of the current understanding of
the climate system and expected climate change and trends in the future. Furthermore,
it is vital to consider both requirements at the same time because one without the other
will not su�ce for creating a climate benchmark record. To detect climate change in
the temperature signal within the free atmosphere, Ohring et al. (2005) set the limit of
the accuracy in the troposphere and stratosphere to 0.5K and for the stability to 0.04K
per decade and 0.08K per decade, respectively.

Leroy et al. (2007) have undertaken a study on how long it will take in general to
detect a climate trend signal from satellite measurements and came up with accuracy
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requirements for satellite climate benchmark missions. They found that the signal detec-
tion times and requirements are dictated by natural variability of the climate signal to be
detected and dependent on instrument lifetime. A climate model was used to investigate
the signal detection time of the 500 hPa temperature with an assumed trend of 0.2K per
decade. If the measurement uncertainty was 0.02K the detection time was found to be
33.6 years and 34.0 years with a satellite lifetime of 2 years and 6 years, respectively. The
signal detection time increases as both the measurement uncertainty and the satellite
lifetime increases. The reason for the latter connection is that the uncertainty of the
satellites' measurements is uncorrelated to each other and thus average out with more
satellites.
For GPS RO measurements one can come up with the same accuracy and stability

requirements and signal detection times, however, since temperature is not the prime
measurand it is more useful to give those numbers in refractivity. Leroy et al. (2006b)
have performed a climate signal detection study with a climate model analyzing the
sensitivity of refractivity derived from GPS occultation measurements by means of the
Bayesian statistics. They found that refractivity is suited very well as an observable
for climate monitoring. However, their results of climate models forced by a 1% per
year increase of CO2 showed a very small trend in the troposphere despite tropospheric
warming. This is explained by the fact that not only temperature is increasing but also
pressure as a function of geopotential height. Because refractivity is proportional to
density, the overall e�ect following the ideal gas law is one of cancellation and a trend
of less than 0.1% per decade is seen throughout much of the troposphere (Leroy et al.,
2006b).
Leroy et al. (2006b) have determined the accuracy which is needed for a refractivity

measurement to emerge above the background noise of natural inter-annual variability
to 0.2% in the stratosphere in order to detect changes in the Brewer-Dobson circulation
and a mere 0.01% in the troposphere in order to detect changes in the hydrological cycle
or the storm track. To achieve the latter requirements of course is very challenging.

2.3.1 S.I. Traceability

For a data set to be used as a climate benchmark record the highest requirements set out
for observational data have to apply (see above). These requirements must be as strict
and generic so that users in a few decades from now are still able to completely reproduce
the data and understand all signi�cant constraints to it. One key component of produc-
ing a benchmark data record is to assure �S.I. traceability� (e. g., Ohring et al., 2005;
Mannucci et al., 2006), i. e., to ensure that the measurement is tied to the International
System of Units (S.I.). This system provides the most accurate foundation possible for
measurements including the six physical units of the second, meter, kilogram, ampere,
kelvin, candela, and mole. For RO measurements, the unit to be traceable to is the
second, since the prime measurement is the atmospheric Doppler shifted phase delay in
unit time (cf. Section 2.2).
The method to apply for a correct phase delay measurement is the double di�erencing

technique as explained in Wickert et al. (2001a); Hajj et al. (2002). In principle, the
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ground station not only tracks the signal of the occulting GPS satellite but in addition
that of a reference GPS satellite. With the clock of the ground station calibrated against
an atomic clock, clock errors of the GPS satellites can be removed and the occultation
measurement thus is S.I. traceable. With this method, mm accuracy of orbit and satellite
velocity determination is possible. Mannucci et al. (2006) state that to achieve the above
mentioned accuracy in temperature of 0.5K the error in satellite velocities has to be less
than 0.05mm/sec. Drifts in orbit determination due to ground station and satellite clock
drifts is minimized intrinsically because the measurement itself does not last longer than
about 100 seconds.
A measurement which is S.I. traceable is consequently long term stable because the

S.I. unit which it is traced to is long term stable. This feature by itself is of utmost
importance for building climate records, however, neither the radiosonde measurements
nor satellite based (A)MSU measurements ful�ll this requirement (cf. Section 1.1). As of
now, it was not yet possible to test long term stability of RO measurements because the
RO data record only about reaches a su�cient length to perform trend studies (Steiner
et al., 2007). But it is expected that RO measurements exhibit a drift less than 0.1K per
decade in temperature. Hajj et al. (2004) has found that GPS soundings are e�ectively
free of instrumental bias and drift.
But even after the phase delays have been determined with the double di�erencing

method, some challenges still remain to assure the measurement be fully S.I. traceable.
Mannucci et al. (2006) have performed a thorough error analysis to asses RO measure-
ments as a climate benchmark observation. One big concern poses ionospheric activity
which on the one hand can vary abruptly following a sudden solar burst and on the other
hand varies very gradually within the solar cycle by a factor of �ve to ten. Furthermore,
Mannucci et al. (2006) have investigated the e�ect of the loss of the L2 frequency at
lower altitudes on temperature trends and point out of possibly introducing spurious
trends greater than the desired stability requirement of 0.04K per decade. Ideally, even
though ionospheric corrections are being applied within the retrieval algorithm (cf. Sec-
tion 2.2), information of ionospheric variability has to be obtained as well, at least to
su�ciently compensate for noise and to know when not to use an occultation anymore
(Leroy et al., 2006b).
In order to create a benchmark measurement, not only the prime measurement but

also any relating data have to be stored for a full reproduction later on. In case of RO
measurements these include �rstly the phase delay measurements, secondly positions
and velocities of the LEO and GPS satellites, and thirdly information about the LEO
and ground station receivers. All these information are already available and stored at
processing centers as the GFZ (Wickert et al., 2001a) or the COSMIC Data Analysis
and Archive Center (CDAAC), Boulder, Colorado, USA. However, the state of the iono-
sphere, especially turbulent activity, is not collected and stored additionally which may
turn out to be a major set back in the future for RO measurements to become a fully
recognized climate benchmark record.





3 Climate Processing System and

Set-Up

The RO retrieval system applied to CHAMP phase delay and orbital data is developed
atWegCenter/Uni Graz(Gobiet and Kirchengast , 2004; Steiner et al., 2004) in close
connection with developments of the End-to-end Generic Occultation Performance Sim-
ulator (EGOPS) (Kirchengast et al., 2004). After an initial separate development of the
retrieval scheme outside of the EGOPS software system (Gobiet and Kirchengast , 2004;
Gobiet , 2005), recent work has focused on merging the code optimized for the retrieval
of CHAMP data back to the new EGOPS OPS (Occultation Performance System). Fur-
ther work concerning GPS occultation retrieval within the EGOPS OPS includes the
retrieval of satellites other than CHAMP, like GPS/MET, SAC-C, COSMIC, and the
option for many more in the near future. However, the latter work was not the focus in
the present thesis.
In Borsche et al. (2006a), Borsche et al. (2006b), Foelsche et al. (2007a), and Gobiet

et al. (2007) a summary of the retrieval scheme used for this study is given. In the fol-
lowing sections the processing system will be introduced which handles the data stream
and processing of the data atWegCenter/Uni Graz. In addition, new developments
compared to Gobiet and Kirchengast (2004) and Gobiet (2005) will be outlined.

3.1 Status of the Pre-Operational Processing System

At WegCenter/Uni Graz a pre-operational processing system has been established,
which includes data transfer from GFZ and ECMWF, retrieval of atmospheric pa-
rameters, quality control, creation of climatologies, and storage of the data. Data
has been made available to the public via a web interface at the beginning of De-
cember 2007 and can be found at the homepage of WegCenter/Uni Graz (http:
//www.wegcenter.at/).
The retrieval chain starts with CHAMP data provision by GFZ Potsdam. After

its start in June 2001 and an initial phase of a varying amount of RO measurements,
the CHAMP satellite has been recording continuously around 230 RO pro�les per day
(Wickert et al., 2001b; Wickert et al., 2004) since March 2002. After the GFZ-internal
calibration process (Schmidt et al., 2005) on the original data, ∼ 180 atmospheric excess
phase pro�les remain per day and are transferred to WegCenter/Uni Graz. Here at
the WegCenter/Uni Graz the data are again checked and a rigorous quality control
is performed throughout the retrieval system. At the end for all the CHAMP data on
average 80% of the pro�les are labeled with the best quality �ag 0 when during the

http://www.wegcenter.at/
http://www.wegcenter.at/
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retrieval process no or only minor discrepancies occur. For a detailed description of the
quality �ags used refer to Gobiet (2005). In the study presented here, only pro�les with
quality �ag 0 are used for creating seasonal climatologies which amount to about 140
daily temperature pro�les.
At this stage, the processing system operates in an automated way up to the RO

retrieval and quality control, whilst the automated creation of the climatologies will be
integrated in the very near future. The aim is to establish a data stream from GFZ
which downloads 7-day packages of data within a time delay of two days and to provide
the �nal WegCenter/Uni Graz climatology products within a timeliness limit of 14
days.
Up to the present, CHAMP data provision by GFZ had not been as regular as would

have been necessary for this automated operation to work reliably. Instead, all data
available were transferred manually via a secure ftp connection from GFZ to WegCen-
ter/Uni Graz. So far, the data transferred cover a time span from September 2001
to October 2007, which amounts to a total of 22 seasons or 66 months. The �rst six
months of this data set span a period of sparse global sampling amounting to only about
50 to 150 events per day (cf. Figure 3.1). Nevertheless, sampling of this time period is
su�cient for creating zonal mean seasonal climatologies and creating its corresponding
error �elds, however, when interpreting results of the �rst half year one has to act with
caution (see Section 4.2.1). This study will use data from September 2001 to August 2006
which sums up to �ve years of continuously measured RO data.
As reference data, 6-hourly analysis �elds of the European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) are used. These analyses are produced by the Integrated
Forecasting System (IFS) by combining a short-range forecast with observational data
by means of four-dimensional variational assimilation (ECMWF , 2004). These forecasts
consist of four time layers per day at 6UTC, 12UTC, 18UTC, 24UTC, which are
downloaded directly from ECMWF. The operational analyses have undergone continuous
enhancement with one major update in February 2006 in which the resolution of the
analyses were increased by about 50%. Until February 2006, the analyses consist of 60
vertical model levels (reaching 0.1 hPa) and a spectral representation with triangular
truncation at wave number 511 in the horizontal (T511L60). From then onwards, the
vertical model levels were increased to 91 (reaching 0.01 hPa) with a truncation number
to 799 (ECMWF , 2005; Untch et al., 2006) which signi�cantly in�uenced the comparison
results (cf. Section 5.1). For a more detailed description of the ECMWF analyses used
refer to Section 4.2.
ECMWF analysis �elds are automatically downloaded directly from ECMWF com-

prising 6-hourly �elds with four time layers including the parameters of orography, tem-
perature, speci�c humidity, and logarithm of surface pressure. ECMWF data covering
the same time span as the CHAMP data were transferred and stored locally at Weg-
Center/Uni Graz. The retrieval of the data is an ongoing process and is being
performed continuously on newly received data.
The newest update of the ECMWF analyses so far concerning RO data, which has

no impact on the results of the study presented here but has already become a main
study focus at WegCenter/Uni Graz, concerns the assimilation process which cre-
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Figure 3.1: CHAMP RO daily statistics of measured pro�les (black) and pro�les which
passed the GFZ internal quality control (magenta). Graphics are provided by GFZ and can
be found under http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/pb1/GASP/GASP2/CHAMP/STATISTICS/index_

ro_statistics.html.

ates the analyses. Since the 12th of December 2006 RO data of the COSMIC satellites
are assimilated operationally into the analyses whereas CHAMP and GRACE-A data
have been assimilated operationally only for a short period of time until February 2007
(ECMWF , 2006; Healy , 2007). The impact of this improvement is that the analyses
are no longer independent of the RO measurements and thus cannot be used as back-
ground data anymore. Instead it is planned on using 24 hrs and 30 hrs forecast �les and
combine them in such a way that they mimic the former operational analyses �les. Due
to the chosen length of the forecast, these �les have, on the one hand, already become
essentially independent of the analyses and therefore independent of the assimilated RO
data, but on the other hand, the 24 hrs forecast �les still represent an accurate state
of the atmosphere. In that way they provide an excellent �rst guess of the state of the
atmosphere.

3.1.1 Enhancement of the Pro�le Retrieval: Tropopause
Parameters

Within the CHAMPCLIM project (Foelsche et al., 2005, 2006) the retrieval system
was enhanced compared to the last version as described in Gobiet et al. (2004). The
enhanced CHAMPCLIM Retrieval version 2.3 (CCRv2.3) (Borsche et al., 2006a; Go-

http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/pb1/GASP/GASP2/CHAMP/STATISTICS/index_ro_statistics.html
http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/pb1/GASP/GASP2/CHAMP/STATISTICS/index_ro_statistics.html
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biet et al., 2007) has implemented mainly three new features. First, calculation of
tropopause parameters such as lapse rate tropopause height and temperature and cold
point tropopause height and temperature, secondly, the calculation of the geoid height
of the pro�les, and �nally, surface parameters of the reference data as well as satellite
speci�c parameters were written out. The tropopause parameters serve new studies (cf.
Section 5.1) whereas the switch to reference the pro�les to the geoid as opposed to the
reference ellipsoid improves the results systematically (see below). The newly written
output surface parameters comprise the surface orography altitude at the position of
the event, the surface (2m) temperature, the skin temperature, and the surface pressure
and humidity. Satellite parameters include the azimuth as well as the inclination of the
occultation plane. Both the surface and the satellite parameters will also be used in
future studies.
The lapse rate tropopause temperature and altitude were calculated according to the

de�nition of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO , 1957). The de�nition and
examples of global lapse rate tropopause distribution based on CHAMP RO measure-
ments can be found in Section 1.3. A major study conducted using lapse rate tropopause
parameters is described in Section 5.1. It is a sensitivity study in which tropopause tem-
perature and altitude of the CHAMP RO measurements in the tropics were compared to
the ones determined from ECMWF reference �elds. In addition, cold point tropopause
parameters were determined which are de�ned as the coldest point of the pro�le in the
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere region.

3.1.2 Enhancement of the Pro�le Retrieval: Geoid Altitudes

The second new feature implemented in CCRv2.3 concerns the georeferencing of the
pro�les. They had been referenced relative to the reference ellipsoid, whereas now they
are referenced relative to the geoid (which is equivalent to the mean sea level (MSL)).
The vertical grid of the pro�les is therefore determined above the geoid which changes
the height allocation. In this study, the height above the geoid is called altitude to
distinguish between the two.
By introducing altitude to the retrieved pro�les, an inconsistency with the reference

data was eliminated since those pro�les have always been referenced to the geoid. How-
ever, compared to the reference ellipsoid the geoid can di�er up to about 85m above
(around the island of New Guinea) and up to about 105m below (northern Indian Ocean)
as can be seen in Figure 3.2. The �gure depicts the di�erence between the geoid com-
pared to the reference ellipsoid in meter. As long as the CHAMP pro�les were referenced
to the reference ellipsoid a systematic bias was introduced. Because in the worst case the
pro�les could be shifted more than 100m to each other the bias could in theory amount
up to 0.65K due to the vertical adiabatic temperature gradient in the troposphere of
0.65K per 100m (temperature gradients in the lower stratosphere are much smaller).
To demonstrate this theory in practice on one example, in Figure 3.3 and 3.4 the

di�erences in temperature between CHAMP pro�les referenced to the geoid compared to
pro�les referenced to the reference ellipsoid are shown. Figure 3.3 depicts the zonal mean
of the season JJA2003 in which the e�ects on temperature of elevated and depressed
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Figure 3.2: Latitude � Longitude map of the spherical harmonic Earth Gravitational potential
Model (EGM96) by the U. S. National Space and Aeronautics Administration (NASA) and the
National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) with a horizontal resolution of 15 × 15 arc-
Min. The geoid altitude is given in meters and ranges from ∼ −105m to ∼ +85m. The model
is available at http://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/index.html

Figure 3.3: Zonal di�erence of CHAMP temperature pro�les referenced to the geoid compared
to temperature pro�les referenced to the ellipsoid in the height range from the ground to 35 km.
In the zonal mean there is virtually no di�erence to be observed except for the lower troposphere.
The blank space in the low-latitude lower troposphere is due to the lack of CHAMP data in
that region.

http://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/index.html
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Figure 3.4: Di�erence of CHAMP temperature pro�les referenced to the geoid compared to
pro�les referenced to the ellipsoid in the height range from the ground to 35 km for two latitude
slices: On the left the latitude slice is centered around 80◦ E, on the right around 140◦ E,
corresponding to the locations of the greatest depression and highest elevation of the geoid,
respectively.

landmasses of the geoid cancel each other out. However, instead of using the zonal
mean, pro�les on a smaller scale using latitude slices of an extent of 60◦ latitude may
be used. On the left of Figure 3.4 a latitude slice centered around 80◦ E longitude
is depicted (including the northern Indian Ocean with deepest depression of less than
100m) and on the right a slice centered around 140◦ E longitude (including New Guinea
with highest elevation of more than 80m). In the �rst case (depression) the di�erence
is positive in the troposphere because the pro�les start lower, and vice versa in the
second case (elevation). Obviously, the e�ect switches in the lower stratosphere because
of the reversed temperature gradient in that altitude region. But as mentioned above
the vertical temperature gradient is much weaker and therefore the di�erence is much
smaller.

3.2 Set-Up of Climatologies

Within the CHAMPCLIM project, the implementation of the climatologies as �nal pro-
duct was pursued in two di�erent ways. On the one hand, a global 3D-Var analysis by
assimilation of CHAMP data into ECMWF short-term forecast �elds was developed,
which is described by Löscher and Kirchengast (2008) and Löscher et al. (2008). On the
other hand, CHAMP pro�les were sorted into de�ned geographic domains (�bins�) by
means of a direct-binning grid strategy. This strategy was implemented in two modes
leading to the �nal climatologies as well as their corresponding errors obtained via di�er-
ence pro�les (�binning and averaging�). How the climatologies are obtained from single
pro�les, collecting them into so-called bins, and then averaging them will be the focus
of this section.
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3.2.1 Vertical Resolution of the Climatologies

For the creation of gridded pure RO based climatologies several factors and require-
ments concerning the spatial and temporal resolution of the measured pro�les have to
be taken into account. The spatial and temporal resolution of a single measurement and
the measurement density distribution are the limiting factors for the resolution of any
gridded data set derived from measurements. For RO measurements, the vertical reso-
lution amounts to around 1 km to 1.5 km (Kursinski et al., 1997) whereas the horizontal
resolution in the direction of the ray amounts to about 250 km to 300 km. Since the
CHAMP satellite over-samples (higher measurement density than physical resolution)
in the order of a factor of ten because of its measurements frequency of 50Hz, it is possi-
ble to provide gridded CHAMP data on a denser vertical grid than it would correspond
to the measurement's physical resolution. However, in such a case it must be clearly
stated that neighboring values of the grid are not independent of each other.

The physical resolution of the WegCenter/ECMWF retrieval scheme has been de-
termined as an example on a test set of 12 CHAMP pro�les, for each season one pro�le
from high-, mid-, and low-latitudes, respectively. To determine the vertical resolution of
the retrieval scheme the method of the perturbation theory was used. The perturbation
theory states that an initial in�nitesimal narrow (delta) perturbation of the input to a
continuous system will result in a gaussian-like shaped response. The full width at half
maximum of the gaussian distribution can then be considered as the inherent resolu-
tion of the system. In that manner, each pro�le was perturbed at phase delay level to
determine the resolution of the WegCenter/ECMWF retrieval.

Figure 3.5 depicts a preliminary result of such a perturbation of one CHAMP pro�le at
di�erent altitudes. This particular pro�le was recorded on March 1st, 2005 at 06:01 UTC
and 30.1◦S and 164.4◦E. The perturbation of the pro�le was performed in an altitude
of 20 km, 14 km, and 9 km. Shown are four plates for each perturbation displaying the
initially disturbed phase delay (upper left), bending angle (upper right), refractivity
(lower left) and temperature (lower right). The phase delay had to be disturbed at such
a ray number which corresponds to the desired altitude of 20 km, 14 km, or 9 km in
the retrieved parameter of refractivity and temperature, respectively. The phase delay
pro�le was perturbed to amount to ∼110% of the input value (i. e., perturbation size of
∼10%) which was found to resemble a reasonable amount because lower values tend to
be consumed and smoothed by the retrieval process whereas higher values at worst just
crash the retrieval process.

The perturbation propagates through the retrieval system and the response function
changes according to the operator used: bending angle retrieval, refractivity retrieval,
and �nally the temperature retrieval. Because of the Doppler shift di�erentiation in
the bending angle retrieval, the response to the initial perturbation is slant symmetrical
� as opposed to a gaussian shaped response of linear operators. After the refractivity
and temperature retrievals this shape has changed to an asymmetrical slant response of
third order which is far from easy to interpret regarding the intrinsic retrieval resolution.
Adding to the di�culty in interpretation are the vastly di�erent outcomes at di�erent
altitudes which at least result in the same pattern of being slant asymmetrical of third
order.
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Figure 3.5: Perturbation of a CHAMP pro�le at 9 km, 14 km, and 20 km altitude from top
to bottom, respectively, by means of a delta perturbation with an amplitude of ∼10%. After
propagating through the retrieval algorithm, the resolution can be estimated by the response
amplitude at 10% of peak-to-peak, at peak-to-peak, and as the di�erence of both. The latter
is thought to resemble best the actual physical vertical resolution amounting to 0.9 km, 0.7 km,
and 1.3 km, respectively.
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With the given response geometry the inherent resolution of the system cannot be
inferred from the full width at half maximum of the perturbation distribution function.
But other means of interpretation have to be thought of as the peak-to-peak value, �10%
peak-to-peak� value, and the di�erence of both of these. The �rst of these represents ar-
guably the highest resolution, whereas the second value, which is met where the value of
each peak has decreased again to 10% of its maximum, might already be underestimat-
ing the resolution. The di�erence of these values seems to be a feasible value resulting
in 1.33 km, 0.74 km, and 0.87 km for that particular pro�les at 20 km, 14 km, and 9 km
altitude, respectively. All three values are listed in the fourth plate of each altitude
panel in Figure 3.5.
As the example above showed, it is rather di�cult to determine the vertical resolution

of a temperature pro�le retrieved from RO measurements. Applying the method intro-
duced in this section, however, yields a very thorough approach to identify the inherent
resolution of a complex retrieval algorithm. Here, the vertical resolution was determined
for three altitudes demonstrating the fact that it is a function of altitude and increases
with increasing altitude. A good value for the resolution is thus certainly about 1 km
below an altitude of 20 km and ≤1.5 km from 20 km upwards into the lower stratosphere.
The CHAMP satellite samples with a constant rate of 50Hz which results in a high

oversampling near the ground with one measurement of roughly every 10m to 20m and
still oversampling at an altitude of 40 km with one measurement roughly every 200m.
Having these two �gures in mind, the physical and the sampling vertical resolution, the
vertical grid of the climatologies as developed in this study was chosen to be �xed at
200m. Of course, with these dense vertical grid points two adjacent data values are
not independent from each other. For the user of the climatologies this is advantageous,
however, because it avoids arti�cial smoothing by interpolation processes, as was already
mentioned by Gobiet (2005).

3.2.2 Binning Strategy for the Climatologies

The vertical resolution of a single pro�le was the �rst consideration to be taken into
account when geographically gridding globally distributed measurements. The second
consideration deals with the measurement density and distribution of the data when
putting all measurements together. Each of the geographic domains (�bins�) has to con-
tain a su�cient number of pro�les to ensure the representativeness of the measurements
for the mean location and time of the bin. In the horizontal, the spatial measurement
density depends on the temporal averaging period and on geometrical properties of the
measurement system. The CHAMP satellite yields some 150 globally distributed atmo-
spheric pro�les per day with higher density (referred to equal areas) at high-latitudes
compared to lower latitudes.
Additionally, it is of interest to evenly sample the diurnal cycle. Because the CHAMP

satellite drifts in local time the diurnal cycle is ideally scanned within ∼ 130 days which
implies that even seasonal means (90 to 92 day period) do not completely sample it.
However, error studies focusing on the diurnal e�ect show that seasonal and even monthly
sampling periods are not very much degraded by this sampling error (Pirscher et al.,
2007a).
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Figure 3.6: Two modes of binning. Overlapping equal-area bins at a regular 18 lat× 24 lon
grid on the left, and non-overlapping almost equal-area bins at 18 lat× lat-dependent lon grid
on the right.

Concluding from the arguments above, a principle set-up in two modes seemed rea-
sonable for binning the CHAMP pro�les as shown in Figure 3.6. The two modes of
gridding the bins di�er on how the equal area bins are arranged. Along latitude, both
modes have the meridian divided into 18 bins of 10◦ width which allows for distinguishing
the latitudinal temperature variations while considering the sparse CHAMP sampling.
Along longitude, the �rst mode (left panel of Figure 3.6) uses 24 �xed bins (baseline)
at all latitudes leading to bin overlapping. The latitude � longitude extent of the �xed
bins thus results in 10◦×15◦. The second mode (right panel) uses a latitude-dependent
number of bins to obtain non-overlapping almost equal area bins (within ±0.5◦ exact;
except for polar latitudes where the latitude extension di�ers up to 7.9◦ per bin). In
addition to using 10◦×15◦ gridding, the �rst mode of �xed bins was also divided into six
and only one bin, which result in 10◦×60◦ and zonal gridding, respectively.

Each one of the di�erent modes of gridding has its own advantages when applied to
climatologies. Based on the regular grid (lat×lon), climatologies are most convenient
for the user to handle, because regular grids are easy to handle in a common n ×
m matrix when analyzing the data and in addition almost all products dealing with
global climatologies and meteorological data sets are organized this way. On the other
hand, comparison to the second mode allows study of the potential relevance of error
correlations between overlapping bins, especially systematic and sampling errors (cf.
Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2).

Due to the high inclination of the CHAMP satellite (87.3◦) the global distribution of
measured pro�les varies from sparse sampling in the equatorial region to high sampling
in polar regions. Therefore, the gridding scheme has to be chosen carefully in order
for all bins to have a su�cient number of pro�les. For bins which contain less than
three pro�les it is not feasible to perform statistical evaluation like determining a mean,
standard deviation, etc. To assure a climatological meaningful representation of the
value represented by such a bin, the minimum number of pro�les to be contained in a
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Figure 3.7: CHAMP pro�le distribution for the gridding schemes of 10◦×15◦, 10◦×60◦ and
zonal (10◦×360◦) taken as an example from season JJA2003. 10◦×15◦ and 10◦×60◦ gridding are
shown as latitude slices centered around the prime meridian. Discernible here is the distribution
minimum around the equator while increasing towards the poles.

bin was chosen to be at least ten.

In Figure 3.7 the overlapping binning mode is shown for all three gridding schemes
mentioned above, exempli�ed for season JJA2003. In the left panel the �nest gridding of
10◦×15◦ is shown. The distribution of the pro�les is uneven due to a decrease towards the
equator. Furthermore, the few pro�les that are located in the equatorial bins are in this
particular case very much clustered as opposed to evenly distributed as in the polar bins.
The calculation of a mean temperature in such an equatorial bin, though statistically
robust, would result in a biased representation of the parameter under consideration, for
instance temperature.

For season JJA2003 in the equatorial bins, though unevenly distributed, there were a
su�cient number of pro�les for a statistical robust determination of a mean, standard
deviation, etc. However, throughout the �ve years of CHAMP data, a few seasons exist
without any measured pro�les in the equatorial bins leading to climatologies with missing
parts. Even though the concept of a 10◦×15◦ gridding is in principle correct, it should
not be applied to a one-satellite mission retrieving only setting RO measurements like
CHAMP in order to get the best possible and error-free climatologies. In a combination
of satellites of, for instance, CHAMP and SAC-C, or for the multi-satellite mission
FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC this concept might be �awlessly applicable.

When gridding seasonal RO measurements into 10◦×60◦ bins, as shown in the middle
panel of Figure 3.7, even for the CHAMP mission there always are enough pro�les to
ensure robust statistical calculation of climatologies. As will be explained in detail in
Section 4.2.2, however, even that gridding exhibits artifacts within climatologies which
are not favorable and should therefore be avoided.

These �ndings lead to the conclusion that for a one-satellite mission as CHAMP
(with only setting RO measurements available) the only climatological useful set-up (of
the options presented) is a zonal gridding with a width of 10◦ latitude. In this mode,
all pro�les around the globe are collected into one bin as shown on the right side of
Figure 3.7. With this approach the longitudinal temperature di�erences within one
speci�c 10◦ latitude band are lost because of the averaging. But considering the unique
opportunity of continuous RO measurements over more than �ve years of one satellite
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(CHAMP) for the �rst time, building zonally averaged high quality climatologies marks
a great step forward in climatological studies.



4 Atmospheric Climatologies from

CHAMP

RO pro�les from the CHAMP satellite were analyzed in a climatological respect for the
time period from September 2001 to November 2006 resulting in more than �ve years of
continuous RO data. Of these 21 seasons, the �rst two were a�ected by a low and highly
varying measurement density. Within the season before last (JJA2006), from July 3th
through August 8th a period of 37 days of CHAMP data are missing. Fortunately, that
gap could be bridged by RO data from the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment
(GRACE) satellite (Wickert et al., 2005).
The receiver of the GRACE satellite is an enhanced one of that one used for the

CHAMP mission thus featuring similar characteristics. Recent studies (Foelsche et al.,
2007b; Luntama et al., 2007; Steiner et al., 2007) have shown that real world measure-
ments from di�erent RO missions reveal excellent agreement when inter-comparing them
as well as when comparing them to an independent source as the (A)MSU instruments
on board the NOAA platforms. Because of the results presented in these studies, for the
climatological study presented here it was thought adequate to �ll the gap of missing
CHAMP data with GRACE measurements and still treat the whole data set uniquely
as if it consisted of CHAMP data only.
In this Chapter CHAMP climatologies from the CCRv2.3 precessing version are pre-

sented for the four atmospheric parameters dry temperature, refractivity, dry pressure,
and dry geopotential height. The climatologies represent seasonal climatologies which
are averaged mainly zonally shown as two dimensional latitude versus altitude �gures.
As explained in Chapter 3, every RO pro�le of a season which passed the quality control
only with the best quality �ag, QF= 0, which in total sums up to about 80% of all
pro�les measured, is binned into zonal bins with a width of 10◦ latitude. For each of the
resulting 18 zonally averaged bins, the mean pro�le of either one of the four atmospheric
parameters under consideration is obtained, as exempli�ed for dry temperature, by

Tdry(z) =
(Nprof(z)∑

i=1

cos(ϕi)
)−1

·
Nprof(z)∑

i=1

(
Tdryi

(z, ϕi) cos(ϕi)
)
, (4.1)

where Nprof(z) determines the number of pro�les in each bin dependent on altitude.
The number of pro�les decreases with decreasing height because the signal tracking of
a setting occultation looses the signal for each pro�le at di�erent altitudes depending
mainly on atmospheric conditions. Additionally, the pro�les of each bin are weighted by
the cosine of the latitude, ϕ, to account for the area average within the 10◦ latitude bin.
At this gridding resolution the cosine weighting becomes relevant only in polar regions,
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but will be important throughout when averaging over larger latitude extent. The 18
mean pro�les of each zonal latitude bin are resolved onto a 200m vertical grid.
Gobiet (2005) has shown �rst results of climatologies with a horizontal resolution for

zonal and 10◦×15◦ gridding. In this study, mainly the zonal approach has been pursued
because of the sparsity of measurements even for climatological studies (as pictured in
Section 4.2.2). However, when averaging over a larger latitudinal extent, for instance
40◦ around the Equator in 15◦ longitudinal steps, a further and very instructive insight
into the CHAMP data set can be achieved. For that reason in addition to the latitude
versus altitude plots, longitude versus altitude plots will be shown. These feature a
40◦×15◦ binning around the Equator (±20◦) picturing the longitudinal variation of the
four atmospheric parameters under consideration.
In the following sections only selected seasons are shown (Northern Hemisphere (NH)

summer of each year), in which many features observed in the complete time period
occur. In the Appendix the temporal evolution of the entire CHAMP data set will be
shown in form of seasonal climatologies of dry temperature and all of the corresponding
error �elds discussed below. The remaining atmospheric parameters have not yet been
approved to be of such satisfying quality as to present them in form of a collection as in
the Appendix. Ongoing research atWegCenter/Uni Graz is still needed to eliminate
persistent inconsistencies in parameters other than dry temperature.

4.1 Multi-Year Climatologies

To begin with, in Figure 4.1 the global distribution of CHAMP pro�les which passed
the quality control with QF= 0 are displayed. Figure 4.1 shows from top to bottom the
NH summer seasons JJA2002 to JJA2006 with the distribution of the pro�les shown
on a global map on the left and the number of pro�les within 10◦ latitudinal steps of
that distribution on the right. The total number of pro�les of each season is listed in
the upper right corner of the global map which states that there are considerably more
than 12,000 pro�les per summer season except for JJA2004. The same can be seen in
the panels on the right side which state the global average of pro�les per bin amount to
about 700, except for JJA2004 with only around 600 pro�les per bin.
Pro�les are mainly uniformly distributed over the globe, but for some seasons there

are patterns in which the pro�les are clustered leading to non-uniform distribution
with no coverage over some places. The strongest such clustering can be observed in
JJA2005 and weaker also in JJA2002 and JJA2004. These patterns in distribution re-
sult from special constellation geometry of the CHAMP and GPS satellites which drifts
and changes with time. This clustering of pro�les has an in�uence on the quality of the
climatologies. It does not exhibit an intrinsic error source of the measurement method
(as described in Chapter 2) but rather an external source determining the measurement.
As a direct result the sampling error increases as shown in Section 4.2.2 because the
sampling situation worsens as a whole. The accumulated error �eld of the climatologies
thus includes external factors, as in this case constellation geometry of the satellites.
The histograms on the right side of Figure 4.1 describe the absolute abundance of
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Figure 4.1: Global distribution of CHAMP pro�les of NH summer seasons JJA2002 to
JJA2006 over a global map on the left and, in absolute abundance, for each zonal bin on
the right side. Season JJA2006 consists of CHAMP and GRACE pro�les due to a lack of 37
days in CHAMP measurements; for that season GRACE pro�les are shown in blue.
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pro�les occurring in each of the 18 zonal bins. The x-axis labels determine the mean
latitude of each bin. In every season there is a minimum abundance at the North and
South Pole, respectively, which is due to the small absolute area of the polar regions
compared to lower latitudes. The high inclination of the CHAMP satellite of 87.2◦

assures measurements in polar regions in the �rst place but is still not enough for a
direct over�ight. In almost all seasons, including most of the NH summer seasons, the
maximum abundance of pro�les occurs at high-latitudes directly adjacent to the polar
bin (at 70◦ to 80◦) or one further towards the Equator (at 60◦ to 70◦). The minimum is
reached at the Equator with only a half of the pro�les measured at the maximum. This
measurement distribution is due only to the orbital geometry of the CHAMP satellite
which is characteristic of polar satellites in general. The residence time of polar orbiting
satellites is shortest over low-latitudes (the Equator) and longest at high-latitudes. In
this case the measurement distribution is proportional to the residence time at a given
latitude since the occurrence of a RO event is independent of latitude due to the even
distribution of the GPS satellites.

4.1.1 Climatology of Dry Temperature

Dry temperature can be calculated with the RO retrieval system with no additional a
priory data (cf. Chapter 2). In this section, dry temperature climatologies are shown and
discussed as an example for the NH summer seasons JJA2002 to JJA2006. Climatologies
have been calculated using Equation 4.1.
In Figure 4.2 zonally averaged seasonal climatologies are shown for JJA2002 on the

top to JJA2006 on the bottom with CHAMP RO measurements on the left and ECMWF
operational analyses �elds on the right. CHAMP climatologies were created as explained
in Chapter 3, whereas ECMWF climatologies consist of the complete analysis �elds of all
four time layers as introduced in Section 3.1. In the following, which is especially impor-
tant when considering error �elds, the ECMWF analyses are considered the true state of
the atmosphere against which the measured CHAMP pro�les and CHAMP climatologies
are compared to. ECMWF operational analyses provide a very high quality state of the
atmosphere by assimilation of an enormous amount of operational measurements from
ground, in-situ, and satellite platforms. Additionally, these were the only high resolution
analyses available for this study. Thus, the assumption that the ECMWF operational
analyses resemble the true state of the atmosphere is the best assumption which could
be proposed within this study (for further details cf. Section 4.2).
The climatologies are displayed in a two dimensional contour plot in which the tem-

perature is shown as a function of latitude and altitude. The latitude ranges from North
to South Pole and altitude from 0 km to 35 km. The climatologies are cut o� dependent
on latitude between 4 km at the poles and 8 km around the Equator (see Table 4.1). This
cut-o� criterion results from a �dry sampling error� which is a special feature intrinsic
to the RO method (for a detailed discussion see Section 4.2.2). The altitude range of
around 5 km to 35 km marks that range in which the RO technique delivers the most
accurate results (see Chapter 2) and in which the single retrieved pro�les are very much
independent of the background information (Gobiet et al., 2007).
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Table 4.1: Cut-o� altitude of climatologies.

Latitude range Cut-o� altitude

90◦ to 60◦N/S 4.0 km

60◦ to 50◦N/S 5.0 km

50◦ to 40◦N/S 6.0 km

40◦ to 30◦N/S 7.5 km

30◦N to 30◦S 8.0 km

The temperature �elds of the summer seasons as displayed in Figure 4.2 reveal two
prominent cold regions, which are located in the tropical tropopause and at southern
high-latitudes of the polar vortex. The tropical tropopause cools down to less than 195 
K
(around −80◦C) as discussed in Section 1.3. Very cold southern winter polar vortices
can reach temperatures as low as 182K (less than −90◦C) averaged over the complete
summer season. On the other side of the globe, in the free atmosphere of the North
Pole temperatures are much warmer amounting to about 230K (around −40◦C) than
anywhere in the tropical free atmosphere or in the southern hemisphere.
The main temperature features of the atmosphere remain constant throughout the

years but inter-annual variation can still be observed and is con�ned to small scale
features. For instance, temperature in the southern polar vortex seems to be subject
to a two year mode of warmer and colder phases with the 185K isotherm emerging in
JJA2003, the coldest recorded year in the southern vortex within this data set, and
in JJA2005. In the boreal summers of JJA2002, JJA2004, and JJA2006 the austral
vortex was warmer. Another feature of variability can be seen when looking at the 230K
isotherm in the Tropics. In JJA2002 the 230K isotherm reaches an altitude of almost
35 km over the Equator which it reaches again every two years. In the years in between,
JJA2003 and JJA2005, it resides at a much lower altitude of around 30 km. This
temperature variation is linked to the Quasi Biennial Oscillation (QBO) (Foelsche et al.,
2007a) which is characterized by a biennial oscillation in temperature in the tropical
lower to mid stratosphere as well as by a downward propagation of easterly and westerly
wind regimes (e. g. Baldwin et al., 2001; Ramaswamy et al., 2001).
On the right side of Figure 4.2 the reference �elds of the ECMWF operational analyses

for the �ve summer seasons are displayed. Mainly the same features as for the CHAMP
data can be seen and di�erences are marginal. However, some di�erences can already
be spotted with the naked eye: at its edges, the southern polar vortex exhibits a wavy
structure which can clearly be distinguished in all seasons except for JJA2006 and which
does not exist in the CHAMP data. Also, the minimum temperature of the polar vortex
is lower in the analyses in which, for instance, the 180K isotherm emerges in JJA2003.
Additionally, the tropical tropopause seems a bit colder in the analyses as well, seen again
clearly for example in season JJA2003 where the 195K isotherm exists but not in the
corresponding CHAMP data. Further systematic di�erences and a detailed discussion
of them will be given in Section 4.2.1 below.
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Figure 4.2: Dry temperature climatologies [K] of NH summer seasons JJA2002 to JJA2006
for CHAMP measurements on the left and ECMWF analyses on the right side. Climatologies
are shown from Pole to Pole, and plotted from the cut-o� altitude to 35 km.
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In Figure 4.3 dry temperature climatologies are shown in a longitudinal perspective.
The four bins closest to the Equator, 20◦ to 10◦ and 10◦ to 0◦ North and South with
an area of 10◦×15◦, were arithmetically averaged resulting in a bin with a resolution of
40◦×15◦. Since the resolution thus has become four times as large as with the original
10◦×15◦ bins also the amount of pro�les has increased proportionally. The minimum
amount of pro�les within the �ve summer season in such an enlarged bin amounts to
150, the average of all bins to around 400 with the maximum as high as almost 700
pro�les. Thus, with the enlargement of the bins it is possible to create climatologies in
15◦ longitudinal steps even around the sparsely sampled Equator. Figure 4.3 shows such
climatologies for the �ve NH summer seasons from 180◦ E to 180◦W in 15◦ longitudinal
steps ±20◦ latitude around the Equator in a height range from 8 km (cut-o� altitude at
low-latitudes) to 35 km.

What can be seen in those climatologies at �rst sight is that the temperature does
not change very much as a function of longitude in the equatorial region. The tem-
perature characteristics are already known, including a strong decrease of temperature
in the free atmosphere up to a very cold tropical tropopause and a weak increase of
temperature in the lower and mid stratosphere up to 35 km. The coldest part of the
tropical tropopause is located in the western hemisphere between 100◦W and 160◦W
over an area generally referred to as the Paci�c �Warm Pool Atmosphere� (e. g. Tian
et al., 2001), where throughout all summer seasons the averaged temperature reaches
below 195K. The warmest part seems to be opposite in the eastern hemisphere between
around 90◦ E and the Prime Meridian, which in this case was easier to derive from the
ECMWF analysis �elds.

The most important result from the longitudinal illustration of the CHAMP temper-
ature climatology is that hardly any climatological information gets lost when averaging
CHAMP pro�les in zonal bins. As was explained in Section 3.2 will be illustrated in
Section 4.2, a 10◦×15◦ gridding, if at all possible, degrades the quality of the clima-
tologies due to an insu�cient number of measured CHAMP pro�les. By enlarging the
bins to 40◦×15◦ a �ne longitudinal gridding is possible, however hardly revealed more
information than a zonal mean in a climatological point of view by averaging over such
a long period as a season.

4.1.2 Climatology of Refractivity

In the previous section, dry temperature climatologies were shown and discussed for
the summer seasons JJA2002 to JJA2006. In the course of the study presented, cli-
matologies of additional parameters as refractivity, dry pressure, and dry geopotential
height were created, in each case applying Equation 4.1 to obtain the corresponding
climatologies. In this section climatologies of refractivity will be discussed.

Microwave refractivity is related proportionally to atmospheric pressure p, tempera-
ture T , and water vapor partial pressure e, via (Smith and Weintraub, 1953):

N ≡ 106(n− 1) = k1
p

T
+ k2

e

T 2
, (4.2)
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Figure 4.3: Longitudinal dry temperature climatologies [K] of NH summer seasons JJA2002
to JJA2006 with a gridding of 40◦×15◦ (lat×lon) centered around the Equator, for CHAMP
RO data on the left and ECMWF analyses on the right side.
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wherein n is the index of refraction, k1 = 77.6K hPa−1 and k2 = 3.73 · 105 K2 hPa−1 are
empirically determined constants. The �rst term on the right side of Equation 2.8 de-
scribes refractivity in atmospheric conditions without water vapor, i.e. in dry conditions,
whereas the second term includes contributions of water vapor (also cf. Section 2.2). If
these contributions are neglected and the refractivity �eld is governed only by dry condi-
tions, refractivity is directly proportional to air density via the ideal gas law. In the free
atmosphere dry air conditions are present anywhere above 8 km to 14 km altitude, as
introduced for dry temperature above. In the lower troposphere, where moisture is not
negligible anymore, refractivity depends further on water vapor partial pressure (second
term on the right side of Equation 2.8).
The refractivity �eld is not a common meteorological parameter but is mainly used in

the radio occultation community. However, it has turned out that refractivity provides
a valuable complement to other and already established data sets because it reacts
di�erently to climate change than does for instance temperature. Furthermore, it has
been identi�ed to be a good climate change indicator (Vedel and Stendel , 2003; Leroy
et al., 2006b) as well as a means to test the prediction con�dence of climate models
(Leroy et al., 2006a).
Figure 4.4 shows the climatologies for the NH summer seasons JJA2002 to JJA2006,

for the CHAMP RO measurements on the left side and the reference data of ECMWF
operational analyses on the right. Since refractivity, being a measure of the refractive
index of the atmosphere, is directly proportional to air density through the ideal gas
law, refractivity climatologies re�ect the decrease of density with altitude.
As could be seen in the dry temperature climatologies, see Figure 4.2, the atmosphere

throughout the whole column is coldest around the South Pole in the boreal summer
seasons. Therefore, in that region density/refractivity, at a given altitude, is lower than
elsewhere around the globe: The zonal seasonal mean shows a very constant refractivity
�eld for all latitudes except for the southern high-latitudes, which can be seen quite
clearly when looking at the 2.0N-unit isoline. Only at southern high-latitudes it reaches
as low as about 31 km while staying constantly higher at about 35 km at all other lati-
tudes. If looked at very closely, the cold tropical tropopause can be spotted. This can
be done best with the 30.0N-unit and 50.0N-unit isolines which increase in altitude at
around 35◦ North and South corresponding well with the climatological extent of the
tropical tropopause (see Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.5 shows the longitudinal climatologies for the summer seasons. As for dry

temperature in Figure 4.3, the longitudinal variability of refractivity was investigated
in 40◦×15◦ gridding ensuring enough pro�les for each bin for a robust climatological
representation. What can be seen, however, is a completely �at longitudinal distribution
of refractivity which results from the above discussed �at distribution of dry temperature.

4.1.3 Climatology of Dry Pressure

In this section, climatologies of dry pressure in �ve NH summer seasons will be shown
and discussed. Dry pressure can be computed by integrating refractivity to get the
pressure at altitude h as was explained in Section 2.2 (cf. Equation 2.10).
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Figure 4.4: Refractivity climatologies [N units] of NH summer seasons JJA2002 to JJA2006;
same layout as Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.5: Longitudinal refractivity climatologies [N units] of the summer seasons JJA2002
to JJA2006; same layout as Figure 4.3.
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Since pressure is directly related to refractivity above the mid-troposphere in dry con-
ditions, pressure becomes equally important in climate trend detections as refractivity
(Leroy , 1997). When examining pressure in dry conditions, i. e., above the cut-o� alti-
tude, here pressure is referred to as dry pressure (which is not to be confused with the
partial pressure of dry air at the surface). Since pressure follows directly from refractiv-
ity by Equation 2.10, the seasonal summer means of refractivity and dry pressure equal
each other very much.
Figure 4.6 depicts the 10◦ zonal means of the NH summer seasons 2002 to 2006 for

the CHAMP data on the left and the reference ECMWF analyses on the right. Labels
in this and the next Figure are chosen to coincide with the mandatory pressure levels
introduced in Section 1.1 up to 10 hPa. Pressure decreases exponentially as altitude
increases and reaches 7 hPa above the North Pole and mere 3 hPa above the South Pole
at an altitude of 35 km. The isobars almost remain at a �xed altitude throughout the
whole latitude range with minor variations around the cold tropical tropopause and with
a major decrease in pressure at a given altitude in the southern polar vortex.
Figure 4.7 shows the longitudinal perspective of the pressure climatologies. However,

there is no variation to be seen neither throughout the longitude nor within the temporal
evolution of the �ve years. For instance, the 30 hPa isobar for all years resides at more
or less exactly 24 km altitude.

4.1.4 Climatology of Dry Geopotential Height

Finally in this section climatologies of dry geopotential height will be discussed. Geopo-
tential height, Z, is related to geometrical height by the ratio of the gravitational accel-
eration at a given height g(z), obtained from a model of gravity, and the WMO standard
gravitational acceleration at the surface g0 = 9.80665m/s2 via

dZ =
g(z)

g0

dz . (4.3)

In the troposphere this ratio is practically equal to 1 which results in a very close match
of geopotential height and altitude. In meteorology and climatology, geopotential height
is usually used to depict the height of a pressure level. Geopotential height of constant
pressure levels can be directly measured when applying the RO method by using the
absolute information of the GPS system and the hydrostatic equation (Kursinski et al.,
1997; Leroy , 1997). Geopotential height acts as a climate indicator for example by
registering when the troposphere warms on a global scale and expands as a result of
that warming (e. g., Leroy et al., 2006a).
The dry geopotential height climatologies as displayed in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9

are shown as a function of �pressure altitude� zp in units of �pressure km� [pkm]:

zp = H · ln
( p
p0

)
, (4.4)

where H = RTg−1
0 is the atmospheric scale height set to a constant value of H = 7 km,
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Figure 4.6: Dry pressure climatologies [hPa] of NH summer seasons JJA2002 to JJA2006
with pressure labels coinciding with mandatory pressure levels; same layout as Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.7: Longitudinal dry pressure climatologies [hPa] of NH summer seasons JJA2002
to JJA2006 with pressure labels coinciding with mandatory pressure levels; same layout as
Figure 4.2.
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R the speci�c gas constant of air, and p0 = 1013.25hPa is standard ground pressure to
which p, a constant pressure level in hPa, is normalized to.
Dry geopotential height climatologies of the CHAMP RO measurements are shown

for the same summer seasons as the other atmospheric parameters discussed above. The
seasonal 10◦ zonal mean for all summer seasons show very similar structures for the
measurement data as shown in Figure 4.8. Geopotential height increases linearly with
increasing altitude as expected, except for the southern polar regions. Here, the same
dry geopotential height resides at a higher pressure altitude. This is directly related
to the fact that in southern polar boreal summer regions lower pressure prevails (cf.
Figure 4.6) which in turn is related to the cold air mass. As was true for refractivity
only minor deviations from the linear increase with increasing pressure altitude can be
found for dry geopotential height in the cold tropical tropopause region.
Figure 4.9 pictures the longitudinal variation of dry geopotential height for the �ve NH

summer seasons. Hardly any variations in longitude can be spotted. The variation of dry
geopotential height compared to pressure altitude, however, can be clearly distinguished
for the tropical region. For instance, the dry geopotential height of 18 km is equal
to a pressure altitude of 18 km. Below that pressure altitude, dry geopotential height
is nominally less than pressure altitude, and larger above . Trends in these relative
distances, especially in the Tropics because of its well de�ned temperature pro�les but
also in any other region, are an excellent indicator of climate change as discussed in
Leroy et al. (2006a).

4.2 Error Analysis of Climatologies

After having solved all the challenges of creating climatologies from RO data, the sci-
enti�cally most interesting aspect remains, and that is of the absolute quality of the
climatologies. For that to judge, a reference which can thoroughly be trusted has to
be chosen. As already mentioned before, in this study ECMWF operational analyses
were chosen for this purpose with a temporal resolution of 4 timer layers each day sepa-
rated by six hours starting at 00UTC. The horizontal resolution was chosen to roughly
match the one of the RO data of about 250 km to 300 km and was �xed to �T42�. The
ECMWF model is a spectral model and horizontal resolution is denoted by the highest
wave number represented in the model. The notation �T42� means that the highest wave
number represented is 42 which corresponds to a wavelength of about 300 km. �T� in
that notation stands for �triangular spectral truncation� (e. g., Untch et al., 2006).
The operational analyses are created by a 4-D Var assimilation of all available ground

based, in-situ, and satellite measurements. The assimilation window of the operational
con�guration is twelve hours long running from 03UTC to 15UTC for the 12UTC as-
similation product and from 15UTC to 03UTC the next day for the 00UTC assimilation
product. The 06UTC and 18UTC products are created in a separated quick assimilation
step (ECMWF , 2004, Part II).
These analyses were taken as the true state of the atmosphere against which the RO

climatologies were compared to. The main assumption with this approach is that the
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Figure 4.8: Dry geopotential height climatologies of NH summer seasons JJA2002 to JJA2006
for CHAMP measurements. Dry geopotential height is given in geopotential kilometers [gkm]
from pole to pole and in pressure altitude from the cut-o� altitude to 35 km.
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Figure 4.9: Longitudinal dry geopotential height climatologies of NH summer seasons
JJA2002 to JJA2006 for CHAMP measurements; further details similar to Figure 4.8.
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analyses were the true state of the atmosphere which of course they are not. The spatio-
temporal variability of the atmosphere cannot be completely resembled with only four
time layers and the chosen horizontal resolution. Furthermore, the analyses themselves
may be erroneous which may lead to ambiguous results in the error analysis.

Results presented in the following two sections have already been published in nu-
merous papers. A short and concise summary can be found in Luntama et al. (2007),
whereas in Foelsche et al. (2007a) a detailed description of RO climatologies and their
error �elds are given. In the �rst following section the systematic error �elds of all four
parameters will be discussed in detail. In the last section of this chapter the sampling
error is introduced and discussed on the basis of all four retrieved parameters.

4.2.1 Systematic Di�erence

The systematic di�erence denotes the di�erence of the CHAMP RO climatology to the
corresponding co-located ECMWF climatology. Di�erences of climatologies are calcu-
lated simply by means of di�erence error statistics. Herein, a mean pro�le of each bin of,
for instance, a season is computed for both climatologies and then subtracted from each
other. In the case of the systematic di�erence only the co-located part of the ECMWF
analyses are considered in the di�erence error statistics. If the complete reference �eld
was taken the error statistics would reveal the total error between both climatologies.
The total error, which will not be shown here, is denoted as the sum of the systematic
and the sampling error. It was considered adequate to only discuss both summands
separately.

Co-located ECMWF pro�les are obtained by an interpolation in space to a CHAMP
pro�le and by an allocation to an ECMWF time layer. An ECMWF pro�le is considered
co-located in time to a CHAMP pro�le when the latter occurs within three hours before
or after the beginning of one of the four time layers. The spatial co-location of the non-
vertical CHAMP pro�le to a ECMWF pro�le is obtained by de�ning the mean location
of the CHAMP pro�le as the latitude and longitude of the point, where the straight-
line connection between transmitting and receiving satellite during the occultation event
touches the Earth's ellipsoidal surface (corresponding to the tangent point location of
real RO pro�les at about 12 km to 15 km altitude) (Foelsche et al., 2007a). When
performing the di�erence error statistics, only mean pro�les are considered which result
from at least ten single pro�les to assure robust statistical calculations.

Gobiet et al. (2005), Borsche et al. (2007), Gobiet et al. (2007), and others, have
shown that there are indeed quite some absolute errors inherent within the ECMWF
operational analyses. From a climatological point of view, these errors are not present
within the CHAMP data and the di�erence otherwise between the analyses and CHAMP
climatologies is fairly small, as will be shown below. Because of these new �ndings,
not the ECMWF analyses were considered as reference data anymore but the CHAMP
climatologies themselves. The implication of this is that the di�erence of co-located
ECMWF relative to CHAMP climatologies will be examined, which hereafter is referred
to as the systematic di�erence between these two atmospheric �elds.
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JJA2003: Systematic Dry Temp Difference ECMWF-CHAMP
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Figure 4.10: ECMWF � CHAMP systematic dry temperature di�erence of season JJA2003
in an altitude range from the applied cut-o� altitude to 35 km and from pole to pole. In most
areas the di�erence ranges around 0K, except for the tropical tropopause region, above 30 km
over all latitudes, and at high southern latitudes in the low and mid stratosphere.

Systematic Dry Temperature Di�erence

Figure 4.10 depicts the temperature systematic di�erence of the season JJA2003. The
di�erences are given in steps of 0.5K and the plot region equals that of the climatologies
as discussed earlier ranging from North Pole to South Pole in latitude extent and from
ground to 35 km applying the cut-o� altitude at the bottom. Overall, the agreement
between the CHAMP RO climatologies and the ECMWF operational analyses are obvi-
ously in good agreement of better than 0.5K in most regions. However, there are three
major regions in which the systematic di�erence exceeds 1K and at times even 3K.
These regions are con�ned to the boreal summer southern high-latitudes, the altitude
range above 30 km, and the tropical tropopause.

Deviations reach highest within the cold southern polar winter vortex, with di�erences
of more than ±3K resulting in a wave-like structure of alternating positive and negative
systematic di�erences. The tropical tropopause region exhibits a pronounced cold devi-
ation which amounts to about −1.5K. And �nally, the region higher than 30 km which
at all latitudes is again colder in the analyses of around 1.0K to 2.0K.

The causes behind these major systematic di�erences are manifold and have all been
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addressed in di�erent publications. The southern polar vortex di�erence was actually
one of the �rst major �ndings of an earlier study conducted by Gobiet (2005) and
published in Gobiet et al. (2005). The exciting part of these studies were that for the
�rst time it was possible to validate the operational ECMWF analyses with RO data
on a climatological basis. It turned out that the systematic di�erence indeed originates
essentially from the analyses and that the RO measurements provided a more accurate
view of the atmospheric state in that region.
The reason for the analyses to perform that poorly in the southern polar regions re-

sults from the fact that especially in austral wintertime there are hardly any ground
based measurements, and in general only relatively few satellite measurements reach
the highest latitudes. The main observation source from satellites within high-latitudes
which are assimilated into the analyses are obtained by the AMSU-A instrument and
since October 2003 from the Advanced Infrared Sounder (AIRS) instrument (ECMWF ,
2003). These two measurements are characterized by vertically broad weighting func-
tions which peak at that altitude in which the maximum of the observed systematic
di�erences occurs (Foelsche et al., 2007a). The outcome of the assimilation process
when trying to minimize the cost function within the assimilation using radiance in-
formation with such broad weighting functions resulted in a temperature pro�le which
deviates with the observed wave-like pattern against RO measurements.
The systematic di�erence above 30 km which occurs more or less uniformly from pole

to pole has been investigated in Gobiet et al. (2007). In that study �ve di�erent analyses,
two independent instruments from the ENVISAT satellite, and two retrieval chains were
compared to each other. One result of Gobiet et al. (2007) was that the ECMWF ope-
rational analyses are colder than all other investigated analyses, the CCRv2.3 retrieval
chain, and both of the satellite measurements. Only the retrieval chain of the GFZ yields
temperatures about as cold or even colder than the ECMWF analyses at altitudes higher
than 30 km because in that retrieval the initialization altitude of the hydrostatic integral
reaches as low as 43 km. With that low initialization altitude the retrieved CHAMP
pro�les will still have much information content of the background used at altitudes
higher than 30 km.
The last of the three mentioned areas of large systematic di�erence is the tropical

tropopause region. It was �rst mentioned in Gobiet et al. (2005) and discussed in detail
in Borsche et al. (2007). Also in Section 5.1 a detailed discussion of that di�erence
can be found. To quickly summarize, this di�erence too can be attributed to a limited
representation of the atmospheric state in the operational analyses. It was strongly
indicated that this di�erence was due to a under representation of atmospheric wave ac-
tivity in the lower stratosphere and upper troposphere region as well as to an insu�cient
vertical resolution to capture atmospheric variability in an adequate manner. Since a
comprehensive update of the ECMWF analyses in horizontal and vertical resolution but
also in improving the physical representation of atmospheric variability (Untch et al.,
2006), the di�erences compared to RO measurements decreased considerably with season
MAM2006.
In Figure 4.11 the temporal evolution of the systematic dry temperature di�erence

between ECMWF analyses and CHAMP RO climatologies is shown. The temporal
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evolution is discussed for the whole time period even though the abundance of CHAMP
pro�les within the �rst two seasons is only half of that of the remaining seasons (see
Figure A.1). In addition, the number of measurements had not been as continuous for
the �rst half year as they were in the time following but varied quite dramatically (cf.
Section 3.1 and Figure 3.1). On the basis of seasons it is still feasible to investigate that
period, however, when interpreting results caution has to be exercised especially with
the �rst two seasons of CHAMP data.
In order to visualize the temporal evolution over the complete time period of available

CHAMP data and over the whole globe, the CHAMP climatologies were subdivided
into six latitude ranges. These represent northern and southern high-, mid-, and low-
latitudes ranging from 90◦ to 60◦, 60◦ to 30◦, and 30◦ to 0◦ North and South, respectively.
For each of these latitude range three of the corresponding original 10◦ latitude bands
were averaged. With this method, the systematic di�erence could be visualized for the
complete period of �ve years, for all latitudes, and for altitude ranges between 4 km and
35 km at high-, 6 km and 35 km at mid-, and between 8 km and 35 km at low-latitudes
in accordance to the cut-o� criterion. Note, however, that data was averaged into
30◦ latitude ranges which can reduce latitudinal variability as seen in the climatologies
discussed above with a latitude extend of 10◦ for each bin.
At all latitude ranges the above described di�erence structures can be detected. The

deviation above 30 km exists throughout the whole time period and at a similar amount
at all latitude ranges. At high-latitudes the continuous negative deviation is intermitted
at times by warm deviations which, however, result from the discussed polar vortex
assimilation problem in the analyses. The negative deviation in the tropical tropopause
can distinctly be seen in both low-latitudes bands even though they form an average
over 30◦ latitude. This di�erence starts from the very beginning of the time period,
varies a bit in amount but always stays colder than 1.0K compared to the CHAMP RO
measurements, and �nally decreases considerably beginning with season MAM2006 (cf.
Figure 5.1 and Section 5.1).
The temporal evolution of the high-latitude systematic di�erence is most interesting.

The di�erences which occurred in austral winter of 2003 as seen in Figure 4.10 were
much stronger than in JJA2002 and JJA2004. Additionally, in JJA2004 the phase of
the oscillating di�erence seems to have inverted: where there were negative deviations
in JJA2003 there are now positive deviations and vice versa but much weaker than in
JJA2003. In October 2003 AIRS radiances were assimilated operationally (ECMWF ,
2003) and it was hoped that the systematic di�erences at southern high-latitudes would
diminish or at least decrease which was true for JJA2004. However, in JJA2005 the
di�erences increased again and were even stronger than in JJA2003 with an introduction
of a further phase of the oscillation: in this season there are now four phases of positive
deviation and three phases of negative deviation within the same altitude interval of
around 10 km to 35 km as before. The signs of the highest three phases are completely
�ipped compared to JJA2003. In JJA2006 it seems as though the di�erences have
�nally diminished and the oscillating character of the di�erence has collapsed in the
southern hemisphere (SH). However, for the �rst time within the considered time period
of available CHAMP data, in JJA2006 the oscillating systematic di�erence pattern
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Temporal Evolution of Dry Temperature Systematic Difference Over 5 Years
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Figure 4.11: Temporal evolution of systematic dry temperature di�erence in six latitude
ranges for northern high-, mid-, and low- and for southern low-, mid-, and high-latitudes (from
top to bottom), shown for altitudes ranging from 5 km, 6 km, and 8 km for high-, mid-, and
low-latitudes, respectively, to 35 km for the complete time period of available CHAMP data of
more than �ve years.
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occurs in the northern polar regions, although not as pronounced in amount and time
extent. In addition, this structure now occurs in the summertime at northern high-
latitudes as opposed to having occurred in the wintertime at southern high latitudes.
In the discussion above, the focus concerning the time of occurrence of the structure

was laid on the boreal summer season. But as can be seen easily in Figure 4.11, the
structure persists throughout the seasons however extenuated in some seasons and almost
diminished in others. The boreal wintertime seems to be a season in which it is developed
the least, strengthening in boreal springtime and decreasing in boreal fall.
At mid-latitudes the systematic di�erence is smallest throughout the time period

under consideration and no systematic structures can be spotted. At low-latitudes and
altitudes of 25 km to 30 km a further systematic positive deviation between the ECMWF
analyses and CHAMP climatologies can be detected. Almost continuously throughout
the seasons the deviation amounts to +0.5K.

Systematic Refractivity Di�erence

As was shown in the previous section, refractivity decreases exponentially with increas-
ing altitude. For that reason the systematic di�erences of refractivity RO climatologies
compared to ECMWF operational analyses are presented in [%], because the spread
of the absolute di�erences for the shown altitude range is hard to visualize otherwise.
Because refractivity is inversely proportional to temperature in dry air conditions (cf.
Equation 2.8), the systematic di�erences are inverse of those shown before for dry tem-
perature.
Figure 4.12 depicts the systematic refractivity di�erence for the season JJA2003 cor-

responding to Figure 4.10 for dry temperature. Here, the structures as discussed before
remain the same with larger di�erences in the tropical tropopause and the southern
polar vortex region. The deviation at altitudes above 30 km are not as pronounced in
refractivity as in temperature. For refractivity the systematic di�erences are positive in
the tropical tropopause and opposite in southern high-latitudes due to the inverse rela-
tionship of each other. The di�erences amount to about 0.8% in the tropical tropopause
and between less than −1.0% and more than +2.0% for the oscillating deviation at
southern high-latitudes.
The temporal evolution of refractivity throughout the complete time period of avail-

able CHAMP data, as shown in Figure 4.13, resembles that of dry temperature (cf.
Figure 4.11) and structures over all remain the same. At low-latitudes the tropical
tropopause is distinctly visible from the beginning up to MAM2006 by a narrow band
of deviations amounting 0.8% between 16 km and 18 km. In the second half of the time
period negative systematic refractivity di�erences are visible between 25 km and 30 km.
These di�erences amount to between 0.25% and 0.5%. Interestingly, in dry temperature
these di�erences have occurred throughout the complete time period. Except for the
two regions mentioned, deviations at low-latitudes only range between ±0.25%.
At mid-latitudes the di�erences are in general positive with the highest values around

the tropopause at about 15 km. Other than that no structure can be spotted and
di�erences occur rather randomly distributed. At southern high latitudes the oscillating
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Figure 4.12: ECMWF � CHAMP systematic refractivity di�erence of season JJA2003 in an
altitude range from the cut-o� criterion to 35 km and from pole to pole. Di�erences are given
in [%] due to the exponential decrease of refractivity with altitude.

di�erence, which has been discussed in detail for dry temperature, exists for refractivity
as well. For the years 2002, 2003, and 2004 these di�erences are mostly con�ned to
the boreal summer seasons and occur within a latitude range of 10 km to 35 km. For
the second half of the time period and the lower altitude part the di�erences are drawn
over the complete years up to season MAM2006. In analogy to dry temperature, the
oscillating pattern can be found for season JJA2006 in the NH. Beside that, the northern
hemispheric high-latitude deviations are in general positive and randomly distributed
amounting between 0.0% and 0.5% without any signi�cant pattern readily visible.

Systematic Dry Pressure Di�erence

The systematic dry pressure di�erence will be discussed in this section. In the RO
method pressure is a direct product of refractivity (cf. Equation 2.10). The systematic
dry pressure di�erence is shown in [%] because of the same exponential decrease with in-
creasing altitude as for refractivity. In Figure 4.14 the systematic dry pressure di�erence
is shown for season JJA2003. The overall pattern visible here was termed �butter�y� (or
�tripole� feature by Foelsche et al. (2007a)) because of the almost symmetrical pattern
at northern and southern mid and high-latitudes throughout almost the whole altitude
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Temporal Evolution of Refractivity Systematic Difference Over 5 Years
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Figure 4.13: Temporal evolution of systematic refractivity di�erence for more than �ve years
of available CHAMP data; di�erences are given in [%] due to the exponential decrease of
refractivity with altitude. Further details similar to Figure 4.11.
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JJA2003: Systematic Pressure Difference ECMWF-CHAMP
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Figure 4.14: ECMWF � CHAMP systematic dry pressure di�erence of season JJA2003 in an
altitude range from the cut-o� criterion to 35 km and from pole to pole. Di�erences are given
in [%] due to the exponential decrease of pressure with altitude. The positive deviations at mid
to high northern and southern latitudes are partly due to an approximate (1st order ellipsoid)
height allocation within the CCRv2.3 processing system and amount up to 0.5%.

range. The di�erences within that pattern amount to about 0.5% in the northern and
southern hemispheres.

The strong deviations between ECMWF analyses and CHAMP RO climatologies in
the southern polar vortex region, as were visible for temperature and refractivity, do
not result in a as strongly pronounced oscillating structure for dry pressure. They
are still present and in this season amount to more than 0.8% at around 30 km. At
low-latitudes the systematic di�erence remains very small throughout all altitudes and
amounts to 0.0±0.2%. The �butter�y e�ect� results from an only approximate (1st

order) representation of the Earth's ellipsoid within the CCRv2.3 retrieval system and
will be mitigated in future processing versions by using accurate Earth �gure modeling.

Unfortunately, the �butter�y e�ect� is not real but results from an inconsistency within
the retrieval system. Very recently, one error was found in calculating the radius of the
Earth at a given location by correcting with the reference ellipsoid. The results of these
corrections are not yet shown in the presentation of this study, but are promising by
reducing the e�ect by about a half.

The temporal evolution of dry pressure, as shown in Figure 4.15, re�ects what is
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already known from season JJA2003. At low-latitudes the systematic di�erence is very
low with the exception of the tropical tropopause region where it amounts to more than
0.25%, however, not as continuous in time as it was the case for dry temperature and
refractivity. The mid-latitudes are characterized by high deviations due to the error in
the retrieval process. It seems to be con�ned to lower altitudes leveling o� at altitudes
of 30 km and above. Furthermore, this artifact seems to be decreasing in amount and in
altitude extent over time. For high-latitudes the same is true. Only in season JJA2003
and JJA2005 the oscillating di�erence pattern in the SH can be seen, however much
weaker than for dry temperature and refractivity. In JJA2006 this pattern is seen
neither at southern nor at northern high-latitudes.

Systematic Dry Geopotential Height Di�erence

Due to the fact that dry geopotential height is very closely related to dry pressure, as
discussed in Section 4.1.3, the absolute systematic di�erence of CHAMP dry geopoten-
tial height climatologies compared to ECMWF analyses is very similar in structure to
the relative pressure di�erence shown above. In Figure 4.16 systematic dry geopotential
di�erence is shown as a function of latitude and pressure altitude, which was introduced
in Equation 4.4. The known positive deviations at mid to high northern and south-
ern latitudes are again visible in season JJA2003 where deviations amount up to ∼ 30
geopotential meters (gm). At southern polar regions the oscillating structure in sys-
tematic di�erence can also be anticipated in dry geopotential height, which in this case
is overlaid by the deviations resulting from an approximate (1st order ellipsoid) height
allocation within the CCRv2.3 processing system.
Figure 4.17 shows the temporal evolution of dry geopotential height for the �ve years of

CHAMP data. Deviations are very closely mirrored of those from dry pressure (cf. Fig-
ure 4.15) and amount to values of around 20 gm, tentatively slightly decreasing with time.
At low-latitudes deviations are much lower and negative at higher altitudes amounting
to less than −20 gm. Again in season JJA2005 the oscillating structure at southern
high-latitudes is formed most distinctly and at northern high-latitudes in JJA2006 this
structure is not visible.
In DJF 0506 at almost all latitudes and higher altitudes a negative deviation of around

40 gm to 60 gm occurs which is due to an inconsistency in the retrieval system of the
version discussed here (CCRv2.3) which is relevant only for dry geopotential height
in January 2006. In this version, this inconsistency was not yet corrected. However, in
newer versions of the retrieval system, with which the complete data set was reprocessed,
this and other minor inconsistencies do not exist anymore including a series of other
improvements performed. First results with this newly processed data were published
in Foelsche et al. (2007a,b) as well as in Steiner et al. (2007).

4.2.2 Sampling Error

In this section the sampling error will be introduced and discussed �rstly for the example
season JJA2003 and then for the temporal evolution of the complete time period of
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Temporal Evolution of Pressure Systematic Difference Over 5 Years
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Figure 4.15: Temporal evolution of systematic dry pressure di�erence for more than �ve
years of available CHAMP data; di�erences are given in [%] due to the exponential decrease of
pressure with altitude. Further details similar to Figure 4.11.
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JJA2003: Systematic Geop Height Difference ECMWF-CHAMP
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Figure 4.16: ECMWF � CHAMP systematic geopotential height di�erences given in geopo-
tential meters for season JJA2003 in an altitude range from the cut-o� criterion to 35 km and
from pole to pole. Positive deviations at mid to high northern and southern latitudes are partly
due to an approximate (1st order ellipsoid) allocations within the CCRv2.3 processing system
and amount up to ∼30 gm.

available CHAMP data. When creating climatologies with measurements, the sampling
error plays an important role and needs to be carefully investigated.

In the previous section it has turned out that the CHAMP pro�les contain a higher
degree of information content than the pro�les of the ECMWF analyses, even though
there are much less CHAMP pro�les per unit time. Therefore, the CHAMP pro�les
were declared reference and the systematic di�erences were calculated as the di�erence
between the ECMWF and CHAMP pro�les.

For the sampling error, in order to calculate it reasonably, the ECMWF analyses are
considered reference; the CHAMP pro�les go into the calculations only indirectly via
co-located ECMWF pro�les. The analyses, as introduced before, represent a discrete
state of the atmosphere with four time layers divided into steps of six hours equally over
the day. The spatial resolution was chosen to amount 2.5◦×2.5◦, which roughly equals
that of RO measurements. To obtain that resolution, the operational analyses were
sampled by means of a discrete grid with 144×72 = 10, 368 grid points. These resemble
pro�les up to an altitude of 0.1 hPa (0.01 hPa from February 2006 onwards) with 60 (91)
vertical model levels. Including all four time layers, the analyses provide 41,472 pro�les
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Temporal Evolution of Geop. Height Systematic Difference Over 5 Years
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Figure 4.17: Temporal evolution of systematic dry geopotential height di�erence for more
than �ve years of available CHAMP data; further details similar to Figure 4.11.
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to describe the state of the atmosphere throughout one day. In comparison, the CHAMP
satellite performs about 250 soundings within the same time period of which on average
only 150 pro�les can be retrieved into temperature pro�les.
With the above numbers in mind it is comprehensible that the CHAMP measurements

� or any other measurement as a matter of fact � even if they were perfect measurements,
i. e., without any observational error, could never reproduce the ECMWF analyses ex-
actly. This is due to the fact that the sampling of the measurements is unequal compared
to (in this case always less than) that of the analyses. The error which is thus introduced
is called the sampling error.
The sampling error is calculated by subtracting the co-located ECMWF �eld from

the complete ECMWF �eld. The co-located ECMWF �eld describes a subset of the
complete ECMWF �eld and is comprised of pro�les co-located to every CHAMP mea-
surement in space (on the latitude, longitude grid) and time (one of the four time layers).
Thus, the sampling error is determined only from spatial and temporal information of
the measurement; the information content of the pro�les results completely from the
analyses. The sampling error is very small and for monthly zonal mean climatologies
amounts to about 0.3K (Pirscher et al., 2007a). One limitation of the process of calcu-
lating the sampling error is that the temporal resolution of the CHAMP measurements
is degraded to the four time layers of the analyses.
The sampling error is heavily in�uenced by the geographical distribution of the

CHAMP pro�les, as is also nicely shown in Foelsche et al. (2007a). Figure 4.18 displays
April 2003 on the left side and June 2003 on the right side to demonstrate this in�uence.
Even though monthly climatologies are not the focus of this study, these two months are
shown here because the in�uence of geographical distribution of CHAMP measurements
can be nicely illustrated on these two months for the complete set of CHAMP data.
In April 2003 the measured CHAMP pro�les are geographically clustered as opposed to
two months later in June 2003 where pro�les are quite uniformly distributed providing
a better sampling of the atmosphere. Even though there are roughly the same num-
ber of pro�les within both months, the information content which is gathered of the
atmosphere is quite di�erent and less for April 2003.
Consequently, the dry temperature sampling error, which is shown at the bottom part

of Figure 4.18, overall is higher for April 2003 (left) than for June 2003 (right). For
June the sampling error ranges around zero for most parts of the whole latitude and
altitude range. Only at two spots at low level mid-latitude, the sampling error reaches
and exceeds 0.5K. For April 2003 the distribution and amount of the sampling error
amounts to much larger deviations of more than 1K and a much bigger extent.
In principle, the same accounts for seasons, however not as pronounced as for months.

As could be seen in Figure 4.18 the distribution geometry of the measured pro�les can
change rapidly within three months from clustered to quasi uniformly distributed. Still,
the distribution geometry of pro�les recorded in MAM2003, displayed in Figure 4.19
(upper left), on average looks quite clustered compared to the next season JJA2003
(upper right), where pro�les are quite uniformly distributed. Because of the averaging
over one season, the sampling error is smoothed even for season MAM2003 but marked
deviations can still be spotted. These are located at high latitudes throughout the
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Figure 4.18: Global distribution of CHAMP pro�les in the two months April 2003 and
June 2003 (upper two panels) and corresponding dry temperature sampling errors, respectively
(lower two panels). For a clustered distribution of CHAMP pro�les as in April 2003 the sam-
pling error is larger than for a more uniform distribution of pro�les as in June 2003.

complete altitude range from 4 km up to 35 km amounting to less than −1.5K in the
SH and around 0.5K at the northern part. The sampling error for season JJA2003 is
even smaller than for June 2003 with less pronounced structures and fewer locations at
which it reaches above or below 0.5K.

An additional reason for the large sampling error at high-latitudes in MAM2003 might
be the climatological atmospheric situation. In boreal spring at both hemisphere's high-
latitudes rapid temperature changes occur. Whereas the less con�ned northern polar
vortex breaks and warms the much more con�ned southern polar vortex forms and
cools. Within a season these rapid temperature changes might call for a particular high
and uniform sampling in order to capture those changes correctly. As can be seen in
Figure A.6 of A large sampling errors usually occur in either boreal spring or autumn
seasons at around or more polewards of 70◦ North or South, which about marks the
border of the polar vortex temperature gradient.
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Figure 4.19: Global distribution of CHAMP pro�les in the two seasons MAM2003 and
JJA2003 (upper two panels) and corresponding dry temperature sampling errors, respectively
(lower two panels). In the case of seasons the sampling error is smoothed somewhat more but
in principle the same applies as for months (cf. Figure 4.18).

Temporal Evolution of the Sampling Error

The temporal evolution of the sampling error for the parameters dry temperature, re-
fractivity, and dry pressure are displayed in Figure 4.20, Figure 4.21, and Figure 4.22, re-
spectively. For dry temperature, the sampling error at mid and low-latitudes only ranges
around 0.0K with no structure in distribution and amount. Even at high-latitudes the
sampling error only occasionally reaches over 0.5K which takes place in SON2002 at
southern high-latitudes and in MAM2006 at northern high-latitudes. This relatively
small sampling error, however, is partly due to the averaging over 30◦ latitude in this
Figure.

The sampling error for refractivity, Figure 4.21, and dry pressure, Figure 4.22, is
given in [%] as was done so and reasoned in Section 4.2.1. Refractivity and dry pressure
sampling error will be discussed together because the two errors quantitatively amount
to similar values and distribution characteristics due to the inherent connection between
these two parameters (cf. Equation 2.10).

At low-latitudes the sampling error ranges around 0.0% increasing to about ±0.25%
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at mid-latitudes. In both latitude ranges no structure in amount and distribution could
be determined. Only in MAM2006 the large sampling error from high-latitudes has
di�used into mid-latitudes resulting in a positive error at northern and a negative error
at southern latitudes.
At high-latitudes the sampling error remains quite small between 4 km and about

20 km throughout the complete time period. At higher altitudes between about 20 km
and 35 km it can reach as high as ±1.5%. Negative and positive errors repeatedly
occur in boreal spring and autumn in these latitude and altitude ranges. For instance,
the largest sampling error occurs in both hemispheres in SON2002 and JJA2006 with
errors reaching more than +1.25% at southern and less than −1.25% at northern high-
latitudes in 2002 and more than +0.75% at northern and less than −0.75% at southern
high-latitudes in 2006. At these latitude ranges, the sampling error temporal extent
seems to be broader for dry pressure as well as the penetration depth into lower altitudes
(15 km to 20 km for dry pressure as compared to 20 km to 25 km for refractivity) deeper
than for refractivity.

Dry Sampling Error

A further aspect of the sampling error by utilizing the RO technique is the dry sampling
error which is most prominent in the tropical troposphere. This special kind of sampling
error was already mentioned by Foelsche et al. (2006) and discussed in Foelsche et al.
(2007a) and will only be discussed very brie�y here.
The microwave GPS signals penetrate deeply into the atmosphere resulting in data

even for cloudy parts, which marks one of the many advantages of the RO sounding
method. However, if the atmosphere gets too humid signals are lost by the satellite
receiver and pro�les for these wet conditions stop at high altitudes whereas for drier
parts of the atmosphere signals are lost much later, i. e., at lower altitudes. Not only
does the receiver looses track of the signal in exceptionally wet atmospheric conditions
but the geometric optics retrieval system stops processing these pro�les earlier.
This intrinsic feature of the RO method leads to a �dry sampling� at lower altitudes.

Dry sampling is realized by the fact that the dry sampled refractivity is smaller than the
�real world� humid refractivity would be. Eventually, when converting the dry sampled
refractivity into dry temperature it ends up to be much higher compared to correctly
sampled dry temperature. This e�ect is most pronounced at low-latitudes because of
the extreme humid conditions as well as the exceptionally low sampling in this region.
Dry sampling is an intrinsic limitation of the measurement method but might be

mitigated by better receivers as has been done for the COSMIC (Rocken et al., 2000)
and the MetOp (Loiselet et al., 2000) missions. Additionally, with much larger data
sets, for instance by the COSMIC mission, than that obtained by the CHAMP satellite,
dry sampling will be reduced by orders of magnitude. In addition, retrieval algorithms
have been developed which especially focus on retrieving the humid part of pro�le like
the wave optics (Gorbunov , 2002) approach.
The sampling error is displayed in Figure 4.23 as an example for season JJA2003

by omitting the cut-o� criterion. The dry sampling error in the tropical troposphere
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Temporal Evolution of Dry Temperature Sampling Error Over 5 Years
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Figure 4.20: Temporal evolution of dry temperature sampling error [K] for the �ve years of
available CHAMP data in six latitude ranges of northern high-, mid-, low- to southern low-,
mid-, and high-latitudes from top to bottom. The altitude ranges from 0 km to 35 km and is
cut o� at 4 km, 6 km, and 8 km at high-, mid-, and low-latitudes, respectively.
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Temporal Evolution of Refractivity Sampling Error Over 5 Years
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Figure 4.21: Temporal evolution of refractivity sampling error [%]; same layout as Figure 4.20.
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Temporal Evolution of Pressure Sampling Error Over 5 Years
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Figure 4.22: Temporal evolution of dry pressure sampling error [%]; same layout as Fig-
ure 4.20.
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JJA2003: CHAMP Dry Temperature Sampling Error 
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Figure 4.23: Dry temperature sampling error shown for season JJA2003 for the complete
altitude range from 0.0 km to 35 km and for all latitudes. At low tropical altitudes no CHAMP
pro�les penetrate down to the ground (white spaces). Huge sampling errors of more than 15K
occur in the free tropical troposphere due to a dry air biased sampling.

can clearly be distinguished which ranges even up to about 40◦ North and South. The
structure of that error re�ects about the mean distribution of high humidity in the free
atmosphere with the horizontal resolution of RO pro�les. The negative and positive
sampling error at southern high latitudes results from an artifact due to the elevation of
the antarctic continent. The white spaces at very low tropical altitudes re�ect regions
in which less than ten RO pro�les per bin were recorded.
Because of the given distribution of the sampling error the cut-o� criterion was intro-

duced to blend out regions which cannot be climatologically investigated due to on the
one hand the CHAMP satellite and its receiver and on the other hand the utilization of
a dry air geometric optics retrieval.



5 Use of Climatologies in Climate

Studies

In this chapter, two case studies are presented which make use of the above presented
RO data and carefully developed temperature climatologies derived from the CHAMP
satellite. The �rst study, presented in Section 5.1, is aimed at a climatological investiga-
tion of the tropical tropopause region (Borsche et al., 2007). The variation and evolution
of the lapse rate and cold point tropopause height and temperature are studied and com-
pared to ECMWF operational analyses. By the change in both horizontal and vertical
resolution of the analyses in February 2006 (Untch et al., 2006), the excellent quality of
the RO data is impressively demonstrated.
The second case study comprises the development of an additional feature of the

empirical observational model developed by Steiner and Kirchengast (2005) in form of
an empirical temperature sampling error model which will be discussed in Section 5.2.
The development of a sampling error model, is important, because �rstly the sampling
error as such is an important quantity especially in a single-satellite mission as CHAMP,
and secondly a model for using the sampling error will simplify the usage of the data set
already comprising �ve years of data. At the WegCenter/Uni Graz, the retrieved
CHAMP data is available at their web page (since Dec 2007), thus this model will
complement the data set and simplify the handling of the data for less experienced users.
Additionally, instead of having to download twice the amount of data (the sampling error
in addition to, i. e., dry temperature), the amount of data to handle reduces signi�cantly.

5.1 Tropical Tropopause Study

In this study CHAMP RO phase delay pro�les were used and processed to dry temper-
ature pro�les using the CHAMPCLIM Retrieval version 2.3 (CCRv2.3) (Borsche et al.,
2006b), as described in Section 3.1. The data set comprises �ve years of CHAMP data
from December 2001 to November 2006 divided into 20 seasons. In season JJA2006,
due to satellite problems, a lack of 37 days of CHAMP measurements from July 3rd to
August 8th had occurred. This gap was �lled up by data from the GRACE satellite
(Wickert et al., 2005). The data set is comprised of 239,974 RO pro�les in total includ-
ing 4,881 GRACE pro�les, all of which passed the quality control. Out of these, 32,736
pro�les, including 692 GRACE pro�les, are located within the tropical (15◦N to 15◦S)
region being the geographical scope of this study.
As explained in Section 2.2, the so-called dry temperature was calculated, which is

directly derived from RO refractivity without need for a priori data (e. g., Kursinski
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ECMWF - CHAMP in the Tropics (15° S to 15° N)
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Figure 5.1: Temporal evolution of seasonal temperature di�erences between ECMWF analyses
and CHAMP RO data in the tropical region DJF 010to SON2006.

et al., 1997). In the tropics, the di�erence between dry and physical temperature is
negligible above 14 km (< 0.1K) and can reach up to ∼5K at 8 km height (Foelsche
et al., 2007a). Tropopause temperature and altitude were calculated using the WMO
de�nition of the lapse rate tropopause (LRT) (WMO , 1957) as de�ned in Section 1.3.1.
The LRT and CPT temperature and altitude were calculated for each CHAMP and co-
located ECMWF analysis pro�le (see below). The altitudes of all pro�les is calculated
to be above mean sea level (MSL), i. e., referenced to the geoid.
As comparison data ECMWF operational analyses were used which are generated

four times daily by the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) assimilating millions of
satellite, radiosonde, and ground based observational data (Untch et al., 2006). Until
February 2006, the IFS used 60 vertical levels and spectral representation with triangular
truncation at wave number 511 (T511). Starting February 2006, the vertical resolution
increased to 91 levels, e�ectively doubling the number of vertical levels in the region of the
tropical tropopause, and the horizontal resolution increased to T799 (Untch et al., 2006).
By increasing the vertical and horizontal resolution it is expected that especially in the
tropopause region the representation of atmospheric wave activity would be represented
more accurately than before.
The calculation of the systematic ECMWF � CHAMP di�erences, as shown in Fig-

ure 5.1, is based on di�erence error statistics; in this case for the tropical region between
15◦S and 15◦N. For each CHAMP RO pro�le, a co-located ECMWF pro�le is used,
which is computed by spatially interpolating to the CHAMP pro�le location using the
nearest time layer of the six-hourly analyses. The sampling error (shown for context),
is de�ned as the di�erence of the mean of co-located ECMWF pro�les to the mean of
the complete ECMWF �eld (Foelsche et al., 2007a). In addition to ECMWF data, LRT
temperature data were available for comparison from NCEP reanalyses; no full pro�les
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Figure 5.2: Cluster plot of individual CHAMP and ECMWF pro�les for MAM2002 (left)
and MAM2006 (right). Mean pro�les for CHAMP and ECMWF are shown in red and white,
respectively. Pro�les denoted (min) represent the coldest CHAMP pro�les of the season, the
pro�le denoted (MIN) represents the coldest pro�le of the whole �ve years.

were used from NCEP as the vertical resolution in the tropopause region is too low for
a scienti�c sound comparison.

The temporal evolution of systematic temperature di�erences in the tropical tropo-
pause region between ECMWF and CHAMP seasonal mean pro�les is shown from
DJF0102 to SON2006 (winter: December, January, February to autumn: September,
October, November) in Figure 5.1. The di�erences are largest around the tropopause
at about 16 km to 18 km amounting −1K to −2K throughout the whole time period
except from MAM2006 (spring: March, April, May) onwards. The varying features
such as the increase of temperature di�erence towards JJA2004 (summer: June, July,
August) and the increased height of maximum di�erence in DJF 0506 point to changes
in ECMWF tropical tropopause representation over the years. To closer understand the
lower di�erence of the seasons starting MAM2006, which were computed with the new
higher-resolution ECMWF analysis data (Untch et al., 2006), season MAM2002 was
arbitrarily chose, which is representative of any other season previous to spring 2006,
for comparison with MAM2006.

The change in ECMWF � CHAMP temperature di�erence between seasons MAM2002
and MAM2006 is best visible looking at the single pro�les of both CHAMP and ECMWF
data clustered as in Figure 5.2. At �rst, MAM2002 is explained (left panel). Above
about 14 km, individual CHAMP pro�les start to increasingly deviate from the mean,
representing atmospheric variability and wave activity. At the mean tropopause, the
min-max deviation of individual pro�les about the mean pro�le amounts to more than
25K, in the stratosphere above to about 20K. Furthermore, the CPT altitudes of indi-
vidual CHAMP pro�les vary considerably as a consequence of atmospheric variability.
This leads to the seasonal mean CHAMP tropopause pro�le being somewhat smoothed
around the seasonal mean CPT altitude, i. e., the pro�le peak is dragged towards warmer
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Figure 5.3: (left to right) Systematic di�erence between ECMWF analyses and CHAMP
data, sampling error of CHAMP data compared to ECMWF model �elds, standard deviation
of CHAMP pro�les, and standard deviation of ECMWF pro�les. (top) MAM2002, (bottom)
MAM2006.

temperatures. Individual ECMWF pro�les, on the other hand, show rather small devia-
tions from the mean, around 10K or less, and also rather less variation in CPT altitude.
That is why the seasonal mean ECMWF tropopause pro�le is in e�ect sharper and the
seasonal mean tropopause temperature colder than for CHAMP.
Additionally, two pro�les with extremely cold tropopause temperatures are shown in

this panel, the coldest of the season (min) recorded April 12, 2002, reaching 175K,
and the coldest of the whole data set (MIN), respectively, recorded February 10, 2003,
reaching 173K (−100◦C).
For MAM2006, shown in the right panel of Figure 5.2, the mean pro�les of both data

sets deviate signi�cantly less than at any other season before. This is evidently achieved
by allowing for enhanced variability in the ECMWF analyses due to increased vertical
and horizontal resolution. As a result, atmospheric variability is much more realisti-
cally resembled in ECMWF since February 2006, reducing the di�erence to CHAMP
measurements. Thus, the previous inability of the analyses to adequately reproduce the
atmospheric variability, together with the fact that a mean of highly deviating pro�les
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is calculated, explains the di�erence between the mean CHAMP and ECMWF pro�les.
An important fact to be aware of is that the cold point of the mean pro�le is always
systematically warmer than the mean of the cold point tropopause temperatures of the
individual pro�les, since the latter provide a genuine average of all �cold points� while
the former emerges from �xed-height averages. The coldest pro�le of season MAM2006
(min) reaches 180K. Given the initial evidence that extremely cold tropical tropopauses
reach at least 180K typically in every season, and that one even reached −100◦C, a
future study will more closely explore the meteorological conditions for tropopause tem-
peratures < 180K.
Further backing the above explanations, Figure 5.3 shows the systematic di�erence,

sampling error, and CHAMP and ECMWF standard deviations (from left to right) for
MAM2002 (top) and MAM2006 (bottom). Here, for each panel, four seasonal mean
pro�les were calculated in 10◦ latitude bins showing the latitudinal variation. The sys-
tematic di�erence panel con�rms the strong reduction of deviations of ECMWF from
CHAMP in MAM2006. The very small sampling error for both seasons (middle left
panel) reinforces that insu�cient sampling by the CHAMP satellite does not play a
signi�cant role in climatological ECMWF � CHAMP di�erences discussed here. The
depiction of standard deviations of both data sets (middle right and right panels) high-
lights the ECMWF quality enhancement since MAM2006. The structure of standard
deviation and the absolute amount of variability about the mean are reproduced much
more accurately in MAM2006 than in MAM2002.
In Figure 5.4 the temporal evolution of the seasonal mean LRT temperature and al-

titude (�rst two panels) of all pro�les is shown over the �ve years of CHAMP data.
Depicted are the mean values and their standard deviations (�error bars�) within each
season for both the CHAMP (red) and ECMWF (blue) data set. In addition the LRT
temperature of NCEP reanalyses (green) are included as publicly provided by NCEP.
These latter LRT temperatures exhibit a salient o�set compared to CHAMP LRT tem-
peratures of about 4K until end of 2004, which is consistent with the one found by
Randel et al. (2000) when comparing to radiosonde data. The o�set decreased to about
2K from 2005 onwards.
The seasonal evolution of the CHAMP LRT data reveals known patterns (e. g., Randel

et al., 2000; Seidel et al., 2001). In winter, the tropical LRT temperature is lowest,
reaching 189.0K in DJF0304 and highest in summer, reaching 194.8K in JJA2003.
The average value of the seasonal tropical LRT temperature throughout the whole time
period amounts to 191.7K.
The second panel depicts the LRT altitude for ECMWF and CHAMP data (not pub-

licly available for NCEP). The seasonal evolution of the LRT altitude proceeds opposite
to the one of LRT temperature reaching highest in winter with 17.0 km (DJF 0304)
and lowest in summer with 16.1 km (JJA2003). The average of the seasonal LRT alti-
tude amounts to 16.6 km. On average, the standard deviation of CHAMP LRT altitude
(∼0.35 km) is considerably higher than that of ECMWF (∼0.2 km).
Also shown in this �gure are the CPT temperature and altitude (second two panels)

for both CHAMP and ECMWF data, whereas NCEP data were not publicly available.
Patterns are mainly the same both for temperature and altitude compared to LRT pa-
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rameters and exhibit almost the same annual variation. Lowest CPT temperatures and
greatest CPT altitudes are reached in winter with the extreme values of the measured
data reached in DJF 0304 amounting to 188.5K temperature and to 17.7 km altitude.
The opposite extremes of CPT parameters are reached in summer where in this case the
maximum temperature is encountered in JJA2003 with 194.2K and the minimum alti-
tude in JJA2004 with 16.7 km. Thus, the extreme annual variation in LRT temperature
amounts to 5.8K compared to 5.7K for CPT temperature, and that for LRT altitude
mounts to 0.9 km compared to 1.0 km for CPT altitude. For commenting on potential
tropopause parameter trends, the time record of �ve years is considered still to short.
The bottom two panels of Figure 5.4 display the di�erences of the tropopause temper-

ature and altitude in the second bottom and bottom panels, respectively. Shown are the
di�erences of CHAMP � ECMWF LRT and CPT parameters as well as the di�erence
of CHAMP LRT � CPT parameters.
The di�erence of CHAMP � ECMWF LRT and CPT temperature emphasize that

ECMWF date are constantly colder than CHAMP by 0.9K and 0.6K on average, re-
spectively. Maximum di�erences per season reach as high as 1.7K and 1.3K, respec-
tively. LRT temperature di�erences are systematically larger than CPT temperature
di�erences by around 1.3K. In MAM2006 and JJA2006, the di�erences decrease and
almost diminish as a result of the above described enhancement of the ECMWF data.
On average, in the tropics the LRT temperature was measured by the CHAMP satellite
to be 0.7K warmer than the CPT temperature with a standard variation of a mere
0.05K.
The di�erences in LRT and CPT altitude, as displayed in the bottom panel, do not

exhibit such a clear picture. The di�erence in LRT altitude of CHAMP and ECMWF
ranges around 0 km with the average being slightly negative which means that the
CHAMP LRT altitude is almost that of ECMWF. This is remarkable because in their
paper Borsche et al. (2007) stated that the CHAMP LRT altitude was systematically
lower. That discrepancy is due to the fact that in this study here an enhanced version
of the retrieved CHAMP data was used in which the retrieved pro�les were �ltered from
small-scale residual noise prior to the determination of the tropopause parameters. Thus,
the determination of tropopause parameters became more robust and yielded physically
more consistent results.
RO measurements taken from the CHAMP satellite are currently the only ones avail-

able on a multi-year basis. Continuous measurements from the GRACE satellite mission
should be available in the near future (Wickert et al., 2005). Two new and promising
missions, the European (Meteorological Operational) MetOp satellite (Loiselet et al.,
2000) (launched in October 2006) and the Taiwan/U.S. FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC (F-
3C) constellation (Anthes et al., 2000; Rocken et al., 2000) (launched in April 2006),
are expected to provide together several thousand RO measurements per day on an op-
erational basis; the F-3C constellation already provides almost 2,000 pro�les per day.
Unfortunately, the MetOp satellite has experienced some operational ground segment
problems (von Engeln et al., 2007) which delayed RO measurements up to the present.
The F-3/C mission, on the other hand, has turned out to be very successful (Schreiner
et al., 2007), and within the �rst year of the mission RO measurements are obtained at
almost maximum abundance.
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Figure 5.4: Upper two panels: temporal evolution of LRT temperature and altitude for
CHAMP in red, ECMWF in blue, and NCEP in green (only temperature) data; middle two
panels: CPT temperature and altitude for CHAMP and ECMWF data; lower two panels:
di�erences of tropopause temperature and altitude for LR CHAMP � ECMWF in red, CP
CHAMP � ECMWF in blue and CHAMP LR � CP in green.

A recent study by Foelsche et al. (2007b) has continued the study introduced above.
In particular, the temporal evolution of tropical tropopause parameters calculated from
CHAMP RO pro�les has been supported by adding tropopause parameters determined
from other RO mission like SAC-C, GRACE, and COSMIC. The values of all RO mis-
sions other than CHAMP are distributed temporally among the CHAMP data set with
the SAC-C data within the �rst half, the GRACE data in July 2006 and the COSMIC
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data up to the present. These additional values serve as �anchor points� with which the
long term and inter-satellite stability of the RO technique can be tested. With those �rst
results, from a climatological point of view the agreement of the di�erent RO missions
with each other turned out to be astonishingly good. Therefore, these di�erent satellite
missions will further strongly enhance the utility of RO data as accurate climate refer-
ence data sets as used in this study, and for improved operational monitoring of climate
variability and change in the future.

5.2 Sampling Error Model for Climatologies

Steiner and Kirchengast (2005) have performed an error analysis for RO data based on
end-to-end forward-inverse modeling using the End-to-end GNSS Occultation Perfor-
mance Simulator version 4 (EGOPS) (Kirchengast et al., 2002). Utilizing occultation
pro�les from September 15th, 1999, the Global navigation satellite system Receiver for
Atmospheric Sounding (GRAS) receiver of the planned European MetOp satellite was
simulated. Using an ensemble of 300 pro�les, the retrieved pro�les were compared to co-
located �true� analysis �elds of ECMWF. For all retrieved parameters including bending
angle, refractivity, pressure, geopotential height, temperature, and speci�c humidity an
empirical estimate of bias pro�les as well as covariance matrices (standard deviation and
covariance functions) was obtained resulting in a simple error model. The high �exibility
and wide range of use of the model was shown when scaling parameters to �t CHAMP
RO data were introduced, as presented in Steiner et al. (2006).
In this spirit, also an empirical sampling error model of dry temperature was developed

and will be presented here. The sampling error was introduced in Section 4.2.2 and its
climatological relevance discussed. All available CHAMP data were used for this study
on the basis of seasons, encompassing DJF 0102 to SON2006. Because of too sparse
data availability and uneven distribution of pro�les leading to non-representatively high
sampling errors, season SON2001 was not included.
Figure 5.5 displays the temporal evolution of the sampling error at all latitude ranges

covering the globe (cf. Figure 4.20). The �rst latitude range shows northern high-
latitudes (60◦N to 90◦N) followed by northern mid (30◦N to 60◦N) and low (0◦N to
30◦N) latitudes. The other three panels commence in opposite order starting at southern
low to mid and high-latitudes. Each panel ranges in altitude from 0 km to 40 km as
opposed to Figure 4.20 because to fully describe the altitude range up to 35 km the
sampling error model reaches up to 40 km. Furthermore, a closer look at the sampling
error and its variation will be given here so the legend was changed to a �ner stepping.
According to the cut-o� criterion introduced in Section 4.1, data is shown only above
the altitude of the dry sampling error (for a detailed discussion of the dry sampling error
see Section 4.2.2): between 8 km to 40 km, 6 km to 40 km, and 4 km to 40 km at low-,
mid-, and high-latitudes, respectively.
The temporal evolution of dry temperature sampling error does not exhibit any pat-

tern, as does for example the dry temperature systematic di�erence (cf. Section 4.2.2).
The temporal evolution changes quite randomly and varies around ±0.2K at low-
latitudes. At mid-latitudes the variation is greater and does not exceed ±0.6K most
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Figure 5.5: Temporal evolution of the sampling error starting in fall season 2001 up to fall
season 2006 in six latitude ranges (re�ned view compared to Figure 4.20).

of the time. However, in MAM2006 the sampling error passes this value and reaches
as high as + 1.5K at southern mid-latitudes and lower than − 0.75K at northern mid-
latitudes. At high-latitudes the variations are much greater surpassing the limits of the
color bar. To name only the two most outstanding occasions, in JJA2002 between 30 km
to 40 km the sampling error reaches in the most southern bin 6.4K which results in an
average for the southern high-latitudes of 4.0K at that particular altitude level; and in
MAM2006 also between 30 km to 40 km at northern high-latitudes the sampling error
reaches on average −2.8K.
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Because of these irregular variations and missing patterns in the evolution of the
sampling error it turned out to be challenging to condense the characteristics of the
sampling error into a simpli�ed model. At �rst, to look at the same evolution with
di�erent eyes, Figure 5.6 illustrates what are herein called the systematical and statistical
errors at di�erent latitude ranges. From top to bottom, the sampling error is shown for
the whole globe, the low-, mid-, and high-latitudes, respectively. From left to right, the
ranges are divided into global, the NH and SH, respectively.
The systematic error pro�le as shown here is de�ned as the mean of all sampling error

pro�les (sampling error as a function of altitude) belonging to a given latitude bin or
range. For example, the panel denoted �Global� is made up of 20 (number of seasons)
times 18 (number of 10◦ latitude bins) equals 360 pro�les. Consequently, the systematic
error pro�le gives information about whether there are any �systematic� deviations of
the sampling error throughout the whole period. Prominent such features can be found
at mid-latitudes at the altitude of the tropopause between 10 km and 12 km where the
sampling error amounts to around 0.3K at both the NH and SH.
The statistical error pro�le is de�ned here as the standard deviation of all pro�les

contributing to a speci�c systematic error. For the �Global� panel, for example, the
statistical error pro�le increases continuously with altitude to up to 0.9K above 35 km
while the systematic error pro�le stays constantly near zero at all altitudes above 12 km.
That indicates high variability of the sampling error throughout the seasons which in
turn renders the average of zero insigni�cant.
Not shown here are the results of the sampling error statistics in which each season

was examined separately because no season is distinctly di�erent from the other. That
allowed for the above shown averaging over the whole time period. However, the average
of three latitude bins (10◦) to a latitude range (30◦) might be too broad which suppresses
latitudinal variation. In Figure 5.7 sampling error statistics are shown for low- and mid-
latitudes in 10◦ latitude steps but averaged over both hemispheres. Each panel thus
includes 20 pro�les which is a su�cient amount for statistically signi�cant conclusions.
High-latitudes were left out of the analysis because of the very high and random inter-
seasonal variability occurring there, preventing construction of a simpli�ed model at
high-latitudes.
By splitting the statistics up into hemispherically averaged 10◦ latitude bins, they

provide a di�erent picture than before when averaged over a latitude range of 30◦. In-
stead of the systematic error pro�le constantly increasing from a low value at around the
equator to a high value at higher latitudes, as implied by the broader averaged statistics
(Figure 5.6), the systematic error pro�le now exhibits even more distinct features. For
example, the positive systematic sampling error at the altitude range of the tropopause
increases at an almost constant rate throughout all panels except for the third one (20◦

to 30◦, subtropics), where it has an opposite sign, is centered at a higher altitude, and
is broadened compared to the other latitude bins. Furthermore, at 30◦ to 40◦ the sys-
tematic sampling error pro�le starts to increase in the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere (UTLS) region and reaches about 0.3K between 15 km and 20 km at 40◦

to 50◦. However, even that feature changes again in the last latitude bin of 50◦ to 60◦

where the systematic sampling error pro�le amounts to zero above the tropopause and
then increases constantly with altitude.
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Figure 5.6: Sampling error statistics at global, low-, mid-, and high-latitudes displaying the
systematic (green) and statistical (black) sampling error for the complete time period of 20
seasons from DJF0102 to SON6.
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Figure 5.7: Sampling error statistics in 10◦ latitudes ranges at low- and mid-latitudes for the
systematic and statistical sampling error.
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The statistical error pro�le does not exhibit features as random as the systematic error
pro�le and thus can be modeled much easier. The approach used here for modeling the
statistical error pro�le was very much adopted from the work of Steiner and Kirchengast
(2005). The main aim for the development for the sampling error model was simplicity,
even though the sampling error pro�les turned out to behave quite randomly. Because of
that, a least squares �t approach did not seem suitable. Splitting the pro�les into three
altitude ranges with every part obeying a di�erent function (as pursued by Steiner et al.
(2006)) was found a feasible option to well shadow the altitude-dependent behavior of
the statistical error pro�les. The function used for each of the three altitude ranges are
very simple constant functions to model the course of both the systematic and statistical
error pro�les, as shown in Figure 5.8.
The three altitude ranges of the modeled statistical error pro�les range from the

bottom to 10 km for the lower part, form 10 km to 20 km for the middle part, and from
20 km to 40 km for the upper part. The middle part was found to be best described by
a constant value of 0.1K in the equatorial bin (10◦N to 10◦ S) which increases in 0.05K
steps to 0.35K in the last latitude bin between 50◦ to 60◦. In the bottom part below
10 km, the modeled pro�le follows a straight line between a mean lowermost level value
and the constant value at 10 km to 20 km. In the third and upper altitude range between
20 km and 40 km, another straight line describes the modeled pro�le from 20 km to the
uppermost level value.
In Figure 5.8, the speci�ed modeled statistical error pro�les are shown as the broad

red line which is depicted as an envelope around the systematic error pro�le. The
thin green lines describe the statistical and systematic climatological error pro�les for
comparison to the modeled ones. The yellow lines represent the 2-σ con�dence range of
the systematic sampling error, i. e., the uncertainty of the mean, and mark the envelope
which separates statistically signi�cant from insigni�cant systematic values.
As can be seen from Figure 5.8, the systematic error pro�le becomes only statistically

signi�cant in the UTLS region; above its value diminishes to statistical insigni�cance by
high variation of the single sampling error pro�les. For that reason, the systematic error
pro�le is modeled at only those altitudes in which it becomes statistically signi�cant,
otherwise it is set to zero. Except for the �fth panel in the latitude bin of 40◦ to 50◦,
the variations exhibit no �ne features (which result as an artifact from averaging and
do not represent the physical resolution). Therefore, for the 40◦ to 50◦ bin a 21 point
(4 km) moving average was used to smooth the pro�le. All pro�les, when crossing
the barrier of the 2-σ signi�cance level, were linearly interpolated towards zero above
this crossing height. Note, that in the last panel, between 50◦ and 60◦, because the
systematic sampling error becomes only almost as large as the 2-σ signi�cance level
for all altitudes above 20 km and reaches this level just at around 30 km, the modeled
systematic sampling error was chosen to equal zero. In Figure 5.8 it is represented by
the heavy blue line.
As a concluding illustration, Figure 5.9 shows the modeled systematic sampling error

with its corresponding 2 − σ con�dence envelope with the hemispherically averaged
climatological sampling error pro�les (20) of all seasons. As can be seen, this �gure
illustrates the presence of systematic sampling error. The most salient features identify
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Figure 5.8: Sampling error model in 10◦ latitudes bins: modeled statistical error pro�les
(red), 2-σ con�dence envelope of the systematic error (yellow), modeled systematic error pro�les
(blue), and the corresponding measured systematic/statistical sampling error (green).
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positive sampling errors at the altitude of the tropopause, which amount from 0.2K to
0.5K, except for the equatorial latitude bin where there is no deviation at any altitude
above about 9 km, and except for the 20◦ to 30◦ latitude bin in which the systematic
sampling error exhibits an opposite sign. At 40◦ to 50◦ a relatively large sampling error
of around 0.3K extends over a broader altitude range between 12 km and 20 km.
As noted above, the sampling error modeling at high-latitudes was excluded because

of its very strong and random variations. But also at mid-latitudes the sampling error
exhibits random variation which cannot easily be condensed into a model. Therefore, a
matrix of six pro�les was used to describe the systematic sampling error at low- and mid-
latitudes, as illustrated in Figure 5.8. The statistical sampling error could be described
in a much simpler way. However, the top and bottom values of the pro�les depend
on latitude which leads to provide also the statistical error pro�le speci�cation values
within a separate small matrix.
In summary, Following the arguments above, the modeled systematic sampling error

reproduces the measured and over 20 seasons averaged sampling error in a statistical
meaningful sense and takes into account physical resolution constraints. The statisti-
cal sampling error was shown to represent a conservative estimate of the anticipated
standard deviation. To conclude, for a satisfying �rst guess for a study within the low
and mid-latitudes the user will be on the save side using the developed sampling error
model of dry temperature pro�les provided in the form of two matrices as systematic
and statistical error pro�les.
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Figure 5.9: Sampling error model (green systematic error and blue 2-σ con�dence envelope
of the it) illustrated on all hemispherically averaged climatology pro�les of 20 seasons (red).



Summary and Outlook

Radio occultation (RO) data obtained from the CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload
(CHAMP) satellite were retrieved with a dry air pro�les retrieval system developed
at the WegCenter/Uni Graz. The main objective of this thesis was to create global
climatologies from CHAMP RO measurements. More than �ve years of data were an-
alyzed covering the time span from September 2001 to November 2006. The CHAMP
satellite thus provides the �rst opportunity to create multi-year RO based climatologies.
During a period of missing CHAMP data from July 3rd, 2006 to August 8th, 2006 RO
data of the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite was used
instead.
Much e�ort has been directed to creating seasonal mean climatologies for the at-

mospheric parameters of dry temperature, refractivity, dry pressure, and geopotential
height. The climatologies are zonally averaged and divided into 10◦ latitude bands. At
the bottom they are cut-o� varying from 4 km at polar latitudes to 8 km in the tropics
due to a dry sampling error inherent to the RO method at very low altitudes. The upper
boundary of the climatologies resides at 35 km.
When comparing the obtained dry temperature climatologies against operational anal-

yses of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), system-
atic di�erences in most parts of the altitude and latitude range as well as throughout the
seasons amount to less than 0.5K. However, there are con�ned regions in which system-
atic di�erences are signi�cantly larger. In the tropical tropopause region, the ECMWF
analyses have turned out to be colder than CHAMP RO measurements by 1.0K to 2.5K
for all seasons up to the northern hemisphere winter season (DJF) 2005/2006. Following
that season the systematic di�erence diminished to less than 1.0K due to a comprehen-
sive update of the ECMWF analysis system indicating strongly this systematic di�erence
originated mainly from the analyses.
In addition to the tropical tropopause region, two other regions within the RO cli-

matologies were found to substantially di�er in temperature compared to the ECMWF
analyses. At southern high-latitudes during northern hemisphere summertime (JJA,)
deviations up to JJA2006 frequently exceed ±3K exhibiting an alternating structure
between 10 km and 30 km (for example in JJA2003). The climatologies show that this
particular deviation varies with time and is not as pronounced in the years 2002 and
2004. In JJA2005 the deviations are comparable to JJA2003 again, however, the mode
of the alternating structure has reversed. And in JJA2006 the same structure of devia-
tion emerges at high northern latitudes amounting to about ±1.5K whereas at southern
latitudes it has essentially vanished. Finally, between 30 km and 35 km altitude the dif-
ference between the ECMWF analyses and CHAMP RO climatologies is negative for
low and mid-latitudes exceeding −1K continuously throughout the �ve years analyzed.
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Also these two structural deviations were found to mainly be inherent to the analyses.
Due to the exponential decrease with altitude, refractivity and dry pressure systematic

di�erences were given in percent. Refractivity is inversely proportional to temperature,
re�ected in the fact that both dry temperature systematic di�erences and refractivity
systematic di�erences amount to between −0.5% and +0.75%. Dry pressure systematic
di�erences were found to be smaller amounting to between −0.25% and +0.5% through-
out the time period and altitude range. These results con�rm the general �nding of this
thesis that the RO based climatologies are of high accuracy and can even be used to
point out discontinuities within the high-quality analyses of ECMWF.
The sampling error of the CHAMP climatologies was estimated by comparing against

the ECMWF analyses. Due to the discrete and sparse CHAMP pro�le distribution,
the measurements cannot capture the complete spatio-temporal variability of the at-
mosphere, even if each single pro�le was observed perfectly. Within this study a sam-
pling error model was developed which estimates the climatological sampling error of
the CHAMP RO measurements. Because of the large variability of the sampling er-
ror at high-latitudes the model can only be used at mid- and low-latitudes for which
best-estimate sampling error pro�les were derived in 10◦ latitude steps. The estimated
climatological sampling error is a function of altitude and latitude with values reaching
as high (and low) as +0.5K at 50◦ to 60◦ North and South (and −0.4K at 20◦ to 30◦

North and South) at tropopause altitudes.
As of today, RO data recorded by the Constellation Observing System for Meteorol-

ogy, Ionosphere & Climate (COSMIC) are operationally assimilated into the ECMWF
numeric weather prediction models, rendering any RO measurement not independent of
the ECMWF analyses anymore. For that reason ECMWF forecast �les have to be used
as background data for the high-altitude initialization of the retrieved pro�les instead.
In order to assure more diverse comparison and evaluation in the future, reference data is
aimed to be chosen additionally from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP), who assimilate RO refractivity pro�les of the COSMIC satellites operationally
since May 1st, 2007.
Furthermore, the WegCenter/Uni Graz climate processing system is increasingly

capable of retrieving atmospheric pro�les from many other RO data like those obtained
by the GPS/MET, SAC-C, COSMIC, and MetOp satellites. With all these data avail-
able, climate monitoring studies based on RO measurements allow for more detailed
research, such as for inter-comparison between di�erent satellites, for checking whether
RO measurements truly are as long-term stable as expected, or for performing trend
analyses. In addition, future RO based climate studies are less restricted to seasonal
means but instead monthly means will become readily feasible due to much higher num-
bers of RO events per day which will allow for the detection of higher resolved climatic
variability.
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A Appendix

In this Appendix, all available CHAMP CCRv2.3 seasonal mean climatologies of dry
temperature and their corresponding error �elds for SON2001 to SON2006, amounting
to 21 seasons, are presented. Climatologies are calculated as zonal means in 10◦ latitude
bands in an altitude range from the ground to 35 km. The lowest part, the humid
troposphere, is cut o� at altitudes ranging from 4 km in polar regions to 8 km at tropical
latitudes (see Chapter 4, Table 4.1). The other parameters have not yet been fully
approved and will be shown and discussed in later studies.
Figure A.1 shows the global distribution of CHAMP pro�les for each season displayed

over a world map to give an idea how the atmosphere was sampled. Figure A.2 gives an
insight into how the CHAMP pro�les were distributed for each of the 18 zonal latitude
bins within each season. The actual dry temperature climatologies are shown in Fig-
ure A.3 for CHAMP measurements and in Figure A.4 for the complete �eld of ECMWF
operational analyses.
The following �gures display error �elds which have been created throughout the

presented study and comprise the systematic di�erence of ECMWF � CHAMP clima-
tologies, Figure A.5, taking the CHAMP climatologies as reference because they have
proven to be of very high quality. In Figure A.6 the sampling error is displayed which
serves as a measure of the error introduced by the sampling of the CHAMP satellite
compared to the full-�eld-average ECMWF analyses. The last �gure, Figure A.7, shows
the standard deviation of the ECMWF � CHAMP di�erence dry temperature climatolo-
gies. In general, the standard deviation increases with increasing altitude, which means
that at higher altitudes the deviation between the CHAMP pro�les and the co-located
ECMWF pro�les becomes greater.
In summary, this collection of seasonal CHAMP climatologies serves as a small atlas

to give a closer and comprehensive overview of the CCRv2.3 dry temperature data
analyzed. In this way, the temporal evolution of dry temperature is pictured to a rather
full extend. With the error �elds shown in addition, the wealth of retrieved data may
be easily but informatively browsed through.
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Figure A.1: CHAMP pro�les distribution on a global map for seasons SON2001 to SON2006.
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Figure A.2: Global distribution statistics for each zonal bin of seasons SON2001 to SON2006.
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Figure A.3: CHAMP dry temperature climatologies for seasons SON2001 to SON2006.
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Figure A.4: ECMWF dry temperature climatologies for seasons SON2001 to SON2006.
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Figure A.5: ECMWF � CHAMP systematic dry temperature di�erence for seasons SON2001
to SON2006.
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Figure A.6: CHAMP dry temperature sampling error for seasons SON2001 to SON2006.
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Figure A.7: CHAMP dry temperature standard deviation for seasons SON2001 to SON2006.





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract: 
Radio occultation data obtained from the CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) 
satellite were processed with a dry air retrieval algorithm developed at the WegCenter. The 
main objective of this work was to create zonally averaged seasonal mean climatologies for 
the atmospheric parameters refractivity, dry temperature, dry pressure, and dry geopotential 
height. More than five years of data were analyzed covering the time span from September 
2001 to November 2006. Climatologies of all parameters and seasons were compared to 
operational analyses of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 
(ECMWF) and systematic differences were investigated. In general, good agreement was 
found, with systematic temperature differences below 0.5 K, but three regions exhibit larger 
deviations: altitudes above 30 km, where CHAMP climatologies are about 1 K warmer than 
ECMWF analyses; the austral winter polar vortex where deviations of up to about ±3.5 K 
exist; and the tropical tropopause region which is up to 2 K colder in the ECMWF analyses. 
The deviations were found to mainly point to improvement options of the ECMWF analyses. 
Furthermore, the sampling error of the CHAMP climatologies was studied with the aid of the 
ECMWF analysis fields. A sampling error model was developed, estimating this error as a 
function of altitude and latitude (up to 60°N/S), generally obtaining values within ±0.5 K. 
 
Zusammenfassung: 
Radiookkultationsmessungen des CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) Satelliten 
wurden mit einem am WegCenter entwickelten Prozessierungssystem analysiert. Das 
Hauptziel der vorliegenden Arbeit war es, zonal gemittelte saisonale Klimatologien der 
atmosphärischen Parameter Refraktivität, Temperatur, Druck und Geopotenzielle Höhe zu 
erstellen (letztere drei unter Annahme trockener Luft). Die Daten decken mehr als fünf Jahre 
von September 2001 bis November 2006 ab. Klimatologien aller Parameter und Saisonen 
wurden mit den operationellen Analysen des Europäischen Zentrums für Mittelfristwetter-
vorhersage (EZMW) verglichen und systematische Differenzen untersucht. Generell liegen 
die systematischen Temperaturdifferenzen unter 0.5 K aber es gibt drei Regionen, in denen 
größere Abweichungen auftreten: in Höhen über 30 km sind die CHAMP Klimatologien ca. 1 
K wärmer als die EZMW Analysen, im polaren Vortex im südhemisphärischen Winter treten 
Abweichungen bis zu ca. ±3.5 K auf, und die tropische Tropopause ist in den EZMW 
Analysen um ca. 2 K kühler. Es zeigte sich, dass diese Abweichungen hauptsächlich auf 
Verbesserungspotenzial der EZMW Analysen hinweisen. Weiters wurde der Sampling-Fehler 
der CHAMP Klimatologien mit Hilfe der EZMW Analysen abgeschätzt. Ein Sampling-Fehler-
Modell wurde erstellt, welches diesen Fehler als Funktion der Höhe und geographischen 
Breite (bis 60°N/S) abschätzt; die Werte liegen generell innerhalb ±0.5 K. 
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